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ABSTRACT

The objective of this thesis is the articulation and

elaboration of Nietzsche's theory of perspectivism as a pro-

found treatment of the problem of politics. This effort
seems useful since the doctrine of perspectivism--unlike the

more well-known ideas such as the will to power, the eternal
return, and the tjUermensch is seldom examined in the

Nietzsche Iiterature. Moreover, the relationship between

perspectivism and politics has traditionally been ignored.

The method of this thesis is primarily textual analysis. I
attempt to "reconstruct" Nietzsche's thought on perspectiv-

ism and indicate its political significance.
I attempt to demonstrate that perspectivism is both a co-

herent theory of knowledge and a prescription for future
philosophical inquiry. Nietzsche considers all reality as a

dynamic process of "becomin9". There can be no stable world

order in this scheme, therefore Nietzsche denies the exis-
t,ence of unconditional truths or absolute facts. Nietzsche

maintains that this position is validated by the empirical
evidence of the social and political developments in the

nineteenth century. He sees his age as the advent of nihili-
lism since the previous objective norms and varues have been

devalued in Iight of the industrial and scientific revolu-
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tions. He proposes an alternative epistemorogy grounded in
the assumption that arr knowing is interpretation from a

certain perspective. The perspective one has is determined

by one's quanta of energy and the direction of this vital
force.

PerspecLivism thus becomes a method for evaruating past

interpretations by determining the degree of vital power ex-

hibited in their aims and goa1s, By subjecting past and

present forms of political organ.izatíon to the test of exam-

ination from a multiplicity of viewpoints, Nietzsche arrives
at basic insights into the probLems of poritical life, He

further suggests, albeit in a Èentative manner, his own po-

riticar idears based upon his own perspectival interpreta-
tion. But his methodology does not insist that we accept his
poritical formulas but challenges us to arrive at our olrn

perspectives and to become our own individual seLves, free
from the restrictive traditíons of previous political theo-
r ies.
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SOURCES f ABBREVIATIONS, AND TRANSLATIONS

rn order to keep documentation to a minimum, r have inserted
much of it into the text and have used abbreviations of

Nietzsche's titres. Nietzsche divided his works into num-

bered sections, therefore the numerals folrowing the abbre-

viation indicate the section and not the page of the text.
The exceptions are the early essays, The GJg_e¡ State and Ho-

mer's Contest. Citations of these works refer to the page

numbers of the Oscar Levy edítion of The Complete Works of
Friedrich Nietzsche , Vo}. 1. In all other cases, Roman nu-

merars refer to the larger divisions of books, and Arabic

numerars refer to the section or aphorism. citations in-
crude references to Nietzsche's Prefaces (p) and Epirogues
(e). Finally, the third chapter of Ecce Homo is divided
into parts devoted to Nietzsche's separate works, and these

parts are cited by their abbreviation. A key to the abbre-

víations follows;

S The Greek State (1871)

HC Homer's Contest ( 1871 )

P The Last Philosopher (I872)

BT The Birth of Trasedy Q872)

TL On Truth and Lie in an Extra-Moral

Sense (1873)

Philosophy in thePTG

vlt

Traqic Age of the



Greeks (1873)

The Untimely Meditations (1873-76)U

UT

z

EH

WP

David Strauss, the

Writer (1873)

Conf essor and

U II The Advantaqe and Disadvantage of

History for Life (1874)

U III Schopenhauer as Educator (18741

U Michard Waqner iq Bavreuth ( 1876 )

HA Human, AII-too-Human (fgZe )

MO Mixed Opinions and Maxims (1879)

WS The !{anderer and His Shadow (1880)

D Daybreak ( 1881 )

cS The Ga¿ Science (1882)

Thus lpoke Zarathustra (1883-85)

BGE Beyond Good and Evil (1886)

GM On the Genealoqy of Mora1s (1887)

Cw The Case of Waqner (1888)

T Twiliqhr of rhe rdols (1988)

NCW Nietzsche Contra Waqner (1888)

A The Antichrist (1888)

Ecce Homo (1888)

The vrilI to Power (fAA3-88)

Throughout the thesis I have used the most recent English

translations available. For BT, BGE, GM, CW, and EH, I have

used lrlalter Kauf mann's Basic Writings of Nietzsche (¡lew

York: Modern Library, 1968). For Z, T, NCW, and A, I have
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used Kaufmann's The Portable Nietzsche (Hew York: vi king

Press, 1954). For GS, I have used Kaufmann's The ÇeI Sci-

of Sonqs (uewence: With a Prelude in Rymes and an Aooendix

York: Vintage, 1974). For WP, I have used the translation by

Kaufmann and R.J. Hollingdale, The Will to Power (new York:

Vintage,

Thouqhts

1968). For D, I have used Hollingdale's Ðavbreak

on the Preiudices of Moral-ity (Cambridge: Cambridge

University Press, 1982) " For TL and P, I have used the

translations by Daniel Breazeale in Phílosophy and Truth:

Selections From Nietzsche's Notebooks of the Early 1870's

(Hew Jersey¡ Humanities Press, 1979). For PTG, I have used

Marion Cowan' s translation, Philosophy in the Traqic Àqe of

the Greeks (Chicago: Regnery, 1962'). For U III, I have used

the translation by J.W. Hillesheim and M.R. Simpson, Scho-

penhauer as Educator (Chicago: Regnery, 1965). For U II, I

have used the translation by Peter Preuss, Op the Advantaqe

and Disadvantage of Hi story for Life (Indianapolis: Hackett

Publishing, 1980). For the rest of Nietzsche's works, I
have used the translations in The Complete Works of Fried-
rich Nietzsche, edited by Dr, Oscar Levy (london: George AI-
Ien and Unwin Co., 1909-1911). In this edition, S and HC

are translated by M.A. Mugge; U I and U ïV by Anthony Ludo-

vici; HA by Henry Zimmern; and MO and WS by PauL Cohn.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

The philosophy of Friedrich Nietzsche has had a tremen-

dous effect on twentieth century thought. The scope and

range of his philosophy is evídenced by the continued inter-
est in Nietzsche's thought by students in a variety of

schorarly fields, For exampre, a colroqium herd some years

back considering the question of "Nietzsche's impact on the

west", featured papers on Nietzsche and existentialism, po-

etry, science, music, prose styles, psychology, and poli-
tics.'Yet Nietzsche remains one of the most troubl-esome,

misunderstood, and perplexing figures in the history of phi-
losophy. Erich Hel]er captures the spirit of the probrem

when he exprains that the question, "Do you understand

Nietzschê?", is rike asking, "Do you know Rome?" The ansv¡er

is simple only if you have never been there.2
Nietzsche's phirosophy is difficult to comprehend for a

number of reasons, noL the least of which is the problem of
Nietzsche's styIe. He employs a variety of riterary forms--

I Papers pre
sity, 2-4
Ouarterlywañ

sented to the Colloquim held at Syracuse Univer-
_December. 1972, are . reprinted in Symposillqr: A
.lgurnal in Modern For iegn Lanquaqesf-78-l3p-rinÇ

" Er ich
ist's
%rf

HelIer,
Journey

Nietzsche",
and Other

in The
EssaF

"Wittgenstein and
into the Interior

Art-
1 Newp. 203.Random House, 1965 )

1
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-aphorism, verse, parable, prose, and essay--and is methodo-

Iogically committed to a pluraliLy of viewpoints. Further-
more, Nietzsche despises "systems" of any kind and his work

constitutes, one might sây, a deliberate anti-system. His

purpose, in part, is to break the grip our conventions of

Ianguage hold on our thinking. He seems to want to make us

aware of the limits of traditional concepts and propose a

new freedom of expression and thought" His thought on any

one topic, consequently, is not to be found in any single
text or set of texts, but is diffused throughout his many

books and personal notes.

In Europe Nietzsche's chaotic vitality has recently been

welcomed by the nouveaux critigues whose Nietzsche inter-
pretations focus on the problem of language and "the ques-

tion of style". Jacques Derrida, the most prominent of the

movement's leaders, proposes a "deconstruction" of Nietz-
sche's meanings as a "spur" to further thought and contro-
versy.3 While this procedure is no doubt interesting in it-
self, it seems to me that these critics have tended to
interpret Nietzdche according to their own enthusiasm, and

so passionately, that, to use Nietzsche's words concerning a

different case, "the text finaIly disappears under t.he in-
terpretation" (BGE 38).

Jacques
HarIow
t979) .

Barbara
Press,

Derrida, Spurs: Nietzsche's Styles, trans.
( Chi cagolffiõn : --G'iver sitñE- Ch icago
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The method of this discussion will follow more crosery

along the rines of modern anaryticar philosophy. n My method

wilr consist primarily of a textual anarysis of Nietzsche's

books, essays, Ietters, and notes in an attempt to ,,recon-

struct" his thoughts on the nature and function of perspec-

tivism and its imprications for a study of politics. In as

many cases as possibre I wirl let Nietzsche's words speak

for themserves, on this matter r have heeded Nietzsche's
warning that one "who has interpreted a passage in an author

'more profoundry' than intended, has not interpreted the au-

thor but obscured him" (ws 17). In the course of discussion
r wirr rery on Nietzsche's notes and unpubrished essays as

werr as his published books in an effort to give as comprete

a picture of Nietzsche's thinking as possible. Arthough

there is much debate over this issue, I see no reason to as-

sume that the notes comprising The wilr to power "represenÈ
hypotheses which Nietzsche abandoned" or that these notes

contain ideas which Nietzsche did not espouse.s Many of

these notes were, in fact, intended for use in an upcoming

book that Nietzsche often refers to as "The wilr to power:

Attempt at a Revaluation of Value".'

The major exponent
Arthur C. Ðanto,
York: CoLumbia
1gg0 ) .

of this me
Nietzsche a

thod of Nietzsche analysr.s r.s
s Philosopher (fg0S rpt New

University Press Mornrngs ide ed
I
I tion,

4

5 Harald A1derman,
Press, 1977), p.

Nietzsche' s Gi ft (athens; Ohio University
5.

See WaIter Kaufmann, Nietzsche: PhiIos er Psycholoqi st, I
6

Ant ichr i st 4rh. ed. ( Princeton: Prlnce ton University
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The primary objective of this thesis is the isotation and

elaboration of Nietzsche's theory of perspectivism as a pro-

found treatment of the problem of politics. Those who are

acquainted with the secondary Nietzsche literature mighÈ

find it odd that perspectivism may be Iinked to politics.
In the first place, pêrspectivism is primarily an epistemo-

logicar doctrine that is assumed by Nietzsche but seldom ex-

pressed in any great detail. Moreover, it has received

scant attention in the scholarly world. As late as 1976

Ruediger Grimm could sêy, with a fair degree of honesty,

that "there has been practically no work done in the area of

Nietzsche's theory of knowledgê."' since the pubrication of

Grimm's excerrent book there have been several articles in
English dearing with perspectivism, yet none have raised the

issue of its possible implications for the study of poli-
t ics. '

7

Press, 1974), p. 113.

nge{iger H. Grimm, Nietzsche's Theory of Knowledqe (ger-
Iin,/Hew York: walter ã.@ W p.vÏlffiï-notabte
excneption is Jean Granier, Le Problème de Ia vérité dansla pþilosophie de {ietzscþ -(parfEdEiõñ's-ïu 3eiffiI9oEJEnFJõn tr. WiTcofruth and varue in Nierzsche: A
Study of His Metaethics a stemolo eñî ÃïEffi uni=
vers r tfloffiicETgan Þresilr
Eg. John AtweIl, "Nietzsche's Perspectivish", in Southern
Journal of-fTilTis Phi losophy , 1g (S ring 1981), pp. 157-1 70i

Miller, "The D sarticulation of the SeIf in
4 (Apri1 1981), pp. 245-26Ii
e's Perspectival Interpreta-
5 (ratt 1981) , pp. zz1-25!,,
Ontological Basis for Nietz*

Nietzsche", in The Monist,
George J. StaElil -ffizsc
tion", in Philosophy Today,
and Kerry S. I.lalters, 'iThe
sche's Perspectivism", in Di

P
L

6
h
2

a
35-46.

logue 24 (april I9B2), pp.
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The whole question of Nietzsche's politics has been

avoided, or at least downplayed, in most of the literature
since 1945. Most English language commentators tacitly ac-

cept the late Walter Kaufmann's depiction of Níetzsche's

philosophy as anti-political.' Continental Nietzsche schol-

arship, oD the other hand, tends to be overtly Heideggerian

in style and content; Nietzsche is believed to be "the last
metaphysician of the westn"ro In this interpretation, Nietz-
sche's infruence is strictly limited to the ephemereal realm

of ideas, and is explicitly denied in the practical realm of

politics. " Both of these major figures in Nietzsche schol-

arship have been conditioned by the burden of dissociating
Nietzsche's philosophy from its abuse at the hands of cer-
tain Nazi inteIIectuaIs.r2 Kaufmann certainly labours the

Kaufmann, especially Chapter Five, pp. I57-I77"

See Heidegger's "Who is Nietzsche's Zarathustra?", in The
New Nietzsche, êd. David B. allison (New york: DelE
ffifãÆ77f Thi s volume conta ins essays by the leading
Nietzsche scholars in Europe. In his "Preface" the editoi
pays homage to Heidegger and acknowledges that att of the
articles deal with themes suggested by Heidegger's work.

9

t0

1T I will avoid considering Heidegger's idiosycraLic Nietz-
sche interpretation for the reason that it requires an
extensive examinaÈion of the special role NietzsChe plays
in the whole of Heidegger's philosophy. Suffice tó say
that by locating NieLzsche's significance within his own
question of the historical "being of Being", Heidegger
tells us more about his ovrn thought than he does abòut
Nietzsche. On
Metahistorv of
1970). See als
Nietzsche (ttre

this matter, see Bernd Magnus, Heidegger's
Philosophy (the Hague: túartinffi
õ-ffiara-i¡owey, t¡õiciesqer and Jaspérs on
Hague ¡ Martinuè Nijfõæ73f,

Eg. AIfred Bäumler,
(t eipzig: Rec}am V
sche und der Nation

und Politiker
Ffle, Nietz-

L2 Nietzsche der PhilosooherEffir), Heîr¡rI?fTä
alsoãiatismus (l¡ünchen : ZentralTãlEg
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hardest at this task, while Heidegger, himself tainted by

his association with Nazism, tends to avoid Nietzsche's
poritics artogether.'3 The result of this sordid affair has

been that modern Nietzsche schorars, who quite correctly
deny Nietzsche's alleged fascism, tend to deny him any po-

]itical significance at ar1. Needless to say, the poritical
implications of perspectivism have never been addressed at
any length.

I have pursued the study of Nietzsche's perspectivism be-

cause it seems to me to be a cruciar assumption throughout

Nietzsche's work, and because it underries the more welr-
known concepts of will to power, the eternal return, and

Ubermenschlichkeit. I f ind mysel f in agreement v¡ith Kerry

warters' statement that, there "are several themes that run

throughout Nietzsche's work, but certainly the foundation of
them all, the fundament.ar concept around which the rest of

his notions revorve, is his doctrine of perspectivisllì. f'r 4

Moreover ì ! believe that we can dissociate Nietzsche's

thought from nazism, as Kaufmann does, without denying his
political message. Similarly, Nietzsche may have engaged in

13

der NSDAP, 1937) ,
Deutsche Zukunft

and Richard Oehler,(teipzig, Armanen, 1935
Nietzsche und die
).

For a discussion of the contexts of Heidegger's Nietzsche
lectures, see David Farrell KreIl's "Ana1yåis" in both of
Heidegger' s_ ìf ielzsche: Vol . 1: The I{i 11 ló eower as Àrt ,trans. nrelf--lEr¡ rraffiscõ: narþFañã ñow, f97g)-ãná
Niq_tz?che: Vol . 1: NihiIism, trans. Frank Cappuzi (San
Frãñffi: f9Ei2).-

\4 WaIters, p. 36.
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metaphysics, but that does not necessariry impry that he has

no significance for political theory.

I will argue that Nietzsche's perspectivism teaches that
all existence is interpretation from a particuLar perspec-

tive, and that Nietzsche's conception of this idea is in-
tended to alrow a murtiplicity of perspectives to shine

their ri9ht, so to speak, and thus il-]uminate something that
is fundamental and important about arl political life. sec-

ondly, Nietzsche proposes his perspectivism as a functional
theory for political anarysis, as a method in which true
philosophers become "commanders and regisrators". The affir-
mation of perspectivism, which involves a revaruation of
previous varues, is a decisive erement in the counter-move-

ment,, to nihilism and is theref ore possibre only in the de-

veroping age of nihilism. yetr âs Nietzsche says, "the most

valuabre insights are discovered rast; but the most val_uable

insights are the methods" (a 13).

considering that Nietzsche's perspectivism is largely un-

derdeveloped in the scholarly literature, and is not clearly
expressed in any one or tvro passages or texts in Nietzsche's
work, I have found it necessary to articulate this notion in
some detail. The first condition for an understanding of

"how we know" is an analysis of "what there is for us to
kno!û". Therefore, our discussion begins with an examination

of the will to power as an ontological principle. According

to Nietzsche, arl rearity is a turbulent chaos of perpetual
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flux and becoming in which we may think of discrete power-

quanta , some active some reactive, locked in combat for
more power. This provocative suggestion is intended to
characteríze ar1 existence-- organic and inanimate--in terms

of organization of po$¡er within an unruly commonvrealth.

Nietzsche extends this model into the sociar rearm and ex-
plains that there are two basic moral perspectives. That is,
there exists "master moralityu which ís the perspective of
active force; and "sLave morality" which corresponds to re-
active force.

The question of "truth" for Nietzsche is considered pro-
blematic since we cannot fix anything in this chaos as being

"true". In Nietzsche's view , "truth" is "irlusion" insofar
as it cLaims to capture the eternar reality of an objective
worrd order. Thís conception is associated primariry with
Platonism, christianity, and Kantian metaphysics. He re-
gards the desire to "fix" a "real" worrd as an unscrupurous
moral- imperative on the part of weak power centers, and goes

on to deny the adeguacy of any system necessítating another
world than the one ín which we rive, This,'uncondiLional
wilr Lo truth" inspired by christianity tends to devalue the
very tenets of the monotheistic world-view as its irrational
assumptions are brought into question. yet the scientific
method is equarry nihilistic since its demand for truth in
an unconditionar sense is irnpossible in a worrd of becoming.

we are therefore entering an age of nihilism in which arr of
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our objective norms and most cherished values have been de-

valued.

Perspectivism, as a theory of knowredge, is adequate to
the task of generating usefur irrusions ("truths") that will
allow the strong and active types to construct their own

world. we are only now seeing that arl philosophies, politi-
cal theories, and religious principles have been perspecti-
val interpretations permitting certaín groups to increase
and maintain povrer. This rearization, however, is possible
for Nietzsche only in his time, since the advent of nihilism
has uncovered a multiplicity of competing world views. The

greatest danger in Èhis situation is the residue from the
old belief in absorute truth. Each perspective wants to be

master and rure all of the others and, believing its per-
spective to be the "true" one, engages in wars of extermina-
tion with its rivals.

These assumptions inform Nietzsche's analysis of modern

poritics. He considers the vast majority of individuaLs to
be weak and defenceless. They have been thrown back onto
themselves under the radical individuation of society for-
lowing the industriar and scientific revolutions. Most peo-

pre cannot stand to live in a meaningress worrd, and so,

lacking the strength to create their own goars, they falL
back on farse political dogmas. The weak find their expres-
sion of povrer as berievers in every kind of doctrine. The

ideologues, moreover, exploit this need in people and en-
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courage conviction in the "truth" of their doctrines. The

state, in a declining âg€, becomes one more farse 9od, a new

idol, to which the majority wirl sacrifice themselves and

seek salvation. In any poriticar unit, Lherefore, the danger

increases that the serf-service of the perspectives of the
rurers wilr Lead to destruct,ion. At the grobat level, each

nation-state is divided against all the othersi at t,he na-

tional level, each party or ideorogy is preaching its doc-

trine of salvation.
PerspecÈivism teaches the wide variety of norms, morals

and customs that are competing in the worrd. The political
scientisÈ's task is to catalogue the various norms and var-
ues of the past and future, thus providing the foundation
for overcoming the past. But the schorar himself is a depen-

dent being, he is unable to impose his wilr on the world.
what is needed to overcome nihilism is a genuine philosopher
who is also a commander and regislator. only when the ques-

tion of truth has been defined as probrematic can there
emerge a philosopher whose existence justifies ar1 exis-
tence. This ideal, for Nietzsche, cannot be realized by

means of a traditionar politícar formula" rt requires,
rather I a radica] transformation of man as the foundation
for the politics of the future.



Chapter

THE WILL TO

ïï

POWER

2.I NIETZSCHEI S ONTOLOGY

In order to provide the proper context for a discussion
of Nietzsche's perspectivism it is crucial to come to grips
with the enigmatic principre of the wilr to power. This

concept is perhaps the most consistentry misunderstood and

misrepresented of aII of Nietzsche"s so-calIed "affirmative
doctrines". Frequently the will to power is represented as

naked hunger for power at any price, or as the desire for
ruthLess domination and subjugation of others on the part of
racially superior supermen. Hence Nietzsche is often refer-
red to as an advocate of almost any brutaL, authoritarian
regime. I hope to make it clear, however, that the wiII to
power has nothing to do with "power potitics". It is rather
an all-inclusive worrd-principle or theoretical hypothesis

intended to generate a specífic understanding of the worrd

as flux.
The term "wi11 to power" (der !,lirle zur Macht) actuarry

occurs guite late in Nietzsche's writings. According to
warter Kaufmann the phrase first appears in Nietzsche's no-

tebooks in the late 1870's, but it does not find its vray

into print until the first book of Thug spoke zaratirustra,

11
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pubrished in 1883." From this time, throughout all of the

notebooks and published works of this period, the wirl to
povrer assumes a prominent position in Nietzsche's thought.
rt is this principle that unites and integrates his various
insights about man, society, and the cosmos.

r shall argue that the will to power is a hypothetical or

experi mentar worrd principle meant to capture the essence

of reality as such. As we will see, however, Nietzsche de-

nies the possibility that man is capabre of "knowing" reali-
ty in any way simirar to the traditional concept of knowr-

edge. For Nietzsche our knowledge of rearity must

therefore remain perspectival--it is onry an interpretation
of the worrd we create for ourselves and not an absolute
statement of the way things really are.

Before Nietzsche formulates his mature conception of the
wirl to power, he does conceive of an instinctive drive to
increase one's power over the environment. To compensate for
weaknessf this drive often manifests itself in the form of
revenge or resentment which in most, cases is turned back

onto the individual" That is, the drive is subrimated or re-
pressed and only surfaces in a varieLy of negative and often
harmful personarity traits. r' Through his own research

t5 Kaufmann, p. 179.

See Kaufmann, pp. 2Il-307 ¡(London/Bostonl Rotledge
7 6-t26
and Frederick Copleston,

R.J. Hollingda1e,
and Kegan Paul, 19

Nietzsche
r PP.

pher
rpt

Friedrich Nietzsehe : Philoso-of Culture ÃgqZ

l6

.N ew York¡ Barnes and Nobles, I97S), pp. 76-97.
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Nietzsche became acquainted with certain natural scientific
theories which reinforced ideas he had found in the pre-soc-

ratic Greek thinkers and in Eastern religions. This encour-

aged him to develop a horistic conception of man and the

universe characterized by a pervasive physiological drive,
evident in the rowest organisms to those of the greatesL

complexity, to master the environment and expand or expel

energy. ¡ ? Final}y, Nietzsche projects this notion of a po!r-

er-drive for mastery and exploitation of the environmenL

into the inorganic world as werr. There can be no doubt

that Nietzsche conceives of even non-living manifestations

of povrer in terms of a pervasive desire or "wiII"" ln its
mature form this will to power becomes an ontological model

of what we can tentatively say the world rrisrr and "does",
In the words of Arthur Danto:1s

It is hardly avoidable that we think of wi1l to
polrer in almost the same terms in which men oncethought of substance, as that which underlies
everything else and was the most fundamental ofall. For the will to power is not something we
have, but something r{e are. Not only are $re wif f
to.power, but so is everything, human and animal,
animate and material. The entire world is witl to
power; there is nothíng other than it and its man-
i festat i on s .

t ? See: Ma
JournalffirEt¡
man PhiI
Hi story

ry Cqqlidge, "Ethics--Appoldnian and Dionysian",
of Philosophv, 38 (August 1941), pp. q4t-q65, anrJ
TumõuÏîñTTBuddhism-and NinereeñLh century Ger-osophy", trans. Julia Ching, in Journal ót theof Ideas , 42 (.ruly-september 1981) ,-ÞF;-8747Ë
. 215.18 Danto, p
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Clearly, then, the wiII to power is an elemental concept in
Nietzsche's thought, and therefore we must attempt t,o under-

stand Níetzsche's conception of it.
Nietzsche's thinking was conditioned by his observation

that the world as it appears to us is contradictory, ambigu-

ous, and ultimately chaotic. Nietzsche compretery rejects
any view of the world that assumes its "bein9". Reality,
to the extent we can discuss it aL all, is described as

"becomiD9". Hence the young Nietzsche praises Heracritus for
teaching that, "the everrasting and exclusive coming-to-be,

the impermanence of everything actuar, which constantly
acts, and comes-to-be, but never ís Icharacterizes] ttre

whore nature of rearity" (ptc 5). Later Nietzsche decrares

that the "whole character of the world is in alr eternity
chaos" (GS 109).

Niet,zsche's worrd-conception emphasizes that reality as

text is not static, but dynamic. The world is
in being, but is in a state of perpetual flux.

not grounded

impressionistically paints his "world-conception"
from 1885:

N i etz sche

in a noLe

And do you want to know what the world is for me?
Shall I show it to you in my mirror? This world: a
monster of energy, without beginning, without end,a firm iron magnitude of force ..: enclosed by
"nothingness" as by a boundary ... set in a defi:nite space as a definite force ... as a play of
forces, ât the same time one and many, incieasing
here and decreasing there; a sea of forces flowing
and rushing together ... as a becoming that knowõ
no satiêty, no disgust, tìo weariness-:do you know
want a name for this world? This worl_d is the wiIIto power--and nothing besides! And you yourselves
are also this will to power--and nothing besides!
(wp r 067 )
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This model of the world as chaotic ebbing and flowing of

energy waves serves as a hypothetical world-principle
throughout his later period.

Nietzsche reformulates this idea in more theoretical
fashion in his published work. Here Lhe wirl to power the-
sis is presented as an "experiment". NieLzsche asks us to
assume that nothing is given as "rear" except our worrd of

desires and passions, and that we can arrive at no other

"reality" than that of our drives. Then does it not folrow
that this "given rearity" be sufficient not only for our un-

derstanding of ourselves, but of the materiar world as welr?

According to Nietzsche , "it is not only permitted to make

this experiment, but the conscience of method demands it."
If we accept Nietzsche's assumption that the, wirl is cau-

salry operative, we may follow him further and assume lhat
the wilr is the sole causal agent. since "will can effect
only wiLl--and not matter", Nietzsche asks us to suppose

that wherever "ef f ects" are evident, even in I'mechanistic

occurrences", there is active "wi11 force" (wilrenskraft)
or "wiI1-effects"
Iy,Nietzsche says,

(wi l ten -Wi r kun ). Suppose final-

that we succeeded in explaining our drives or pas-
sions as the development and ramification of-one
basic form of the wil]-- namely, of the will to
power, âs my proposition has it ... then we would
have gained the right to determine aI] efficient
force as--wi11 to povrer. The world viewed from in-side, the world defined and determined accordingto its " intelligible character"-- it wouLd be
"will to power" and nothing else. (gCg 36)



It is significant that Nietzsche

"experiment", for he could not,

hís hypothesis could explain the

respondence to its "reality".

proposes

as we will
world in
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thesis as an

claim that

of any cor-

his

see,

terms

2"2 POWER QUANTA AND THEIR TNTERACTION

In Nietzsche's hypothetical world-view everything that
exists is essentiatly will .to povrer and its manífestations:

"the essence of the worrd is wirr to power" (BGE rg6); and

"the essence of 1ife I is] its will to power" (GM II.12) .

BuÈ what exactly is this wirr to power? And what are its
basic characteristics?

In the first pIace, the will to power is not a homogenous

world- substance or metaphysicar absorute along the lines of
the Vedantic Brahmin, Spinoza's God, or Hegel's WeItqe i st .

Any such resemblences, âs Grimm has demonstrated, are large-
1y accidentaL." Rather it consists of discrete, discontin-
uous, unextended "quanta" of wiII to power. These "power
quanta tt (Macht uanten ) are also not to be thought of as uI-
timate or irreducible "things" or "objectst'. Each "power

center" (Kraftcentrum) is a dynamic instance of will to pow-

er which continually combínes, divides, merges, and changes

in whatever fashion according to both its own degree of
force and that of opposing polrer centers. since "wirl can

ef f ect only wi rr " , aLr there can be 'in Nietzsche' s model

I9 Grimm, pp. 2-16.
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are power quanta effecting other povrer quanta in a vast, yêt
finile, field of force. The constant struggre of conflict-
ing power, and the perpetual tension of the wiII to power,

constitutes the dynamic process of reality.
Nietzsche's thesis rests on the assumption that nature

and the universe are dynamic and pluraristic. Nietzsche

was greatry influenced in this respect by severar natural
scientific theories current in his time. while stilr a stu-
dent in Leipzig, Nietzsche discovered F.A Lange's theory of
materiarism.2 0 He adopts from Lange the view that the world

of our senses is a product of our organization; that the
visibre bodily organs, tike arr other parts of the phenome-

nar world, are merely picÈures of an unknown object; and

that the transcendental ground of our organization remains

as obscure to us as the things that act upon us.zr
At one point Lange mentions that Roger Boscovich

Ã7Lr-1787) had developed an important theory of matter
which had been largery ignored in his own time but had been

vindicated by research in the nineteenth- century. Bosco-

vich discovered contradictions in the prevailing theory of
atomic materiarism which could only be solved by supposing

20 Cf. Frederick Albert Lange, The History of Materialismtrans. E.R.
1925).

Thomas (1866,Ber1in;r pt. London: Kegan Paul,

Nietzsche to Carl von Gers
1866. In Christopher Mi
Friedrich Nietzsche (Ct¡ic
chi cago Press, 1969

2L

as Letters.
), No.

dorff, Naumberg, end of August,
ddleton, Selected Lette¡:s of
ago and t onõTT=Tnffiy õE5. pp. 16-18; herafter cited
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that the effects usuarry ascribed to the resilience of

material particres was due to the repulsive forces of non-

extended force-points. Boscovich, therefore, regarded these

dynamic force points as the erementar constituents of mat-

ter. This new theory, Lange exprains, replaced the materi-
alist picture of the world based on sensory experience.r,

Nietzsche incorporates Boscovich's conclusions into his
own conception of the world as will to power. In 1BB2

Nietzsche wrote to his friend Peter Gast that, in the wake

of Boscovich's theory, "there ís no matter anymore--except

as a popular relief"." Three years later, Nietzsche prais-
es the "Pole Boscovich and the Pole copernicus" for their
opposition to opticar observation.2* copernicus persuaded us

to believe, contrary to our senses, that the earth does not

stand stirl; Boscovich eradicates our belief in the rast
part of the earth that "stood fast"--the "particle atom"

(¡Gn !z).

22

2 3

24

Lange, Book

Nietzsche to
181-182.

11, p.

Gast,

364.

20 March 1882, Letters, DO. 94, pp.

Although Nietzsche refers to Boscovich as a "poLe" inall of the German editions Kaufmann changes this to read,
"the Dalmatian Boscovich. . . ". No explãnation is given,
but one must assume that Kaufmann wants to correct ñietz-
sche . Boscovich was a native serbo-croatian born in thecity of Ragusa (now Dubrovnik) in Upper Dalmatia. See
Henry Vincent Gi11, Roger Boscovich: Foreunner of Modern
Physical rheories (oõTïî-: l¿ffiifl &fæ4If.
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In Boscovich Nietzsche finds a model of the physical

world that corresponds to his own assumptions about the dy-

namic nature of reality. But Boscovich and his colleagues

had merely "described" a world of force whose external "ex-
pression" takes the form of tiny bodies. These phenomena

perpetually interact--at the sub-aLomic level-- in terms of

action and reaction, or an oscillation between reactive and

repulsive forces. " Nietzsche extends this model in an at-
tempt to construct an "inner phenomenalism". He writes¡

The victorious concept "force", by means of which
our physicists have created God and the worId,
needs to be completed: an inner will must be
ascribed to it, which I designate as "will to pow-
êr", i.e. , as an insatiable desire to manifest
poweri or as the employment and exercise of power,
as a creative drive, etc. (WP 619)

In Nietzsche's model each force center or quantum of power

has a single existential characteristic: it desires above

all to increase its own power by dominating or assimilating
other power quanta. Each center of force strives to become

master over all space and to extend its force, Lhrusting

back that which resists its extension. Power quanta, how-

ever, are continually encountering similar efforts on the

part of others and must come to an arrangement of forces

with those that are similarly related to it (wp 636). These

ttpower constellations" (Macht-konstellationen) are similarly
dynamic. In fact, they exist only as temporary groups which

George
cific
ñ.

Stack, " and Boscovich's
Phi losophical Quarterly

Natural Philosoph
62 (January 1981

It Pa-
pp.

v
)

2S
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appear as units only from certain perspectives but disappear

into the chaos of meaningress waves of forces from other

perspect ives.

Within each power-constellation there exist active and

reactive forces whose constant struggle provides the dynamic

process of reality. Active forces correspond to the suc-

cessful, dominating power quanta. The reactive forces are

Iess powerful and thus obey or react to the extension of

force on the part of others. For Nietzsche, the essence of

a power center is equated with its acÈivity-- with the ef-
fects it produces and those which it resists. His is a

purely holistic conception of the universe in which, "every
atom effects the whole of being--it is thought away if one

thinks away its radiation of power-wi11" (wp 634). The des-

ignation of forces is determined by their ef-
fects.Appropriation, domination, and subjugation are aIl ef-
f ects of act íve power. Whi l-e react ion, submi ssion, and

reflection are arl effects of weaker forces. rn Nietzsche's
words: "What, is active?--Reaching out f or power ... Irfhat is
Passive?--To be hindered from moving forward: thus an act of

resistance and reaction" (wp 657).

The will to power is always a question of struggle be-

tween forces that are never equal. But, to the extent that
resistance is present even in obedience,the individual power

of inferiors is by no means surrendered. Likewise, there ís
in commandíng "an admission that the absolute power of the
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opponent has not been vanquished, incorporated, disintegrat-
ed " (wP 642). The question in all scientific, physiologi-

cal, or sociological enquiries, then, is the degree of su-

perior power and the degree of resistance.

At times, Níetzsche seems hopeful that a purely mathe-

matical formula could be devised to measure these forces (Wp

710), but he also recognizes that a mechanistic interpreta-
tion of reality cannot grasp the essential characteristics
of force (wp 660). Àccording to him, there exists a peculiar

human trait which posits quality behind quantity. Moreover,

"every creature different from us senses different qualities
and consequently Iives in a different world from that which

we 1ive" (wP 565), There could be no privileged measurement

of quantitíes or qualities, because the wilI to power inter-
prets everything from its own posítion in relation to its
own power. Therefore, there is a multiplicity of evalua-

tions and measurements. Nietzsche, it may be fair to sây,

proposes a theory of reality that is grounded in political
organization. The structure of reality resembles the struc-
ture of any political unít,

2.3 THE WILL TO POWER AS LIFE

Life for Nietzsche is the form of the will to power with

which we are most familiar. Life is distinguished from inor-
ganic processes by its greáter complexity, more advanced de-

mands for nutrition, and its sharper differentiation of povr-



er. But the differences between a

rock are matters of degree and not

man, for

essence.

inst.ance,

In his
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and a

note-

books, Nietzsche writes:

Thi s

The will to accumulate force is special to the
phenomonena life, nourishment, procreation?--to
society, state, custom, authority? Should we not
be able to assume this in the cosmic order? Not
merely conservaÈion of energy, but maximal economy
of use, so the only reality is the will to grovr
stronger of every center of force--not self pres-
ervation, but the will to appropriate, dominate,
increase, and grovr stronger. (wP 689 )

fundamental drive exhibited by every center of force--
-in a chemical, a plant, âD individual, ot a nation--is the

essence of will to power. Nietzsche clearly emphasizes t.hat

this drive is towards increased power and not self-preserva-
tion. It would be completely incorrect to assume that

,Nietzsche is promoting some kind of neo-Darwinian social-

theory. He lrarns that,
Physiologists should think twice before putting
down the instinct of self-preservation as the car-
dinal instinct of an organic being. A living
thing seeks above all to discharge its strength-:
-life itself is will to power; setf-preservation
is only one of the indirect and most frequent re-
su1ts. (sce 13)

A science or philosophy based upon this instinct, therefore,
would fail to grasp the more fundamental desire for an in-
crease of the feeling of po!{er which sometimes comes at the

expense of preservation. Social Darwinists, like Herbert

Spencer, are guilty of confusing cause and effect. people

do not struggle in order to exist, Nietzsche tells us, but

exist in order to struggle. In his words:
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The struggle tor existence is only an exception, a
temporary restriction of the will to life. The
great. ang small struggle - always revolves around
superiority, around growth and expansion, around
power-- in accordance with the wilI to power which
is the will to life (CS 349).

clearly, Nietzsche attempts to dissociate himself from the

crude "might makes right" theories current in the wake of

the theory of evolution.
Pain and pleasure as primary factors of motivation are

equally discounted by the wiIl to power. Obstacles to Iife,
dangers of every sort, are considered to be stimulants to
active forces. The will to povrer can manifest itserf onry

against resistance Nietzsche claims, it therefore seeks

that which resists it (Wp 656). pleasure and pain are only

secondary phenomena accompanying the meeting and overcoming

of resistance. It is a banar morar prejudice to assume that
man seeks pleasure and avoids pain. Both are norma] ingre-
dients to organic life. Preasure is the increased feering
of power associated with overcoming resistance. pain is
misunderstood as merely the dispreasure involved in the ove-

rexpenditure and exhaustion of power. But there is another

sense of pain that accompanies meeting resistance that can

be overcome, thus stimulating power (wp 702).

Grimm points out that Niet.zsche's treatment of the

pleasure-pain principle rests on the relationship between

relative quantities of power, and whether they are increas-

ing or decreasing. "This leads", according to Grimm,"to the

further quarification that a strong and vital power constel-
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lation (,eg a person) wilI have totally different pleasures

(and pains) than a weak and exhausted power constellatíonn"
ConsequenLly, the terms "pleasure" and "pain" lose their ap-

plicability, since they are both derivatives of the more

fundamental wiIl to power.2' The pleasure-pain principle,
and a1l utilitarian reformulations of it, are therefore in-
vaLidated by Nietzsche's power ontology as foundations for
social or political theory.

The term "wi11" in Nietzsche's thesis should not be

confused with the traditional conception of "will" as a fac-

ulty of the subject and as a substantial entity., ? Nietzsche

clearly denies the existence of the wiII as something sim-

ple,substantial, and concrete" OnIy a thoughtless person, he

says, would believe in a notion of the w.ill as brute-datum,

comprehensible in itseLf (GS I27). For him, "wiIIing seems

to be above all something complicated, something Lhat is a

unit only as a word" (gen 19). In fact, "the will of psy-

chology hitherto is an unjustifiable generalization . o. this
will does not exist at aII" (wp 692).

The will is a complex of interactions between feeling,
thought, willing and commanding, such that only the effects
come to the surface. It is illusory to think of a substan-

tive 'I' t,hat perf orms the f unction of wil}ing. If we were

26 Grimm, p. 14.

Perhaps
example
vo1s. ,
& Kegan

Schopenhauer's Primal Will is the most extreme
of this. See his The !{o¡!d as Will and ldea, 3

trans. R.B. Haldane añã-,¡. nffip-ftõñãõnl noffidge
Paul , 1957).
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to attempt Lo trace the complex multiplicity of struggles

and reactions that appears to us as having effected a con-

scious action, wê would find that our name for the entire
process is merely an "empty word" (gee 16,19; wp 692,693).

Since Nietzsche rejects the traditional concepts of God,

Soul, or WiIl that are commonly ascribed transcendental val-
uê, it comes as no surprise that he rejects the ontological
duarísm which justifies their existence" Nietzsche denies

the conception of man as "phenomenal" (body, matter) and

"noumenon" (soul, spirit). A human being, rather, is nothing

more than an incoherent, mutable aggregate of drives, affec-
tions, impulse, thought, and feelings, inter alia, in a re-
lationship that is incalculable and indeterninate. nhysio-

1ogically I a human is a particularly complex power

constellation organized for maximal economy of power. The

idea of a unified ego or substantive self is also rejected
in f avor of a 'rmurtipricity of subjects, whose interactions
and struggre ís the basis for our thought and consciousness

in general" (wP 490). We are, moreover, ruled by whatever

drive or set of instincts is most successful at any given

tíme. This rule is tyrannical and absolute since, "every
single one [of these drives] would like on]y too well to
represent just itserf as the urtimate purpose of existence

and the legitimate master of all the other drives" (BGE 6).

some commentators overrook the passages where Nietzsche

extends the will to power thesis inLo the cosmos as a
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whoLe.'8 I have stressed them, however, not so much because

he arrives at a definitive scientific theory, but because

they s¡ere of obvious importance to him. Moreover, the same

terms and phrases which Nietzsche uses in a biological or

physiologicar sense refer to similar phenomena in the social
realm. He attempts, above all, to arrive at an understand-

ing of the worl-d and society that is free from the moral

presuppositions that he feels have poísoned scientific
thought since the days of Socrates. For Nietzsche, all ac-

tivity--organic and inorganic--involves a question of com-

manding and obeying within a "sociar structure composed of

many sou1s". MoraIs or politics, therefore, becomes the de-

cisive study for the philosopher. Nietzsche's primary con-

cern is the articulation of a "doctrine of the rerations of

supremacy under which the phenomenon 'life' comes to be"

(nce 19).

2.4 MASTER AND SLAVE MORALITIES

The will to power constitutes a functional principle in
terms of which Nietzsche views and evaruates the probrems of

morality and polítics. According to Nietzsche , "there are

no moral phenomena only moral interpretations of phenomena"

(gCe 108); and "there are altogether no moral facts" (T

IV.1). Moralities are merely sign languages expressing the

increase or decrease in active force. This is clear in

2A Eg. Kaufmann.
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Nietzsche's portrait of master and sLave moralities. The

picture Nietzsche paints is quite simple, but its implica-
tions for moral philosophy are profound. OnIy its ouLline

can be sketched in this chapter, however.

Nietzsche presents a "tvùo-fold history of good and

eviI."" There exists two primary types of morâlity which

Nietzsche calls "master morality and slave moraLity". A

certain moral outlook originates in slaves, Nietzsche ex-

plains, and another in masters. Their respective conditions
of power are reflected in the rationalizations and justifi-
cations of their moral perspectives" Nietzsche points out

that aII modern societies display a mixture of both types in
every social class, and elements of each can be active si-
multaneously in any given individual. It is clear,then, that
Nietzsche is referring to an abstract type and not any ex-

istent dichotomy. But, for the purpose of explication, he

assumes an original condition in which a people has been

conquered and enslaved by a more powerful caste. Under

these circumstances, Nietzsche hypothesizes, the two dis-
tínct moralities arose.

In the first instance, the ruling caste determines what

is "good", "noble", or "exaIted" in terms of its orún aristo-
cratic qualities. Strength, pride, autonomy, freedom, and

honor are considered virtuous. The noble human being natu-

2e Nietzsche introduces this thesis
most clearly in BGE 259-260, and
GM.

in HA 45, articulates it
elaborates it throughout
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rally distinguishes himself from his opposite, the slave,

and considers him "bad". This does not mean "evil", however,

but simply that he is a bad example of the human type.

Hence, moral designations vrere first applied to human be-

ings, and only later, derivatively, to actions. In the first
case, then, the opposition "good" and "bad" arose, meaning

approximately the same thing as the opposition between "no-
bIe" and "contemptible". These judgements were originally
applied to a certain group that was connected, not by human

nature, but by their relation to power, and were not meant

to be universally applicable.
In the second case, moral valuations of a different sort

arose amongst the powerless, violated, and oppressed. These

slaves extor virtues which are usefur for themselves as a
community: such as, kindness, sympathy, and pity. These val-
uations are rooted in a generally pessemistic suspicion

about the condition of man and even a condemnation of man

along with his condition" The strong and powerful are quite
naturally looked upon wíth fear and suspicion. UltirnateIy,
the independent individuals are judged to be "eviL" while

their own types are considered "good". According to Nietz:
sche , then, "badu ( schlecht ) and "evi1" (b'<ise) are funda-

mentally different types of moral valuations. The former,

arising in master morality, is a judgement from a position
of strength. The master does not fear the slave.Therefore,

that which is bad is not threatening, it is merely physical-
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Iy and aestheLically objectionable"The LaÈter concept has a
more drastic connotation: that which is evir is arso danger-

ous,painful, and hence breeds hostility and resentment.

Thus the master is, and his morality extols, autonoffiy,

independence, and self-control. "The noble type of man expe-

riences itself as determing values", Nietzsche believes, "it
knows itself to be that which first accords honors to
things; it is value-creating" (nen 250). The noble type is
useful to a community but does not find its sore measure in
its social utility. Nietzsche continues,

What is essential to the good and healthy aristo-crat is Èhat he does not see himself as a function(whether it be of the monarchy or commonwealth)
but as its meaning and highest justification ...
His fundamental faith simply has to be that socie-ty must not exist for society's sake but only as
the foundation and scaffolding on which a, chõice
type of man is able to raise itself to its highest
task and to a higher state of being (gCg 2bB):

The noble type, moreover, does not expect its morality to be

accepted by everyone and sanctions co-existence with srave

morality since it is beyond fear and hatred. This is what

Nietzsche means by a morality that is, "beyond good and

evir"--one that is motivated by nobre sentiments rather than

resentment, suspicion, and revenge. Nietzsche says that the

noble type is likely, due to its overabundance of power, to
treat its inferiors with sympathy. But he emphasizes that
they are free to "treat them as they please". yet Nietzsche

says of his conception of noble morality, that it is "beyond

good and eviI", it is not meant to be "beyond good and bad"

(ct'l I.17).
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The slave exists in a radically different world and

naturally his perspective is different. He fears and de-

spises those who are powerful, and resents his basically de-

pendent, povrerless, and miserabl-e existence. Slave morality
is thus a reaction to the overabundance of active force man-

ifest in its opposite. The onry Ì{ay for the reactive forces

to satisfy their instinctive desire for power is to bind to-
gether in an attempt to curb the overflowing forces of their
masters. It must promote its own values as universal and ab-

solute since it cannot co-exist with the powerful. Accord-

ing to Nietzsche ¡ "The slave revolt ín morality begins

when resentment itserf becomes creative and gives birth to
values. " This begins with saying I'Norr Èo everything that is
not like itself, this uNo' is its first creative deed. "In
order to exist", Nietzsche says, "the slave always needs a

hostile world; it needs, physiologicalty speaking, external
stimuli in order to act-- its action is fundamentally reac-

tion" (GM I.10). Nietzsche does not mean to suggest that
resentment and reaction are conscious and directed, for the

greater part of active Iífe is unconscious. The slave, who

lacks the physical power to dispJ-ace his master, does so

symbolically and mythically.
In Christianity the values of slave morality become

"sanctioned and incarnatê,"to while the virtues of the mas-

Nietzsehe's Existen-30 A phrase borrowed from Bernd Magnus,
t ial Imperat ir¡e ( nloomington: I ndiÏ9'æ');T.E ana University Press,
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ters become "sin"n Rather than posJerrpride, and strength
christianity promotes obedience, humility, and chastity. The

meek are promised the inheritence of the earth, and "herL"
is invented as a place for evil masters. Moreover, sravish
resentment construes its own dependent condition in terms of
guilt and bad conscience, white existence becomes understood

as punishment. christianíty abolishes the innocence of ex-

istence and confesses the weakness of mankind. It thus rep-
resents degeneracy, decline, and sickness of the spririt.

A central concern of Nietzsche's analysis of srave mor-

arity is the concept of "subrimation". His notion of "bad

conscience", for instance, suggests that it arises when in-
dividuals are praced in a situation in which their instinc-
tive desire for pov¡er cannot be expressed. Rather than

reaching out in a naturar discharge of energy, the drives
are Lurned back onto the individuar and internalized. This

subrimation of the instinctive drive resurts in a serf-at-
tack that is urtimately a deprecation of Iife. This repres-
sion of the desire for freedom and autonomy, inherent in the
wirr Lo power, becomes manifest in pathological behavior (e¡t

II.16,17) . There is a striking resemblance, I think, be-

tween Nietzsche's notion of sublimation and Freud's later
analysis of repression and neurosis produced by social íza-
tion.3 r
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In section 13 of the first part of the Genealogy of Mor-

als, Nietzsche provides an analysis of the notion "good" as

it is construed by the men of resentment. According to
Nietzsche , there is nothing strange in the idea that lambs

dislike the great birds of prey, but this does not provide

the ground for reproaching the eagle for bearing off little
lambs. And if rambs get together and say amongst themselves

that these birds are "evil" whi1e the opposite (ie" Iambs)

are "good", there is no reason to find fault with this in-
stitution as a ideal. But, Nietzsche cautions:

To demand of strength that it s
itself as sÈrength is jus
demand of weakness that it shou
as strength. A quantum of force
quantum of drive, wiIl, effect--
ing other than than precisely th
ing, effecting, and onl1z owing t
language .. . can it appear other
the popular mind separates the
flash ... so popular morality
from the expression of sLrength,
a neutral substratum behind the

hould not express
t as absurd as to
Id express itself
is equivalent to a
more, it is noth-
is wiIIing, driv-
o the seduction of
wise. For just as
lightning from its
separates strength

as if there were
strong man, which

was free to express strength or not to do so.

There is obviously no such substratum for Nietzsche . There

is no "being" behind doing,€ffecting, or becoming. The

"doer" is a fiction added to the deed--the deed is every-

thing" The popular mind assumes a subject where there is
maintains a belief
of which it seeks

tn

to

none and

by means

varlous

make the

forms of "free wi11"

eagle or the strong

York: Anchor Books, 1973'), pp. 293-3IE¡
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individual "accountable" for being what they are.

Equa1Iy fictitious in Nietzsche's opinion is the assump-

tion that an historical epoch is free to express itself ac-

cording to an unlimited range of possibilities. The acts of

man in any gíven â9ê, along with the historian's perspective

of his age and others, are determined by the particular re-
lations of power manifest ín that period. Nietzsche writes:

In its measure of strength every age also possess-
es a measure for what virtues are permitted and
forbidden to ít. Either it has the virtues of as-
cending Iife: then it wilI resist from the pro-
foundest depth the virtues of declining life. Or
the age itself represents declining Iife: then ít
also requires the virtues of decline, then it
hates everything that justifies itself out of
abundance, out of the overflowing riches of
strength. (Cw e)

virtues and vice, therefore, are not absolute but refrect
the degree of strengtLr exhibited in any age. Nietzsche con-

siders his age to be one of decline and thus proceeds to di-
agnose its evaluations of "good", "evi1", "truth", and "faI-
sity" according to the problem of decline. One must futly
understand these symptoms of decline, Níetzsche argues, in
order to see that "hiding under its most sacred norms and

varue formulas" is an impoverished hearth, ân exhausted witl
to power, and a v¡eariness of lif e (Cw p).

With this sketch of Nietzsche's power quanta ontology in
mind we can now turn to Nietzsche's analysis of the concept

of "truth". He attempts to construct a theory of knowledge

adequate to a world of continual flux, and constant becom-

ing. His notion of truth, therefore, cannot be grounded in
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fixity, permanence, or eterníty, The tendency to posit "ete-
nal veríties" is a symptom of decline and exhaustion, and

must be overcome within a theory of truth as a function of

will to power,



Chapter III
NIETZSCHEIS CONCEPTTON OF TRUTH

3.1 TRUTH IN THE EARLY WORKS

over and over Nietzsche repeatedly tefls us that there is
no truth, that there are no factsn and that what we have al-
ways belíeved to be true and factual is nothing but a corpus

of lies, errors and irrusions. Moreover, the world is also
illusory, false, and fictitious. We are simply incapable of

knowing anything truthful about it. one encounters state-
ments to this effect at virtually every stage in Nietz-
sche's career. His notorious utterences on this topic have

led some to dismiss altogether his views on epistemology as

incoherent and irrelevent,', while others simply accept

Nietzsche as a radicar epistemological nihilist.'3 At closer
examination, however, it becomes clear that Nietzsche is
rejecting a specific conception of truth and knowledge which

contradicts his principre of the wirl to power. He rejects
the conception of truth promoted by previous morar systems

as inadequate to the task of understanding truth as probre-

matic. He evaluates the traditional concept of truth and

proposes, alternatively, a theory of perspectival truth con-

32 Eg
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sistent with his dynamic ontology.

one commentator has said t,haL, " Nietzsche approaches the

question of truth noL by attempting to define it, but by ra-
tionalizing the inadequacies in the human concept of it."34
In fact, if tve are to believe Nietzsche, he is the first
philosopher to raise the question of the meaning and value

of the quest for unconditional truth. He asks, "What in us

really wants truth? .. o Suppose we do want truth: why not

untruth? and uncertainty? even ignorance?" (gCe 1). For

Nietzsche, "the will to truth requires a critique--the value

of truth must for once be experimentarly called into ques-

tion" (GM rrr.24) . This probrem interests Nietzsche from

his earliest notes throughout his last works.

. As early as 1872, in an unpublished essay entitled "On

Truth and Lie in an Extra-Moral sense", Nietzsche confronts
the origin and history of truth. He argues that the orob-

rems of truth and knowledge are inextricabry bound up with
the probrem of language. Knowing seems to invorve the same

metaphoric transference of experience from one sphere into
an entirely different one that we find in language" That

is:
To begin with a nerve stimulus is transferred into
an image: first metaphor. The image in turn is im-itated in sound: second metaphor. And each timethere is a complete overleaping of one sphere,right into.the middle of an entirely new and ¿it-ferent one. (TL 1).

Mi stry
WaIter

Freny, Nietzsche and Buddhism34

de Gruyter, 1981), p. 8 0.
(Berlin/new York¡
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Finarly, the sound image is transferred into a concept which

is meant to signify countless more-or-less simirar cases.

But Nietzsche cl-aims that there are simply no similar
things in the world, therefore our cognitive apparatus re-
Iies upon íllusion and imagination" The concept "leaf", for
instance, is meant to indicate countless unique and individ-
uar leaves and does so by means of tropes and general iza-
tion. Languâ9ê, then, is far more than a neutral medium for
communicating experíence or timeless truths--it provides us

with the means to construct a human world in which to live.
One implication of this for Nietzsche is that language

plays an elemental role in the creation of society. When

people organize into herds they estabrish what from then on

is to be counted as truth. In other words , ,'a unif ormly

binding designation is invented for things, and thís regis-
Lation of language likewise establishes the first laws of

truth" (tf, 1). Since our language is based on metaphor,

these designations in no way touch the heart of any indepen-

dent realÍty. The distinction between truÈh and rie is
therefore apparent only within society, rn Nietzsche's

words, "truth" is simply "Iying" in the accepted fashion.

The riar is one who uses the conventionar designations in an

improper fashion. He poses a threat to the community, and is
punished or excluded.

Truth, ín this scheme, ís not a direct correspondent of

independent reality, but a socially invented ru1e. Truth,
moreover,



is a moveable host of metaphors, metonymies, and
anthropomorphisms: in short, a sum of human rela-
tions which have been poetica]Iy and rhetoricalì.y
intensified, transferred and embeLl-ished, andwhich, after long usage, seem to a people to befixed, canonical, and binding. Truths àre illu-
sions which vre have forgotten are illusions (tf,
1).
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These worn out metaphors that vre calr truths have become

dominant in society as the refLection of the imposition of

rule by a particular group or ruling c1ass. They neverthe-

less allow a herd to survive and are therefore not easily
discarded even after the initiat conditions for their cre-
ation have long since disappeared.

NieÈzsche considers metaphor formulation to be the "fun-
damental human drive" manifest in all language, art, and so-

cial life. By means of this process we organize the world

in terms of explicitry human forms of organization (rr, z).
In other wordsr wê anthropomorphically fasten upon Èhings

in relation to us, and not to things-in-themselves. We pro-
ject the notion of reality and causality into our tropes and

only ]ater forget this process. "Man", Nietzsche explains,

"has an invincible inclination to aIlow himself to be de-

ceived." Hence, man permits himself to be subjected to the

domination of a truth and reality that is original-ly a work

of his own imaginatíon or construction.'u

For a det
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This early essay must also be understood , ât 1easL par-

tia1Iy, as an attack on the positivism current in Níetz-
sche's day. According to Nietzsche, positivism erroneousry

assumes that we can have access to pure objects. But

things-in-themselves, ín Nietzsche's view, are actually
perceptual metaphors. Only by forgetting the primitive
worrd of the metaphor--that is, by forgetting that man is an

"artistically creating subject"--can one live in repose and

security. such a pacified existence, Nietzsche seems Èo

argue, underlies a belief in positivism. If, on the other
hand, wê courd escape the "prison warrs" of this faith our

self-consciousness woul"d be destroyed. Even then, consider-
ing man's majesterial vanity, it would be difficurt for men

to admit that an insect or a bird perceives an entirely dif-
ferent world from that of man, and that the question of

which perception is "correct" would be quite meaningress.

For Nietzsche, belief in the possibility of a correct per-

ception (what he later cal1s the "immaculate perception" z

iI.15) wourd require the "adequate expression of the subject
in the object"--a foolish and contradictory impossibirity,
According to Nietzsche, there is no causaliLy, no correct-
ness, and no expression between disimilar spheres. There is,
at best, only an aesthetic relationship. Even when the same

image is repeated milrions of times untir it fínatry appears

at the same occasion every time for arr mankind, it is not

the sore necessary image and its relationship to the orígi-
nal is not a strictly causal one. In Nietzsche's words,
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"the hardening and congealing of a metaphor guarantees

absolutery nothing concerning its necessity and excrusive
justification" (rr, 1).

By ignoring the creative and artistic nature of our

knowledge we have allowed metaphors to become canonicar and

have adopted them as absolute truths and pure facts. In a

wây, this is beneficial to man and society because it per-
mits stability and justífies fixed relations of domination"

To the extent that we have forgotten that our truths are

originally metaphoric, however, our societies become suspi-

cious of new metaphors, the myths of different people, and

the desire to create new truths. out of fear and Laziness

man in society negates the possibitity of creating more po$¡-

erful illusions" To borrow a phrase from Kerry walters,
"truth" is "doubly damned": on Èhe one hand, what we nor-
mally accept as truth is only a falsehood justified by its
"survival-value"; on the other, our moral timidity keeps us

from discarding our interpretative truths even when they

have clearly lost their operative utility.'.

36 Walters, p. 40.
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3.2 THE UNCONDITIONAL r^rILL TO TRUTH

Nietzsche's early characterization of tanguage as meta-

phorical seems to suggest that there is an extra-cognitive
world of reality which language fails to teII us anything

about" In this respect he would be arguíng along familiar
Kantian lines. However, in all of his subsequent works,

Nietzsche opposes any kind of epistemological dualism and

hence dispenses with the probrem of how closeJ"y our concepts

"correspond" to things-in-themselves. John SaIIis explains

that Nietzsche goes beyond Kantian contexts when he en-

quires why we place things into the object, and asks what

necessitates this activity. Nietzsche's problem is thus to
show that, first, from the ground of life there arises a

speciaJ- sense of man's relation to truth Lhat serves to con-

ceal this ground and construes the demand for truth as some-

thing unconditional, Second, Nietzsche analyzes how there

occurs the transition from truth as a }ie, to a correspon-

dence of reaIity. "
In an influentiar and extensively documented analysis of

Nietzsche's theory of knowledge, Hans Vaihinger has argued

that Nietzsche's thought is greatly indebted t,o Kant.3B He

explains that Niet.zsche's "doctrine of conscious ittu-
sion"--that is, his perspectivism--is a metaphysic of "as

37 John Sa1Iis,
losophy Today,

"Nietzsche's Underworld of Truth",
16 (Spring 1972), pp. t2-I9.

in Phi-

to Illusion" in The
n (London: Ke 9an

Hans Vaihinger, "Nietzsche's WilI
PhiLosophv of uAs IJ', trans. C.K.ÞãffiZA), pp. 3ñ-iø2.
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ifu" In ot,her words, the conscious man might come to know

that mathematics, language, logic, etc., are all falsifica-
tions or ilrusions, but witr nevertheless live "as if" they

v¡ere true. I llusions are theref ore "biologicaJ. and theoret i-
caI necessities."" For Nietzsche, Vaihínger claims, the

realm of appearance is not to be censured by philosophers

insofar as it proves itself useful and valuable. Despite the

fact that Nietzsche continually heaps scorn on Kant, Vai-
hinger berieves that "there is much Kant in Nietzsche".

Nietzsche's comments about Kant, Vâihinger continues, show

that he misunderstood the Kantian "as if", probably due to
his reliance upon Lange's wrongheaded presentation of Kant's
ideas. no rn concrusion, vaihinger argues that Nietzsche

wourd have come to embrace the positive aspects of chris-
tianity had he not been tragically incapacitated, and sug-

gests that Nietzsche did, in fact, hold a notion similar to
Kant's werl-known imperative to live according to christian
morality as a "regulative principrerr.4r vaihinger's concru-

sions are surely idre hypotheses at best. Àrthough we have

no vray of knowing what Nietzsche's later philosophy might

vaihinger, 346.

In fact, Nietzsche may not have had much experience withKant's philosophy. His .-references to Kãnt (whom hecalled "lhe Chiñañan of nänigsberg") are inevitaUiy po-
lemical and seldom substantial. But iL is not of impor-
tance whether Nietzsche correctry presents Kant's views,olly that he savr in Kant an opponent and unhealthy dogma-tist
Vaihinger, p. 362.
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have been, if the themes of the books written in his last
productive year are any indication, it would appear that he

ín no way intended to accept the christían moral-hypothesis.

Nietzsche's interest in the role of the chrisÈian God

was not motivated by a desire on his part Lo find positive

"regulative principles". He was mostly interested in a

scrutiny of His value as "truth", and as a metaphysical con-

trorling force. He finds no evidence that God is necessary,

especially for higher types of humans. On the contrary, God

is refuted by the evidence of injustice, error and the suc-

cess of the 'fmost unscrupulous polytropoi" (GS 3q4). Ad-

vancing a familiar argument, Nietzsche asserts that "a hu-

manitarian God cannot be demonstrated by t.he world we know

.. o You are all afraid of the conclusion Itherefore . ".1 you

hold fast to your God and devise for him a world we do not

know" (wP 1036).

In the same connection, Nietzsche criticizes Kant for
concentrating on questions that are not cogent in our world.
Kant's famous query--"Horr are synthetic a priori truths pos-

sible?"--should be changed, according to Nietzsche, to--
"Why is belief in such judgements necessary?" (gCn 11)"

Even if such judgements prove to be necessary , Nietzsche

continues, belief in them remains within the rearm of visual
evidence belonging to the perspectival optics of life. Kant

has no right to postulate things about which our mind cannot

bring forth evidence. In Kant's scheme, things-in-them-
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selves, for.instance, are said to be beyond rational proof.

Hence, in Nietzsche's words, the lack of proof of their
non-existence is advanced as proof of their existence (Wp

17). Àt bottom, Kant's "theological instinct" is at work

here in an effort to promote "morality as Lhe essence of the

world". His Christian dogmatism leads Kant to reduce reali-
ty to "mere" appearance and to honor a "mendaciously fabri-
cated world of being as reality" (e I0).

In addition, Nietzsche argues that Kant was not entitled
to his categorical imperative. In the Critique of Pract ical
Reason, Kant postulates "God" , "SouI" , "Immortality", and

"Freedom", after he had demonstrated, in the Critique of

Pure Reason, that all of these concepts are untenable.n' Ac-

cording to Nietzsche a strong poner center will necessarily

invent its ov¡n categorical imperative, one that it would not

assume to be universally binding. Kant's motives are sul-
Iied, in Nietzsche's view, by a slave perspectíve. The de-

mand that hís imperative be impersona] and universal is a

"chimera and expression of decline, of the final exhaustion

of life, of the Chinese phase of Königsberg" (a 11). The

"unconditional feeling" that "everyone must judge as I do"

is tyrannical and indicates selfishness, blindness, petti-
ness, and frugality. It is selfish, Nietzsche explains, to
experience onets own eval-uations as a universal law; and

Kaufmann explains in a note thaL Nietzsche
at his time in advancing this objection to
ical imperative, note to GS 335, fn. 65, pp.

vras not alone
the categor-
264-265.
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brindness to this selfishness, "betrays that one has not yet

discovered oneserf nor created for oneserf an ideal of one's

own" (cs 335).

In his notebooks of the 1870's we discover that Nietzsche

suspected very early that the drive for truth is a basically
moraL phenomenon rather than a natural one, "Man does not

by nature exist in order to knotv", Nietzsche writes" The

drive for knowledge arises as the desire to be the good man

in society and is an "aestheticarly generalized moral phe-

nomenon" (P 130). out of the truthfulness estabrished by

ranguage in social 1ife, comes the belief in truthfulness of

the world as well as of man. The good man transfers his own

moral incrination to the things of the worrd and believes,
consequently, that the world must be true to him (p 134).

Thus the objective, "theoretical man"--exemplified by the

PLatonic socrates--feels his need for truth as a "duty" that
becomes a desire for "truth at any price" (p 7I).

This unconditional knowledge drive is essentially a faith
that there is unrimited power in Iogic, reason, and science

to "penetrate the deepest abysses of being." Socrates,

"with his faith that the nature of things courd be fathomed,

ascribed to knowredge and insight the pov¡er of panacea,

whire understanding error as the evil par excelLence" (BT

15)" As we witl see, Nietzsche finds this conviction farse

and predicated upon a decadent perspective. socrates, in ef-
fect, is characterized as a poriticar actor interested in
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offsetting the powerful agonistic politics of the Greek p-
1is. Thus powerful, passionate, impulsive, and creative
wil"Is are construed as evil in Socratic ethics. Dialectical
thinking--from Socrates to HegeI--has promoted itself as po-

litically disinterested and value neutraf, It is often seen

as an antidote to religious thinking since its method gener-

ates Iogical or rational evaluations. But, âs Nietzsche

points out, q'faith in reason, with which the validity of

these judgements must stand or fall, is, âs faith, a moral

phenomenon" (D P.4).

Nietzsche returns to this problem in the third essay of

the Genealo qy of Morals. Here he avers that the scientific
man can never be free due to his intransigence about the

"unconditional will to truth". , Nietzsche writes:
That which constrains these men, however, this un-
conditional will to truth, is a faith in the as-
cetic ideal itself ... it is the faith in a meta-
physical value, the absolute value of truth,
sanctioned and guaranteed by this ideal alone. (Cu
1.rr .24)

Scientific types do not question the value of truth, Nietz-
sche argues, and therefore leave the problem of the justifi-
cation of their discipline unexamined" Science--no less

than Christianity--possesses value for Nietzsche insofar as

it offers salvation for mankind. Man ís the "sickly animal"

that suffers from the problem of its own meaning. Science

is another ascetic ideal offering a moral interpretation of

man's fallen condition. This interpretatíon, however, is not

necessarily aimed at abolishing suffering, for suffering is
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often craved by the weak types. It is not suffering itself,
then, which is painful to man, it is the meaninglessness of

suffering which man experiences as his greatest curse. This

is the value of all ascetic ideals: in them suffering is in-
terpreted, the void is seemingly fitled, and the door tempo-

rarily closed to any kind of suicidal nihilism,
Unfortunately, the ascetic ideal itself leads to nihi-

lism. While it is a useful illusion and the " faute de

mieux so far", it brings with it fresh suffering--deepêr,
more inward suffering. Man is saved, possesses a meaning,

but the direction of his will is ultimately destructive to
1ífe. When man wills truth unconditionally, his wiIl con-

sÈ i tutes ,

a longing to get away from all appearance, change,
becoming, death, wishing, from longing itself--a11
this means ... a will to nothingness, âD aversion
to Iife, a rebellion against the most fundamental
propositions of life; but it stilI is and remains
a will ... for man would rather wiII nothingness
than not will at aII. (Cu rli.28)

This chilling scenarío is becoming reality in the world

Nietzsche experiences. In the age of nihilism all philoso-
phy, politics, and culture exhibit this will to nothingness

implicit in the will to truth.
Nietzsche pursues this question further in book five of

The Gaa Science (written five years after the original book

was published in 1882). He begins section 344 with praise

for the scientific method:

In science convictions have no rights of citizen-
ship ... OnIy when they descend to the modesty of
hypoÈhesis, of a provisional experimental point of
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view, f,ây they be granted admission and even a
certain value in the realm of knowledge.

In other words, "a conviction may attain admission to sci-
ence only when it ceases to be a conviction." However,

there must have been a prior conviction in order for the

discipline of science to have begun at arr. science rests
upon the faith that, "Nothing is needed more than truth, and

in relation to it everything erse has only second-rate var-
uê.'r For Nietzsche, this conviction could not have arisen

due to a calculus of utility since both truth and untruth
are constantry affirmed as necessary to life. He concludes,

therefore, that "will to truth" does not mean uI will not

allow myself to be deceived", but 'I will not deceive, not

even myself"--and here we stand on moraÌ ground. Behind

this will is a thinly concealed will to death. That is, in-
sofar as the morality of "truth at any price" constitutes an

affirmation of another worrd than the one of life, nature

and history--which is, after all, anything bul moral--it
negates its counterpart, this worId, our worId. The morali-
ty of science is destructive to life since it is based on a
metaphysicar faith" This convictíon is identical to the

Christian faith that was the faith of plato, ,,that God is
truth, truth divine."
Níetzsche believes that this faith is almost compretely

presupposed in the modern world. It finds its expression in
the descriptivist or correspondence theory of truth" Danto
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explains that¡43

Philosophers and plain men alike are inclined to
believe that there is an objective order to the
world, which is antecedent to any theories we
might have about the world; and that these theo-
ries are true or false strictly according to
whether they represent the world correctly. The
conception of an independent and objective world
structure, and the conception of truth which
states that truth consists in the satisfaction of
a relationship of correspondence between a sen-
tence and a fact, are views that Nietzsche re-jects"

Nietzsche's att,acks upon the religious and moral presupposi*

tions of the correspondence theory are welI documented and

require no further elaboration here.an Suffice to say that
Nietzsche conceives of the wiIl to power as constant flux
which admits to nothing stable about which our concepts

could be said to apply. within his scheme there are no sub-

stances, entities, facts, etc., therefore there is nothing

to ground the subject-object relationship necessarily valid
if statements are to correspond to anything.nu

Nietzsche's analysis of the traditional conception of

truth found in the notebooks of the late 1880's constitutes,
as Grimm has demonstrated, a formal critique of the corre-
spondence theory. Nietzsche argues that this theory is
self-contradictory and inconsistent, and he provides a cri-
tique along much the same lines as ç{TittgensLein's diagnosis

4 3 Danto,

44 Cf . Da
11-43

4 5 Gr imm,

p. 72.

nto, Pp. 68-99; Grimm, pp. 43-65; and ÍrriLcox, pp.
8-!26.and 9

p. 46.
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of the same notion " Both Nietzsche and wittgenstein
recognize that the thinker cannot step outside of his cogni-

tive faculties in order to observe to what extent his
thought corresponds to an external and independent reality.
Both philosophers see that the correspondence theory at-
tempts to verify facLs on the basis of a principle which

does not itself admit to such verification.n'

3.3 THE REAL V{ORLD AND THE APPARENT WORLD

Nietzsche's position on the correspondence theory of

truth entails an attack upon a wide range of religious, ñê-

taphysical, and political theories. Traditionally, truth
has been associated with that which is fixed, permanent,

stable, and eLernal. Pl-ato and Aristotle, Aquinas and Augus:

tine, Ðescartes and Kant, all ground their conceptions of

truth in eternal verities of some kind or another, rn fact,
if Martín Heidegger is correct, the whore of western meta-

physics since Plato has been primarily concerned with the

quest,ion of being as eternal changelessness.4'

Historically, those ¡vho have claimed that truth is by its
very nature changeress and eternar have been led to deny the

reality of our own physical world. The world that is "appar-
ent" to us is obvíously one of change, mutability, and f1ux.

This world is therefore construed as "merely" apparent,

Grimm, p. 50.46
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while a true world of stabitity and permanence is posited

above or beyond this world. In Nietzsche's opinion, Pl-a-

tonism and Christianity (which he often calls "Platonism for
the people") have been most influential in perpetrating this
spurious dichotomy. Plato, for instance, held that knowl-

edge, if it is to be valid, must be so eternally. He there-
fore posits a fixed realm of ideal forms of which the soul

has some prior knowledge. Christianity has adopted this
world picture and developed it according to its needs.

The speech and thought of occidental philosophy has con-

tinually reinforced this ontological dualism. What is uni-
versal is contrasted to what is particular, and eternity is
contrasted with temporality. We further distinguish between

reality and appearance; being and becoming; freedom and ne-

cessity; utility and meaninglessness. Likewise we habitual-
ly bifurcate pleasure and pain; life and death; mind and

senses; good and evil. Moreover, as Bernd Magnus puts it,
this "schizoid habit" not only results in double vision but

in a hierarchical vision as weII. We value the eternal over

the temporal, or freedom over necessity, just as vre value

good over evíl. * t

Nietzsche attacks this dualist world picture, firstly, âs

an unjustifiable condemnation of Iife in this wor1d. At bot-
tom, the valuation of another world beyond this one involves

a judgement concerning life (i.e. "that it is no good") and,

4A Magnus, pp. 21-25.
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as such, ís untenable. For Nietzsche,
judgements of value concering life, for or againstit, can in the end, never be true: they have-value
only as symptoms, they are worthy of consideration
only as symptoms; in themselves such judgements
are stupidities the vaLue of life cañnot be
estimated. Not by the living, for they are an in-
terested party r ... and not by the dead, for adifferent reason. (T II.Z)

Basicarry, the judgement against rife evident in the desíre

for another, "true world" is a sign of decadence, decline,
and weariness of life.
Nietzsche suggests that t,he judgement against Iife is, in

fact, a necessary perspective for the exhausted and worrd

vleary. Socrates' desire for truth as a "panacea", for in-
stance, is an example of a logical desire for one who could

not compete in a vital society. Nietzsche avers that, "nei-
ther socrates, nor his 'patients', had any choice about be-

ing rational: it was de riqeur, it was their last resort"
(t r I .10; cf. wp 432, 433 ) . Accordingly, Socratic dialec-
tics is an expression of "plebeían ressentiment" t.hrough

which the weak avenge themselves against the "agonistic im-

pulse of the Greeks" (r II.7, 8). Shrewdness, severity,
logicarity, and rationarity thus become weapons in the bat-
tre against the instinctive drives. The socratic method had

to become tyrannical in order to counter the tyranny of the

drives. In Nietzsche's scheme, the equation "rea-
son=virtue=happiness" is an expression of "logic as the will
to power" (I^tP 433 ) . This wiIl, however, is necessarily deca-

dent: "To have to fight the instincts--that is the formula
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of decadence: as long as Iife is ascending, happiness equals

instinct" (T"II.11). n,

This equation of truth with virlue, moreover, has perpe-

trated a grave error in political thinking , plato and Soc-

rates advanced "that most fateful of prejudices, that pro-

foundest of errors, that 'right knowledge must be followed

by right action I rr (D 116) . Certainly, this assumption is
fundamental to Plato's theorizing in the Reoubli c n The rule
of his philosopher-king is justified by the capacity in such

an individual to know both what is true (good) and what ac-

Lions will produce the desired effects.
Nietzsche not only denies the possibility for knowledge of

the universally true and good, but he claims that "no amount

of knowledge about an act ever suffices to ensure its per-

formance, that the space between knowledge and action has

never yet been bridged even in one single instanceu (o 116).

The rule of a philosopher can be justified only by his o!{n

wiII to poÌrer (and Plato actually of f ers this suggestion ) :

i.e. if he does not rule, he will be ruled by someone else.
In P1ato the "good" is equated with truth and permanence,

Likewise, the early christians incorporated this valuation
and locate truth in God's eternity. The consequences of this

4 e A great
expla in
Leon H.
Homo,
Ottawa,
sche' sffiy
sche' s

deal of ink has been spilled in the attempt to
Nietzsche's relationship with Socrates. See

Craig, " Nietzsche's 'Apology' : On Reading Ecce
a paper presented to the CPSA Annual Confereñcffi

Ontario, June 1982; Vlerner Dannhauser, NieEz-
View of Sq!:rates ( t thaca, New york: Cornefl:Uni-- s+ J9-7f4-)l-and Kauf mann, espec ia1ly " Nietz-
Attitude Towards Socrates", pp.391-411.
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way of thinking include Lhe glorification of the mind at the

expense of the body; the belief in the moral sureriority of

ascetic, other-wordly Iife styles; and the assumption of the

church's superiority over the state.uo

In Kant, finally, the distinction between the real and

apparent world becomes subtle and refined. Kantrs hypothet-

ical "thing-in-itseIf" takes on the characteristics of the

"true world" in contrast to our "apparent world". NoL sur-
prisingly, Nietzsche rejects this notion: "that things poss-

ess a constitution in themselvês", he writes, "is a quite
idle hypothesis: it presupposes that interpretation and sub-

jectivity are not essential, that a thing freed from alt re-
lations would still be a thing" (vtp 560)" This thing-in-it-
self could not be, as Kant sees it, independent from human

cognition, since it is itself a product of cognition.
Nietzsche writes:

The thing-in-itself is nonsensical. I
the relaÈionships, â11 the "properties
"activities" of a thing, the thing does
over; because thingness has only been
us owing to the requirements of logic;
the aim of defining, communication (to
gether the multiplicÍty of relationships,
ties, actívities). (wp 558)

f I remove
", all the
not remain

invented by
thus with
bind to-
proper-

This notion, moreover, ís inconsistent with the rest of

Kant's metaphysics. Kant denies that the category of causal-

ity applies between phenomena and things-in-themselves, so

we cannot infer the existence of the latter by causal prin-

Grimm, p. 35.
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ciples.ut
Nietzsche's reflections on the thing-in-itself help to

illustrate his general position concerning ontotogicar dual-
ism. Nietzsche's theory is articurated in a particularly
cogent passage from Twiriqht of the rdols entitred "Ho!Í the

'True World' Became Fab1e". This "history of an error" is
divided into six stages figuratively representing the devel-
opment of this concept" In the first, platonic stage, the

"true world" is attainabl-e only for the sage, the pious, the

virtuous man. The second, Christian era, sees the 'true
world" as unattainable for nohr, but promised in the future
for the pious. The third stage is Kantian: the "true world"

is unattainable, indemonstrable, and unpromisable; but the

very thought of it is a consolation, an obligation, and an

imperative. u' The f ourth stage , ',the cock-crow of positiv-
ism", regards the "true world" as unattained therefore unat-

tainable: it is thus not consoling, redeeming, or obligating
( "how could something unknown obligate us?" ) . Fina11y,

Nietzsche sketches two more stages to the history of an er-
ror 3

For a detailed disussion of this and ot,hering Nietzsche's Kant interpretation; seeII4-I2]-.

5t

Cf. T III.6: "Any distinction between a 'true' and
'apparentf world--whether in the Christian manner or
manner of Kant (in the end, an underhanded Christ.ian)
only a suggestion of decadence and a symtom of thecline of 1ife. "

points regard-
Wilcox, pp.
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5. The "true" world--an ídea which is no longer
any good for anything, not, even obligating--an
idea which has become useless and superfluous--
-Consequently, a refuted idea¡ let us abolish it!(nrigtrt day, Breakfast, return of bon sens and
cheerf ulness, P1ato' s embarrassed blusñl þã'ñãomo-nium for all free spirits.).

6. The true worl-d--we have abolished it. What
world has remained? The apparent one perhaps? But
no! With the true world we have also abolished the
apparent one. (Noon: moment of briefest shadow,
end of the longest error, high point of humanity,
TNCTPIT ZARATHUSTRA. ) (t IV).
the destruction of the real world, there no longer ex-

the criteria on which to judge this world as "merely"
apparent. We have now only t,his world, the one in which we

live. Às Joan Stambough puts it, "the old metaphysical

f ramework of God-[.rorld-Man is simply abolished. "
The final stages represent the nihilism that Nietzsche

encounters in all philosophical, political, and culturai
movements of the nineteenth century. For Nietzsche, nihi-
Iism means that "the highest values have been devalued" (Wp

2). But the value of nihilism is ambiguous: it can be a

sign of increasing po$¡er of the spirit, as "active nihi-
Iism"; or it can be a sign of decline and recession of power

as "passive nihilism" (Wp 22') . In stage 5 above, the aboli-
tion of the'!true worId" resul-ts in a mindless relativism
and cheerfuLness in which alI meaningful critería distinc-
tions in human life are lost. The freedom for the "free
spirits",however, is not experienced by Nietzsche as a con-

Joan Stambough,
92-93.

53 "Nietzsche Today", in Symposium pp
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dition of conscious awareness on the part of these

individuals nor does it provide a means in itself of coping

with a nihiristic age. Man in this stage does not recognize

the significance of the fact of nihilism. Nietzsche pro-

vides a powerful account of this phenomenon in his parabre

of "the madman":

The gadman.--Have you not heard of that madman
whoJiti--Ïãntern in ttre bríght morning hours, ran
to the market place, and cried incessanLlyn 'f
seek God! I seek God!rr--As many of those who díd
not believe in God were standing around just at
that time, he provoked much laughter. Has he got
lost? ... Or is he hiding? o o. Thus they yelled
and laughed.

The madman jumped into their midst and pierced
them with his eyes. 'wither is God?", he-criedi
"I will tell you. !{e have killed him-- you and I.
AII of us arã tris murderers. But trow åia we dó
this? How could we drink up the sea? Who gave us
the sponge to wipe out the horizon? .. o Àre v¡e r¡ot
straying as through infinite nothing? God is
dead. God remains dead. And we have killed him.

"HoÌ{ shall we comfort ourselves o.. What festi-
vals of atonement, what sacred games shall we have
to invent? Is the greatness oi this deed not toogreat for us? Must we ourselves not become gods
simply to appear worthy of it?

Here the madman fell silent and looked at hislisteners; and they too, were silent and stared at
him in astonishment" At last he threw his lantern
to the ground and ít went out. "I have come tooearIy", he said theni "my time is not yet. This
tremendous event is still on its wây, sti}I wan-
dering; it has not yet reached the eãrs of men ...
This deed is still more distant from them than themost distant stars--and yet they have done it
themselves. (CS 125)

Nietzsche's diagnosis is that
triumphant. NieLzsche, ín the

passive nihilism has become

words of Bernd Magnus, "not
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only sav¡ that the duaristic thrust which had informed Euro-

pean curture vlas untenable and had become bankrupt, but knew

fuIly that this realization v¡as undigestible."'a
vlhen Nietzsche speaks of the death of God he does not

simply refer to the decline of the Judeo-christian tradi-
tion. He refers, rather, to the historical fact that arl
transcendental values hitherto have lost their effectiveness
as powerful guiding principres. It is significant thaL

God's death--his murder--is encountered as an accomplished

event by the emerging Zarathustra. passive nihilism is
therefore an empiricar condition in which Nietzsche's phiro-
sophical activity begins. He does not preach nihirism, nor

does he preach atheism (in fact, he ridicules the atheists
for assuming that their faith wirr prove to be their sarva-

tion) . Nietzsche's task, rather, is to "describe what is
coming, what can no longer come differentry: the advent of
nihilism" (wp p.2)" He avers that this nihilism "speaks to
us even now in a hundred signs"; and that his formuration,

'fThe !{irr to Power: An Àttempt at a Revaluation of varues",
constitutes a countermovement regarding both principre and

task (wp p. ¿ ) .

The advent of nihilism, moreover, is a necessary and rog-
icar conclusion to prevailing morarity. "The end of chris-
tianityu, Níetzsche believes,"can only occur at the hands

of its own morality". He continues:

54 Magnus, p. 138.
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the sense of truthfulness, developed highly byChristianity, is nauseated by the - falseñess anã
mendaciousness of aIl Christian interpretations of
the world and history; rebound from "God is truth"to the fanatical faith uAIl is fa1se". (Wp 1)

The supreme social values in whose service man has been told
to live were especialry hard and exacted a high human price.
rn Nietzsche's view they were erected over man to strengthen

their voice, and construed as God's command, âs reality, as

the "true world", and as a hope for the future wor1d. But

now that the "shabby origin" of these varues has become ap-

parent--through the incrination for truthfurness promoted by

Christianity_the universe, "seems to have lost vaIue,

seems'meaningress'. But this is only a transitionar stage"
(wP 71. For Nietzsche,

the belief in ... aim- and meaninglessness, is the
psychological necessary effect once the belief in
God and an essentially moral order becomes untena-ble. Nihilism appears at that point ... One inter-pretation has collapsed; but because it was con-
sidered the interpretation, it now seems as if
there weFno meaning at all in existence. (wp 55)

The nihilist conseguence--that is, the berief in valueless-
ness--is a direct result of moral valuation. we see that we

cannot reach the sphere in which we praced our values, but

this does not read us to confer our values on the sphere of

this world, the one in which we live (wp B). on the contra-
ty, "moral value judgements are ways of passing sentence,

negating; morality is a way of turning one's back on the

will to existence" (wp 11).
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According to Nietzsche, all science and philosophy so

far has been influenced by moral judgements. As we saw ear-

lier, the scientific ideal expressed in the "wil-1 to truth"
leads to the "wi11 to nothingness"--to nihilism. The advent

of nihilism appears to be inevitable to Nietzsche" We have

measured the value of the universe according to categories

that refer only to a ficticious world. As these values are

recognized as false--a process encouraged by the rise of

science and the industrial revolution--the feeling of value-

Iessness deepens and the conviction that existence has an

end or goal is threatened. Briefly stated: "the categories

'aim', 'uníty', and 'being' which we used to project some

value into the world--we pull out again; so the world looks

meaningless" (wP 124)

Nihilism appears, Nietzsche explains, as a "pathological
transitional stage"; it is clearly associated with the de-

cline of 1ife, with decadence, and world weariness. Nietz-
sche's imperative becomes a demand that v¡e overcome nihíIism
by accepting the value of the world in its totality--as the

world as will to power, For t.his to occur a form of extreme

nihilism may be necessary;

The most extreme form of
view that every belief,
thing-true, is necessarily
simply no true world: Thus

nihilism would be the
every consider ing-some-

ance whose origin lies in us
of strength to what extent
selves, vùithout perish
character, the necessity
nihilism, âs the denial
being, might be a divine

lD9r'
of
of
way

false because there is
a perspectival appear-
o.. it is the measure
we can admit to our-
the merely apparent

lies. To this extent,
a truthful world, of
of thinking. (wp t5)
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This fragment expresses the paradoxical relationship between

Nietzsche and nihilism: he fears the advent of passive nihi-
lism; and yet he sees that active nihilism may be necessary

to eradicate all traces of the ord traditionar modes of

thought. There is a controversy in the riterature concern-

ing Nietzsche's status in regard to nihilism. Danto, for in-
stance, berieves that Nietzsche is both a metaphysical ni-
hilist (he berieves there is no truth) and an axiorogÍcal
nihilist (his thought is consistent with a world in which

there is no truth). " Richard schact has argued, persuasive-

ly r berieve, that Nietzsche is a nihilist in neither of

Lhese cases." schacht demonstrates that, for Nietzsche, ni-
hilism ís not an end in itself, and that even active nihi*
lism is only a means to a. situation generating phirosophers

capable of overcoming nihilism. rn other words, Nietzsche

is not content to say that there is no truth, and reave it
at that. He demands that a criterion for truth be made pos-

sible for those who are strong enough to bear it.

55 Danto, pp" 22-25"

Richard Schacht, "
A Collection of Cri

Nietzsche and Nihilism" in Nietzsche:
ical , êd. Robe rt C.

r PP.
Solomon

58-82.
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3.4 NIETZSCHEIS CRITERION FOR TRUTH

In light of what we have just said, it is obvious that
Nietzsche's criterion for truth must be neither transcenden-

tal nor capable of transcendence. It must elicit, in the

words of John Wilcox, "a this-worldly, fallible, hypotheti-
cal, perspectival, value-laden, historically developed, and

simplifying truth--which we might ca11, using Nietzschean

hyperboler. 'erroneous' truth."u' Nietzsche says that, "there
are no eternal facts, as Lhere are no absolute truths" (HA

2) " But nowhere does he suggest that there are no histori-
caIly Iimited facts, or perspectiva] truths. In fact, he

says that aIl higher cívilizations recognized "l-ittIe pre-

sumpLous truths" over "joy-diffusing and dazzling errors"
perpetrated by metaphysicians (ue 3). Mistry Freny, dis-
cussing Nietzsche's relationship to Buddhism, claims that
they both scrutinize "metaphysical absolutism as a presump-

tion militating against the execution and reality of human

spiritual autonomy and power."us In other words, Nietzsche

denies absolute truths but admits to the reality of the in-
dividual's wí11 to polrer,

As we saw earlier, Nietzsche denies t.he reality of a

stable world order to which our statements of fact can cor-
respond. He says that there exists only quanta of power

locked in perpetual combat, endlessly changing, and ebbing

Wilcox, p. 156"

Freny, p. 19.
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and flowing in a turbulent chaos. Þlhat we experience as

reality is the interplay of these quanta, some decreasing

while others increase. Truth, as it is traditionally con-

strued, has no rights in such a scheme. But can there be an

alternative conception of truth in such a chaotic universe?

If so, how are we to define and measure this truth?
Nietzsche's ansv¡er to these questions, âs Grimm points

out, springs from his power- quanta ontology.se According to
Níetzsche, the "criterion for truth resides in the feeling
of the enhancement of power" (Wp 534). We call something

true insofar as ít increases our power and something false
insofar as it decreases our povrer. Truth is therefore rela-
tive, perspectival, and ultimately subjective. What is con-

sídered true from the perspective of one power-constellation

may be false from the point of view of another. The same

phenomenon may be considered true by a strong power center,
while a weak force must interpret it as false. As Kerry

lrlalters has put it, "truth and f alsity are ref lections of an

interpretation's survival-vaIue, of its utility, and not of

any possible correllation to objective facts""6o

But Nietzsche is not proposing a "proof of strength" as

Èhe arbiter of truth. Something is not proved true simply

by the effects it produces. fhis is a Christian doctrine
associated with the apostle PauI who taught that ,'Faith

59 Grimm, p.

Walters,

18.

60 p. 39.
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makes bressed hence it is true" " Nietzsche bruntry refers
to t.his notion as "indecent", and as a sign of decadence.

Firstry, the supposed "making blessed" is only promised and

not proved: one shall become bressed because of the condi-
tion of faith, yêt the rewards remain in a state beyond man

and the worrd. one might object,however, that faith in-
creases an individual's strength and enhances the feering of
power. For Níetzsche this may be the case, but ít presup-

poses deception and an unwilringness to affirm the worrd.

In his view, "Faith makes blessed, therefore it Iies" (A

s0).

Theologians, philosophers, and poriticians have all re-
lied upon a similar faith in reveared truth to promote their
causes. This position rests on the assumption that with
Lheir innovation truth is found and error and ignorance have

come to an end. This, for Nietzsche, is "more fateful than

error or ignorance because it cuts off the forces at work

toward enlightenment and knowredge" (wp 4sz). Truth is not

something "out therew waiting to be discovered, but some-

thing that is actively created over and over again in a per-
petuar struggre and overcoming of hardship (wp 5s2). This

misunderstanding regarding truth is indicative of a basical-
}y poor philological- method inherent in all ber.ievers. phi-

Ìology here means, "the art of reading well--of reading

f acts i{ithout f alsif yíng them by interpretation, vrithout

losing caution, patience, and delicacy in the desire to un-
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derstandu (e 52). Nietzsche's conception of truth, in this
practical sense, does admit to some standard of factual ob-

servat ion.

We must not confuse NieLzsche's position with the mind-

less relativism expressed in the conviction that "anybody's

opinion is as good as anyone eLse's". Nothing could be fur-
ther from Nietzsche's intentions. Grimm raises this issue

and explains that since the world, for Nietzsche, is dynam-

ic and active, his notion of truth is meant to reflect this.
Truth is not a property of statements but a function of ac-

tivity. An idea ,concept, or theoretical proposition which

provides resistance by stimulating my intellecto or other-
wise exerting its povrer, is, ipso facto, a true idea.. t The

same applies to physical objects: I'IL is the highest degrees

of performance that awaken the belief in the 'truth'; that
is to sây, the reality of the object" (I.IP 533).

lrle are still f aced, however, with the question of the

truth of Nietzsche's position. That is, we are competled to
ask whether Nietzsche is simply offering another set of

truths in place of the old ones. One ansvrer is found in
Nietzsche's own analysis of his position. He writes: "Sup-

posing that this also is only interpretation--and you wiIÌ
be eager enough to make this observatíon?--well, so much the

better!" (gCg 22l . This statement is , in fact, consistent
with Nietzsche's power ontology. An unchanging standard of

5L Grimm, pp. 19-20.
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truth does not apply, not even to his own thought, for iL
presupposes an inadequate conception of reality. He does

not intend to estabrish a universal varue criterion. Nietz-
sche offers his thesis as an "iIlusion" or useful fiction
which, if utilized in our own sphere of activity, generates

a functional increase in our power. What is more, âs Grimm

has laboured to demonstrate, Nietzsche's position is serf-
verifying (or self-referentiarly consistent) since ít be-

comes "true" for those who can implement it successfulry,
and "false" for those who cannot.6,

while Grimm's explanation remains somehow unsatisfactory,
it does capture the essence of Nietzsche's conviction that
truth is a human, â1l-to-human value judgement grounded in

our ov¡n needs and desires rather than an independent realm

of objective reality. Yet it seems obvious (and Grimm ref-
uses to admit this possibility) that Nietzsche holds certain
things to be "true" about man and the wor1d. He writes: "We

strive for the forbidden: in this sign my philosophy will
triumph one day, for what one has forbidden so far as a mat-

ter of principle has always been--truth alone" (EH p.3).

Again:

"How much truth can a spirit endure, how much
truth does a spirit dare?" This became for me the
standard of value. Error is cowardice-- every
achievement of knowledge is a consequence of cour-
agê, of severity towards oneself. (wp 1041; Cf. EH
P.3, BGE 491

Grimm, pp. 26-29¡ and
ebnce in Nietzsche",
t979), pp. 289-305.

Grimm, "Circularityin Metaphilosophy,
and SeIf-Refer-
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theFinaIIy: "At every step one has

service of truth is the hardest

to wrestle for truth ..
service" (e 50).

y "thou shalt"
uires first a
nterpret,at ion,
d every one of
f medical sci-
lue of this oru? should be

Nietzsche emphatically encourages an enquiry into the

world as it really is. Fear, Iaziness, and resentment re-
strict most individuars from attaining an adequate under-

standing of the world and leads them to accept a meaning or

purpose for their existence unreflectively. The truth about

this worId, Nietzsche admits, is terrible and ugly. Nature

is hostile, brutal, and cruel and our drives are not always

noble. Nevertheress Nietzsche insists upon an objectivity
that does not unfairly distort our perspectives of the

world. only the most healthy and virile soul-s can stand the

truth as it is.
Accordingly Nietzsche holds to a strictly physiological

interpretation of value. He asks: "!,lhat is the objective
measure of varues? soIely the quantum of enhanced and organ-

ized power" (WP 674). He writes, "What determines rank,

sets off rank, is only quanta of power, and nothing else"
(wp 855). Again: "There is nothing in tife that has value,

except the degree of povrer--assuming Ìife itself is wilr to
povrer" (wP 55 ) . FinalIy, he writes:

Indeed, every table of values, ever
known to history or ethnology, reqphysiological investigation and i
rather than a psychological one; an
them needs a critique on the part o
ence. The question: !{hat is the va
that' table of values and "morals
viewed from the most diverse perspectives; for the
problem cannot be examined too subtly. (GM t. 17).
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obviously, Níetzsche assumes that there exists an order of

rank among value systems, and that there is a valid measure

for evaluating these values.

Nevertheless, Nietzsche does not seem to admit to the

possibility of a trans- historical truth. Even the evarua-

tion that the world is will to power is a truth that cannot

be accepted by those who are too weak to comprehend it.
Likewise, he does not accepL the truths of srave morality"
The point is that "the opposite forms in the optics of rife
are both necessary"; but they are ways of seeing immune to
reasons and refutations. In his words, "one cannot refute
Christianity; one cannot refute a disease of the eye ã c â the

concepts 'true' and 'untrue' have, âs it seems to me, Do

meaning in optics" (Cw E).

we must bear in mind, however, that Nietzsche considers

his power ontology as a life enhancing model of reality. It
is not merery an interpretation along side of many others,
but signifies a progressive step towards a more meaningfur

existence. He does not, however, preclude the possibirity
that nevr, more powerful interpretations will fo1low his"



Chapter IV

NIETZSCHE I S PERSPECTIVI SM

4.I THE WORLD AS TNTERPRETÀTION

In the previous chapters we have encountered the major

propositions of Nietzsche's perspectivism, we need now only
sketch in its detail. Perspectivism denies, not merely the
possibility of arl truth and knowredge, but its immutabili-
ty. In other words, since Nietzsche construes rife as an

incessant battle of conflicting interpretaÈions, he

to the deification of the most recent victor of this
as assured knowledge or truth. Interpretation, for
sche, is endless process characterized by a continuous

of victories and defeats in the perpetual struggle
perspectives. This position, by his own account,

elemental role in Nietzsche's social thoughÈ:

objects

bat t le

Ni etz-

cha in

between

plays an

in-
The

Thi s

forms

That the value of the world lies in our interpre-tation (-that other interpretations than meiely
human ones are perhaps possible-); that previous
interpretations have been perspective valuations
þV virtue. of which we can surv-ive in lif e, i .e. ,in the will to power, for the growth of powerithat every evaluation of man brings with it the
overcoming.of narrower interpretatiõns; that every
strengthening and increase of power opens up nevfperfpeçtives and means believinþ in new horizõns---this idea permeates my thought. (wp 616)

provocative and insightful thesis underlines and

all we have seen about Nietzsche,s philosophy"
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purpose of this chapter wirl be to outline briefry the doc-

trine of perspectivism in both its anarytical and normative

conLexts. Perspectivism, on the one hand, is a powerful

methodology for an evaluation of previous perspectival in-
terpretations. on the other hand, it constitutes an impera-

tive to overcome nihilistic ways of thought and to strength-
en the type man.

According to Nietzsche, each power center edits, arrang-

ês, appropriates, and dominates the chaos surrounding it.
Each one interprets a world for itserf according to its
needs. This applies at all level-s of life, from the highest

to the lowest. A protoplasm for instance, extends its pseu-

dopodia in an effort to organize, incorporate, and master

its environment in a manner best suited for an increase of

its povrer. Likewise a prant interprets the world from a

plant-perspective, and therefore encounters an entírely dif-
ferent world than we do. t 3 Each power center is concerned

primarily with interpeting its world, introducing meaning

into its existence.

In man the urge to interpret life is inextricably bound

up r{ith his fundamental character as will to power. we are

bent upon finding a meaning for our existence, we feer com-

perred to understand the reason for our rife on earth, But

our answers are limited to the type of interlect man has,

Às early
world is
. .. for
a plant;

as 1872
thus and
a plant
for us,

Nietzsche writes: "Forsuch, for us the world is
the world is a plant, the
it is human." (P 102)

t.he plant the
thus and such

whole world is
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which is to say that we know enough to enable us to live.
Yet, through creation-- in art, morality, and politics--au-
thentic attitudes are produced and affirmed. I{e seek to im-

pose a reality or reason upon the chaos of reality as eter-
nal flux. "To impose upon becoming the character of being",

Nietzsche writes, "is the supreme wilt to pov¡er" (vflp 617).

Existence itsel-f is actively engaged in interpretation,
Nietzsche says, "The will to power interprets¡ it defines,
Iimits, determines degrees, variations of power ..ô In fact,
interpretation is itserf a means of becoming master of some-

thing" (Wp 643). Nietzsche makes this point more forcefully
in his published work:

Life itself is essentially appropriation, injury,
overpovrering of what is alien and weaker; supþres-
sion, hardness, imposition of one's own forms, in-
corporation, and at least, ât its mildest, exploi-
tation o ó. "Exploitation" does not belong to a
corrupt or imperfect and primitive society: it be-
Iongs to the essence of what lives, as a basic or-
ganic function; it is a consequence of the wiII to
power, which is after all, the will to life. (BGE
259)

Interpretation, at this level of reflection, is creative im-

position of form upon chaos, annexation or appropriation,
and above alI, the will to dominate reality. Consequently,

insofar as it renders as much violence on reality as any

other force, our interpretation of the worrd is a farsifica-
tion.
Nietzsche's theory of language and consciousness is impor-

tant in this context. For hím the development of the two go

hand in hand. Our ability to fix perceptions into our con-
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sciousness increases proportionately to our need to communi-

cate. Hence, Nietzsche explains, ,'consciousness does not

really belong to manfs individual existence but rather to
his sociar or herd nature ... it has developed sublety onry

insofar as Èhat v¡as required by sociar and herd utilityu.
consequentry, wÊ cannot come to know ourserves through any

amount of introspection, since we inevitably transrate our

incomprehensibly personar, unique, and individual actions
into the perspective of the herd. "This", Nietzsche contin-
ues, "is the essence of phenomonarism and perspectivism: ov¡-

íng to the nature of our animal consciousness, the world of

which vre can become conscious is onry a surface and sign-
worrd, a world that is made common and meaner becoming con-

scious invorves a great and thorough corruption, farsifica-
tion, reduction to superficiatity, and generarízation" (cs

353 ) .

Coming to know, according to this scheme, means, "to
place oneself in a conditional relation to something; to
feel oneself conditioned by something and oneserf to condi-
tion it--it is therefore under arr circumstances estabrish-
ing, denoting, and making-conscious of conditions" (wp s55).

tlhat a thing ís, in other words, is determined by its ac-

tions and reactions with regard to other power quanta" These

rerations continually change, hence a strong power center

could, by placing itself in a more advantageous position,
become somethíng quite different than it previousty was.
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Likewise, any particular power consterration may be some-

thing entirery different (or even not,hing) from the perspec-

tive of each and every other power constellatíon. Things,

objects, quarities, activities, etc., are constituted
through the interpretation of a povrer relationship. Their
identity is not constant: if a power center increases or de-

creases povrer so will its reration to others, and so wirr
its interpretation of those very things, objects, oE quali-
ties.

It folrows that there are no facts as we traditionarly
think of them-- there are no constants, no laws to which

these power stuggles must adhere. Therefore "explanation'is
not possibre, onry "interpretation-- the introduction of
meaning" (wp 604). The basic task in life is to introduce a

meaning into things, to place oneserf in the most advanta-
geous posítion in relation to other power centers. This re-
quires, ât a higher leveI, the positing of goals and a mord-

ing of "facts" accordingly. This, according to Nietzsche, is
" active interpretation and not merery conceptuar transra-
tion" (T^ÏP 605). But Nietzsche reminds us that, "people are

capable of the most different interpretations and directions
toward different goa1s" (wp 604). Accordingry, the world
has no univocar meaning, its characteristics are projected
into it by interpretation" And, as Nietzsche tells a friend
in a letter, "that there is a correct, that is, one correct
exposition-- seems to me to be psychorogicalry and experi-
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mental-ry wrong ... rn short, the ord phirorogist says, on

the basis of his whore philologicar experience: there is no

sore saving interpretation."'o rn fact, there is no worrd

apart from interpretation, or more specificalry, there are

many worlds, in accordance with the murtiplicity of perspec-

tives, none of which is the correct, one.

In one of the most important texts wrítten by Nietzsche

on perspecLivism he argues, "against posítivism, which harts
at phenomena--facts is precisely what there is not; only in-
terpretations". Ànd against subjectivismr "everything is
subjective is also interpretation". The subject is not some-

thing given, it is added and invented or projected behind
what there is. For Nietzsche:

Insofar as the word "knowledge" has any mean-
ilg, tþ" world is knowable; but-it is inte-rpreta-
ble otherwise, it has no meaning behind it; but
countless mean ings--Perspect ivi sm.

It is our
drives and their
its perspective
the other drives

needs that interpret the world;
for and against, Every drive has

that it would like to compel all
to accept as a norm. (wp 4Bl)

In this fragment, and in many Iike it, Nietzsche rejects
promoted by positivists, Elsewhere,the conception of fact

as we have seen, he rejects the Kantian thing-in-itself and

Cartesian substances and Schopenhauer'sPIaLo's ideal forms,

"pure subjects of knowledge".

Nietzsche
no. 175, p.

64

to CarI Fuchs, SiIs, 26 August 1BBB, Letters,
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John Atwell has therefore concluded that, "perspectivism
is not so much a unitary, positive thesis as a three-pronged

attack on what may now be called 'pureness'--'pure facts';
'pure objects' (or things); and 'pure subjectsr.*65 He fur-
ther argues that Nietzsche's perspectivism, al j.owing f or
variations on a theme, is similar to the position maintained

by numerous twentieth century philosophers, ôrl of whom hold
that "facts are value- Iaden".6.
Nietzsche, according to Àtwel1, advances a sort of contex-

tuarism. That is, facts exist only within a context or
f ramework. Atwelr quotes Mary Midgely as an exarnp].e of a

modern Nietzschean.'?

What counts as a fact depends on the concept you
use, on the questions you ask oo. There ís nô neu-tral termigology. So there are no wholly neutralfacts. AII describing is classifying accõrding to
some conceptual scheme or other.

In other words, what count,s as a fact depends on the per-
spective you are, orì the sense you bring into the investiga-
tion. Nietzsche proposes a similar argument! "A proper
physiology has to contend with unconscious resistance in the
heart of the investigator (gcg 23)" Àtwe11, unfortunatery,
does not see any positive or prescriptive message behind the

65

66

Atwel1, p. 156.

This slogan belongs to Norwood Hanson, see patterns of
Pi scgyery ( cambr idg" : cambr idge un ivers i ry præÆe);
AtweLÌ also mentíons John'Kemeny, philripá Foot, Nelson
Goodman, W. Sellars, and w.v.O. euine in ttris context.
Mary Midgery, Ðeasts and Man: The Roots of Human Nature
( r thaca, New yoFF: oïñãr]lnivæiæess,-Tg7ïi);lp.
5-6.
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of it incomplete.
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and, therefore, Ieaves his analysis

4.2 KNOWLEDGE ANÐ POWER

In Nietzsche's perspectivism, knowledge is the increase

of povrer and the enhancement of one's position in reration
to the world. KnowLedge is not something we acquire, it is
something we create, Alr knowledge is interpretation, and

interpretation constitutes the introduction of meaning.

Knowledge is therefore a fundamentarly poritical phenomenon

that addresses the poritical questions of self-definition
and personal por{er. Nietzsche insists that there is a cru-
ciar rerationship between affirmation and critique, between

the task of the "reval-uation of varues" and the affirmative,
"yes-saying" spirit of Nietzsche, s style of critigue. . .

Nietzsche characterizes knowledge as the worrd-creating
function of the will to power. we construct a worrd in which

to live and best enhance our power:

We have arranged for ourselves a world in which tolive--by positing bodies, Iines, planes, causes
and effects, motion and rest, folm and contenÈ;without these articles of faith nobody now could
endure life. But that does not prove them. Lifeis no argumen!. The.conditions óf Iife might in-
clude erior. (Gs I2l)

On this see
SayiD9", in
pp. 423-426.

Erica Sherover r "Nietzsche Yea- and Na
(Summer 1965

on
5

5A

Journal of Ex i stent iaL í sm f

v
)
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Nietzsche here specifies that nobody "no!v" courd endure a
life of error and chance. He does not wish to precrude the
possibility that a higher type of man wirt be able to sur-
vive srithout these articles of faith.

Nietzsche realizes that there are many dífficulties en-

countered on this road" Not the least of which is the fact
that our very language impedes the creation of new more pow-

erfur modes of thought" our speech implicitly prescribes the

way in which the worrd is to be viewed; that is, "every word

is a preconceived judgement" (ws b5). Early in his career
Nietzsche writes:

Language as a PresumptÍve Scíence. The maker of
language was not modest enough to think that heolly gave designations to things, he believed thatwith his words he expressed tñe highest knowledgeof things .".. Much later--on1y nowr-it is dawning
upon man that they have propagated a tremendouserror in their belief in language. (ue 11)

The greatest error of this faith in words is the tendency to
posit unity, identity, permanence, substance, cause, and be-

ing. I'we enter a rearm of crude fetishism when we summon

before consciousness the basic presupposition of the meta-

physics of Ianguage", Nietzsche ramentsi "r am afraid that
$re are not rid of God because v¡e still have faith in gram-

mar" (r rII.5). In other words, "owing to the unconscious

domination and guidance by similar grammatical functions ...
the way seems barred against certain other possibirities of
world-interpretation" (gCg 20) .
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Nonetheless, Nietzsche seems to hord out the possibility
that a certain type of man wilr be able to affirm the worrd

of becoming in all its turbul-ent chaos. occasionarly, as we

will discuss later, he refers to this type as Ubermenschen.

These superior humans wilr be able to say "yes" to all rife,
to life as will to power, and live without externalry im-

posed $¡ays of viewing the worrd. other times, Nietzsche

suggests that ne still have the possibility of achieving
this goal. Zarathustra says that,

one must stirl have chaos in oneself to give birthto a dancing star. I.say unto yous you stiff have
chaos in yourselves. (z I p.S)

The implication here, and it is borne out in the theoretical
works, is that one must have a tremendous murtipricity of
perspectives within one's experience in order to create pow-

erful forms and interpretations.
Níetzsche's imagery of dancing or frying is contrasted with

the "spirit of gravity" which holds most of us down and rim-
its our perceptions to what Nietzsche carls, using paint-
ers' terminology, "frog perspectives". His idear, rather, is
that overabundant power and energy wilr burst forth in such

a frenzy that one wilr be abre to view alr interpretations
from above, from the perspective of an eagle. colin wilson
believes that Nietzsche proposes a new theory of meaning

that is grounded in the powers of insight, perception, and

distance. one needs to attain an "Archimedian point" from

which to view phenomena, and this reguires tremendous drive
and energy. For Nietzsche, this is the significance of
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t permits the philosopher the occasional

which allow him to grasp his ovrn possi-

f the world. In thís sense, pêrspectiv-

ely relativism--that is, a theory stat-
ular phenomenon admits to a number of

points of view--because it involves the

opens up a multiplicity of viewpoints. . e

y, however, is kept in check by the Ap-

o maintain coolness and practical judge-

of these Èwo attitudes to life is ex-

Iy in the title of his tenth published

Eugen Fink,
18 (Summer

ards an On-
2 (t972),

Phi Iosophy
1967), pp.

Wissenshaft , the "Gay Sciencet' (often

transrated as "joyful wisdom", but Nietzsche himself also
used the phrase þ qaya scienza).

This methodological point underrines his imperative for
philosophers to approach their subject with scientific ri-
got, whire at the same time enjoying an aesthetic and play-
fur attitude. He writes that, "I do not know of any other
way of associating with great tasks than play: as a sign of
greatness, this is an essential presupposition" (eu rr.
10) "'o Yet he maintains that we can approach, âL ]east pro-

colin r.rilson, "Dual value Response: ANew Key to Niel-z-sche?", in The Malahat Rev:!ew, 24 (October 19lZ), pp.
s3-66

69

For a discussion of Nietzsche and play, see:
I'T!". Ontology 9f _ llay", . in philosophv Today,
t97 4) , pp. I47 -t61 , 

- David FãæTf-Rre-If,-1ow
tology 9l PIay", in Research in phenomenl¿I<¡E¡,
pp. 63-95 and LawrenñTinñã'n@s
of Play", in ph:llosophy Todavr lB, (Summer

70
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positive objectÍvity through perspectival in-visionally,
qui ry:

Èo see differentl
to see different
preparation for tjectivity"--the I
plation without i
absurdi ty )
Pro and Co
knows how
effective
edge.

This is possible, according

pense with the conceptual

y in this way for once, to wantIy is no small discipline and
he intellect for its future "ob-atter not understood as "contem-nterest" (which is a nonsensícaI

, but as the ability to control one'sn and to dispose of them, so that oneto employ a variety of perspectives andinterpretations in the servióe of knowl-

to Nietzsche, only if
fiction that posits a

we dis-
ttpure,

For thís
di rec ted

will-1ess, pâinIess, timeless knowing subject".
would demand that vre conceive of an eye that is not

in any direction. But,

there is only a perspective
spective 'f knowing", and theto speak of one thing, the
eyes, w€ use to observe oneplete will our "concept" of
tivity", be. (Cu rI.I2l

Nietzsche's position is primarily
shourd bring the same dericate appreciation for his text to
his work as does the carefur and sensitive phirologist.

we must not, however, become like the crude naturar sci-
entists who reduce the world to one for calculators and

mathematicians. He warns:

Above all, one shoul_d not wish to divest existenceof its rich ambiguity¡ that is a dictate of goodtaster geltlemen, the taste of reverence -for
everything that Iies before our horizon. (CS 373)

In a note he defines his method in the following way:

seeing, only a per-
more affects we allow
more eyes, different
Èhing, the more com-
a thing, our "objec-

that the social scientisÈ

106-105.
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tor
of
of
the

This position, moreover, is consistent with his analysis of
power and knowledge. euestions such as: How far does the
perspectivar character of existence extendi or whether exis-
tence without interpreLation is possible--these cannot be

decided even by the most scrupurous sel-f-examination of the
intellect. For, "in the course of the analysis the human in-
tellect cannot avoid seeing itserf in its ovrn perspectives,
and only in them." we cannot, so to speak, rook around

our own corner, Nietzsche says, and can only wonder what

other kinds of interrects and perspectives there might be,

Perhaps some being courd experience time backward, or alter-
natively, forward and backward.?' we do not know, Nietzsche
avers, but at least we have come far enough to reject the
immodesty invorved in decreeing from one corner that per-
spect ives are permi tted only f rom thi s one corner. Niet.z-
sche rejoices, rather, in the fact that the world--after the
death of God--has become "infinite" for us aIl over again,
inasmuch as it may include infinite interpretations. of
course, he realizes that this new prospect is aLso danger-

ous, and that most of his contemporaries are afraid of the

Profound aversion
any one total view
t,he opposing point
of the stimulus of
600 )

eposing once and for aII in
the worId. Fascination with
view: refusal to be deprived
enigmatic. (wp +zO; cf . t^rp

These prayful wonderings of Nietzsche's have almost be-
come experimentally testabre in recent years. The theo-ries of guantum physics have thrown the question of timeand rerativity towards new possibilities. cf. paul Dav-ies, other wollds (New vorki simon and-strustei, rga0l .

?1
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fact that, "too many ungodly interpretatíons are incruded in
the unknown, Loo much devilry, stupidity, and foolishness of
interpretation--even our own human, ârr-too-human folly,
which we know (cs 37I ) .

4.3 PERSPECTIVTSM AND SOCIETY

The methodological implications of perspectivism under-

line and inform Nietzsche's diagnosis of Lhe curture and so-

ciety he confronts in the latter harf of the nineteenth cen-

tury. Nietzsche's assessment of his age is crear enough. rn
a note from 1884, he writes: "Disintegration characterizes
this time, and thus uncerLainty: nothing stands firmry on

iLs feet or on a hard faith in itself, one rives for tomor-

roÌ,r as the day af ter tommorow is dubious" (wp s7I. perhaps,

as Kaufmann suggests, this is not the way most of Nietz-
sche's contemporaries experienced their time. ? 2 But Nietz-
sche, âs is welL known, considers himself to be "unt,imely";
the role of the phirosopher, correspondingry, is to "over-
come his time in himserf, to become timeless." The philoso-
pher must therefore engage in combat with whatever marks him

as a child of his time. "werl then", Nietzsche decrares, r'r

âfr, no less than Wagner, a child of this time; that is, a

decadent: but I comprehended this, I resisted it." As a

philosopher, Nietzsche is not freer âs is an artist, to do

without enquiring into the malaise of his age; he must,

72 Kaufmann, WP, fn. 34, p. 40.



rather, become the "bad conscience of his
needs to understand it best" (Cw p).
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time: for that he

Perspectivism, however, does not stop at critique. "My

style", Nietzsche says, "is affirmative, and dears with con-

tradiction and criticism only as a means" (T vIII.6). per-

spectivism is a varuabre component of Nietzsche's attempt at
formuLating a valid countermovement to nihilism. As we saw

earlier, Nietzsche experiences the inevitabírity of nihilism
with ambivalence. on the one hand, he rearizes the danger in
the insight that, "Everything is farse! Everything is per-
mitted!" (wp 602). on the other hand, he recognizes the
tremendous freedom for new beginnings in this age:

Indeed, !vê philosophers and "free spirits" feel,
when we hear the nevrs that "the o1d þod is dead",as if a nev¡ dawn shone on usi . o. At Íong last thehorizon appears free to us again, eien if it
should not be brighti at long-Last our ships mayventure out.again, venture out to face any dänger;aII the daring of the 1over of knowledgã is ó"r-mitted again; the sea, our sea, lies ofen agåin;
gerhaps.there has never been such an "open seã".(cs 343 )

Certa inly, both of these att i tudes vrere

nineteenth century, yet few commentators

possible in the

have emphasized

is grounded in

]ate

the

hisdegree to which Nietzsche's perspectivism

experience with his age.

The cherished ideals of the Judeo-christian worrd-view
and its antecedents--that is, modern metaphysics, political
economy, and liberalism--all tend to be, in the words of
James Miller, "discredited under the impact of industriari-
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zation and the scientific method of systematic skepticism.'.
Industriarization and its division of rabour radicalry aI-
tered the rore and consciousness of the individual in socie-
ty. Machinery, according to Nietzsche, increases the factu-
al indivíduation of man, but uit does not teach individual
serf-grorification, for it makes of the many a machine, and

of each individual a toor for one purpose" (ws 2lg ) . our at-
tempt to determine a value of labour according to the amount

of time, industry, inventiveness, constraint, oF honesty be-

stowed upon it is an unjust practice " "we find every person

irresponsibte for his product, the rabour", Nietzsche ex-
prains; "hence merit can never be derived therefrom the
worker is not at liberty to decide whether he shall work or

not, or to decide how he shall work." Nietzsche warns that,
"this exploitation of the worker is .. o a robbery at the ex-
pense of the future" (ws 286). Machinery is "impersonar",
it robs a piece of work of its pride and its humanity to the

extent that vre now live "in the midst of an anonymous and

impersonal serfdom" (ws 288). Industriarization needs indi-
vidual cogs in its machine, yet it provides no foundation
for the strength necessary for individuals to survive.

Previously, societies had provided powerful objecLive
norms, conventions, and customs according to which the indi-
vidual v¡as encultured. Therefore, Nietzsche exprains:

James Mi11er,
for Marxism",
26.

73 "Some Implications
in Telos, 37 (ratt of Nietzsche's Thought

1978), pp. 22-eI at p.
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during the longest period of the human past
nothing was more terrible than to feel that onestood by oneself. To be alone, to experience
things by oneself, neither to obey nor to lule, to
be an individual-- that v¡as not a pleasure, but a
çruni ¡h4çnt; one vras sentenced to i'individual ity" .(cs 117 )

Today the individuar has been thrown back on his own re-
sources. All objective norns and values have been devalued

and the individuar refL to fend for himself" Most peopre,

Nietzsche rearizes, are incapable of facing the chalrenge of
individuarity and hence experience the "freedom" of nihilism
as a terror. !{hy this fear? The individual, in Nietzsche's
power ontorogy, is 1ittle more than a ceaseressly demanding

battle of impulses and drives. The challenge , in Mirrer's
words, to "govern this unruly subjective commonwealth" is
beyond the capabilities of the vast majority of individu-
ars.'n The strength required to forge a satisfactory power

balance without the external aid of the fictions of theoro-
gians, phílosophers, and politicians is rare. In Nietz-
sche's words, "Independence Ís for the very few, it is a

privíIege of the strong" (gCe 29).

The modern indivíduarn in the majority of cases, there-
fore seeks to escape his individuarity, his freedom, and in-
dependence.'s Às we wilr see in the forlowing chapter, many

peopre btindly reaffirm old faiths in the guise of securar

ideologies. The significance of Nietzsche's observation Iies

14 MiIler, p. 28.
? 5 This theme is

from Freedom
similar to Erich Fromm's

(new York: 1941).
thesis in, Escape
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in the recognition that with the destruction of the mono-

theistic worrd-view we are norv in an age in which no single
worrd-view is caþable of commanding the arlegiance of the

entire worrd, oF of becoming the singre controrling force in
any given curture. In contrast to Marx, then, who assumes a

limited set of fixed prejudices that reflect class rule,
Nietzsche experiences a multíplicity of norms and an incom-

mensurabre prurality of forms of life. The death of God re-
sults in a variety of perspectives, and not His replacement

by abother absorute. The sunset of monotheism, so to speak,

heralds a new and brighter tomorrow. Nietzsche elaborates
that,

in certain cases suns of different colors shine
near a single planet, sometimes with red 1ight,
sometimes with green light, occasionally illumi-
nating tþ" planet at the same time and flõoding itwith colors--so we modern men are determiñed,
thanks to !Þg complicated mechanics of our "starrysky", by different moralities; our actions shinealternatively in different colors, they are rarely
univocal--and there are cases enough in which we
perf orm actions of many col_ors. (gGE 215)

clearry, then, Nietzsche believes that his age experiences

an actual- prurality of norms. In fact, the nineteenth centu-
Fy, and our ovln â9ê, are marked by competíng world-views in
which none are strong enough to exercise complete control,

Europe can lay claim, Nietzsche argues, to a special

"historicar sense" which it experiences and interprets this
variety of perspectives. rn the wake of "that enchanting

semi-barbarism" brought about by the "democratic mingling of
efasses and races", the nineteenth century knows this histo-
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rröcal sense as its "sixth sense"" The past of every f orm of

way of life, of cultures formerry separate and distinct,
"now flows into us modern sours, and our instincts run back

everywhere." Therefore, NieÈzsche says that, "we ourserves

are a kind of chaosl"(BGE 224). This historical sense teach-

es those who train themselves to feel the purse of history
that any attempts to deny or bridge this chaos can be noth-
ing more thab iJ-1usory,

The increased data ooncerning different curtures, differ-
ent habitats, and different animal species reinforces Nietz-
sche's experience of a murtiplicity of life forms. science,
moreover, teaches that nature can be understood without re-
course to moral prejudices. rn this context Nietzsche's de-

sire to "transLate man back into nature" (BGE 230), is noL

an imperative to live according to nature. He ridicules this
proposition;

Imaging a.beíng like nature, wasteful beyond meas-ure, inlif f erent beyond measure, vrittrout perpose
and consideration, $¡ithout rnercy and justicé, fer-tile and desolate and uncertain at the same time;imagine indífference itself as power--who couldlive according to nat,ure? Life iè itself estimat-ing, preferríng--wantíng to be different from na-ture. (BcE 9)

Nietzsche demands that human action be grounded in the rec-
ognition of the variety of perspectives and not in an exter-
nar moral imperative. zarathustra teaches us to, "remain
faithfur to the earth, and do noL beLieve those who speak to
you of other-worldty hopes" (z p.3).



between beast and overman--a
... lrfhat id great in man ís

and not an end. . .. The time
set himself a goal. (Z p.4.5).

The strong must posit a goal for themserves, Nietzsche

warns, oF the world will witness the victory of the herd in-
stincts and man wirr have }ost the oppurtunity to overcome

what he is. These diverging possibilities are expressed in
Nietzse he's die hotomy between the 'tjbermensch and the retzte
Mensch.

Nietzsche's greatest fear is the triumph of the "rast
men"--those who are all alike, demand nothing beyond pacifi-
cation, and want everybody to be rine them. zarathustra
spoke thus to the people:

Man, for Nietzsche, does not

ture, he is something incomplete,

words of Zarathustra:

This speech is interrupted by the

audience which yells: "Give us the

Man is a rope tied
rope over an abyss.
that he is a bridge
is come for man to

"Alas, the tíme is coming when man will
longer give birth to a star. Alas, the tíme
the most despicable man is coming, he that is
longer able to despise himself. Behold, I showthe last man.

"The earth has become small, and on it hopslast man, who makes everything small" His rãceas ineradícable as the ilea-beetle; the Lastlives longest.

"We have invented happiness, sây the last men,and they blink o.. No shepherd -and one herd!
Everybody wants the same, everybody is the same:
whoever feels differently goes voluñtarily into a
madhouse. (z P.3)

BB

exhibit a fixed human na-

fragmentary. In the famous

no
of
no

you

the
is

man

clamour and delight of the

Oh Zarathustra!last man,
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Turn us into these Last men!". The masses desire this kind
of happiness, and they cannot understand its horror. At

reast one commentator has pointed out that Nietzsche's
nightmarish vision of the "rast men" resembles Lhe classless
society, interpreted in its crudest sense.'. These men are

"rast", in Nietzsche's J.anguage, since they berieve the most

recent manifestation of the ascetic ideal--the one promoted

by råtionarism--and refuse to wùtr beyond their established

"truth". The råsbt man" cannot despise himself because, in
his eyes, he is the perfectry rationar animar--he is com-

plete, intact, and signifies the epitome of human creation.
Yet, in Nietzsche's estimation, he racks the capacity to see

himserf in perspective, he racks the necessary 'pathos of
di stance " .

Nietzsche's highest hope, in contrast, is the Ubermensch

the "overman" or "supermatì".'? zarathustra spoke thus to the
people:

UI

shall
him?

overman. Man is something that
What have you done to overcome

':AI¡ beings so far have created something be-yold themselves; and do you want to be the ebb otthis great flood and eveñ go back to tha beasts,

teach you the
be overcome.

7 6 See Thomas Pan
and its PoIit

le, t' The
cal Cons

I
1

Roots of Contemporary Nihil_ism
ences According to Nietzsche",(January 1983); pp. 45-20.in Review of Politics

r wi1l use the originar German term because "overman"does-not capture the connotation of this being a superior
mani f estation of man, and I'superman" con jureõ up .risionsof clark Kent. Kaufmann uses "overman" therefoie quota-
tions from his translations will remain in that form.

equ
45

77
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rather than overcome man? (Z p.3)

There is a great deal of schorarrf deþate over just what
úê

Nietzsche means by Ubermenschlichkeit. Nietzsche himself re-
alized Èhat there were already two glaring misunderstandings

of hís notion. That is, the word Ubermensch had been unders-

tood as a sort of idear type, a higher man, one who is "harf
saint, harf genius"; whi1e other "schorarly oxen" had su-

spected Nietzsche of Darwinism or, worse, hero worship in
the fashion of CarIyIe. (pH r I I .1 ) .

Despite Nietzsche's warnings, commentators of the highest
stature have been unabre to resist characterizing the tiber-
mensch as an ideal type." rhe iibermensch in this context is
an ideal type of strong individual, the antithesis to slave
types, and a rear possibility in some idealized future soci-
ety. Àn alternative reading of Ubermenschlichkeit is of-
fered by Bernd Magnus who links it with the thought of the

eÈernal recurrence. This latter doctrine--considered by

Nietzsche himself as the fundamentar conception of his work

(eFI 2.1)--hords that every event in this worrd wilr recur in
exactly the same sequence over and over again, that, in
fact, all event,s have already recurred and wirl do so eter-
nalry. According to Magnus, we need not concern ourserves

with the actuar truth or farsity of this doctrine, but need

This is common to Nietzsche
Danto, pp. 196-203¡ and Kauf
Stern, who believes that Hit

admirers and detractors. See
mann, pp. 307-316; Cf. J.p.ler is Lhe personification of(Glasgow: Fontana/CoIIins,

18

this ideal type,
1977), pp. 85-86.

N i etz sche
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only reflect upon the attitude towards life that it
suggests. In this context, Magnus takes tne übermensch to be

the "nonspecific representation, the under-determined embod-

iment if you will, of a certain attitude toward rífe and the

world--the attitude which finds them worthy of infinite rep-
etition."?e This attitudinal interpretation, it seems to me,

is consistent with the spirit and context of Nietzsche's
presentation of the eternal return and the ijbermensch.

vle first encounter the idea that all things recur eter-
nally in the next to rast section of The gq science, where

it is referred to as the "greatest burden". s o Nietzsche asks

what your reaction would be if a demon were to steal inlo
your Ioneliest loneliness and says

"This life as you novr live it and have 1ived it,
you will have to live once more and innumerable
times more; and there will be nothing new in it,
every pain and every joy and every [hought andsígh and everything unutterably smaII or lreat inyour life will have to return to you, âIi in the
same succession and sequence ... The eternal hour-glass of existence is turned upside down agaÍn andagain, and you with it, speck óf dust! -

I^7ould you throw yourserf down and gnash your teeth? or have

you once experienced a tremendous moment when you would have

assured him that you could think of nothing more divine?

79 Sernd Magnu
Ubermensch"
pp. 633-659

I o Das grosste Schwergewicht.

s,
I

"Perfectibif ity and Attitude
in Bqvlew of Metaphvsics, 36at p. 6ZT -

in Nietzsche's
(l¿arch 1983) ,

noun usually
the phrase
stress"; GS,
it suggested
burden", whi

refers to a hea
could al-so be
fn. 71, p 273.

, I prefer to u
ch seems to me t

Kaufmann points out that the
vyweight in boxing, but thattranslated as the "greatest

Although I have never seen
se the phrase, "the greatest
o be more idiomatic.
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once this thought takes possession of you, Nietzsche be-

rieves that it wirl change you as you are or crush you. you

may experience it as the greatest burden, but imagine how

werr disposed to life and the world you would have to be to
crave nothing more fervently than this ultimate confirmation
and seal. (CS 341)

The last section of the book, Incipit Traqoe-

Êþ",
drama

nist

introduces Zarathustra and stage for the

of Nietzsche's next book. In Zarathustra the protago-

is alternately called the teacher of the
Âl

eternal recur-
rence and the teacher of ubermenschlichkeit. zarathustra
teaches affirmation and acceptance of alr that is Diony-

sian-- the joy in creation and in destruction; the desire to
overcome man; and the wiltingness that all .events, happy and

sad, recur eternally.
Às many commentators have pointed out, Nietzsche's note-

books provide evidence that he believed his dynamic ontorogy

rogicarly generated his notion of the eternal recurrence..r
In a note from 1888 Nietzsche writes:

entitled l'

sets the

If the world may be thought of as a certaín defi-nite quantity of force and as a certain number of
centres of force .o. it follows that, in the great
díce game of existence, it passes through a cãlcu-
Iable number of combínations. In infinite time,
every possible combination would at some time or
other be realized; more: it would be realized aninfínit.e number of times. (wp I066)

See Danto, pp. 203-209¡
"Nietzschean Recurrence
.lpgqnal of the Historv
Tß:ã'TT and Tñõmã'ã-ãï

us, pp. 86-109; Joe Krueger,
Cosmological Hypothesis", in

Philosophv, 16 (1978), pp.
"Nietzsche and Eternal Recur-
57 (t976), pp. 364-369,

Magn
asa
of

ong I

I

8t

rence tt , in The Personal ist
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Again, Nietzsche writes that the " law of the conservaLion

of energy demands eternal recurrence" (wp 1063). Howeverr wê

do not have any trans- recurrent consciousness, Nietzsche

continues; thus we have no way of knowing what the future
holds.

Nevertheless, Nietzsche clearly believes that the thought

of the eternar return can have a profound effect upon the

vray we experience life" He advances this doctrine in the

spirit of saying "Yes" to life and thus to all flux and be-

coming. That this involves accepting much which is painfur,
Nietzsche does not denyi I'There is much f ilth in the world,
but that does not mean the worrd itself is a filthy monster"
(z IIr.12.l-4). For Nietzsche, the highest expression of the

"Yea;saying" spirit is found in the "Dionysian pessimism" of

Greek tragedy. Inherent in this outlook is a certain amount

of love of chance, accident, impulse, and fate.s, Also im-

portant is the attitude expressed in Spiel, play or game. In

hís earry anarysis of pre-socratic Greek phirosophy Ni e|z-
sche writes:

In the world only p1ay, play as artists and chil-
dren engage Ín it,.exhibitq coming-to-be and pass-
ing away,.structuring and destroying, without any
moral addition, in forever equal innocence. Ànd as
children and artists play, so plays the ever-Iiv-ing fire. It constructs and destroys, âII in inno-
cence. Such is the game that the aeon plays withitself. (prc 7)

a2 See Sherover, p. 425.
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This is the spirit of Dionysius himself--rife is inexhausti-
ble; the joy of becoming includes destroying, not out of
maLice or resentment but freery and innocentry like a chird
at play.

ït appears to me that the Ubermensch is an attempt to
capture the essence of this attitude to rife as a means of
overcoming the nihilism of our age" we have become nihiris-
tic and no longer bave any objective standards of varue, yet

we passively acquiesce in ilrusory forms of life from which

we later suffer. The Ubermensch signifies a return to
health and an acceptance of a variety of norms and stan-
dards. This attitude, however, does not entair an unreflec-
tive berief that everything is werl and good. Individuals
who are like this Nietzsche calls the "omni-satisfied": they

lack the sense to know when something t,astes bad. Nietzsche

is insisting, rather, that it is impossibre to step out of
life ín order to make a judgement about it. our judgements

must be understood as conditioned by our needs and wants, so

that v¡e may decide what is right for ourselves and by our-
selves.

Nietzsche's formula for overcoming nihirism takes the

form of a revitarized porytheism. rn zarathustra's words¡

"Precisely this is godlike that there are gods, but no God"

(z IrI.12.2).rhe greatest advantage of polytheism is that it
allows for the ruxury of individuals, something monotheism

must necessariry condemn. Previously, NieLzsche expraíns,
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There was_ only one norm, mani and every people
thought that it possessed this one ultimale-no-rm.But above and outside, in some distant outerworld, one was permitted to behold a plurality ofnormsi one god was not considered a denial_ of-an-
other god, nor blasphemy against him ... it was
here that one firsL honored the rights of individ-uals. The invention of gods, heroes, and overmenof all kinds, âs well- as undermen and near-men,
demons ... the freedom that one conceded to a godin his relation to other gods--one eventuaÍIy
granted oneself ín relation to laws, customs, anãneighbors. (cs 143)

Nietzsche's ideal, therefore, is not any specific type

man--a Cesare Borgia, Michelangelo, Goethe, or Napoleon,

instance--but a curture in which strong individuars
posit their ov¡n goals. As Nietzsche puts it, we could
ate for ourselves our own eyes--and ever again more new eyes

that are more our own: hence man alone among arl the animals

has no eternal horizons and perspectives" (GS 143).

Nietzsche's individualism, however, must not be confused

with the same term used by liberal thinkers. According to
Nietzsche's perspectival optics, words such as "freedom",
"interest", "equalityu, etc. , take on different connotations
for different
understood by

perspectíves. F'reedom, for instance, is not

aristocrats and by socialists in the same way.

in-Nietzsche's

creasing or

much as the

or it can be

dividual can

ascending or

decreasing. Hence, "self-interest is worth as

person who has it: it can be worth a great deal

unworthy and contemptible* (T Ix.33). Each in-
be scrutinized to see whether he represents the

descending line of life. Having nade this deci-

of

for
could
tt c re-

vaLue is always Lhe degree of power, either
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sion, one has a canon for the worth of his self-interest.
For Nietzsche, the indivíduar is not a free, unique, and va-
ruabre piece of humanity in aLr cases. The term itserf is
erroneous if used in the liberal fashion. The individual is
nothing in himserf, he is no "atom" or "link in the chain".
He is "the whore singre line of development of humanity up

to himself". If he represents the decrining rife, he has

smaLl worth and decency demands that he take away as littre
from those who turned out well-.

Individualism proposed by liberalism, it seems, is merery

a symptom of decrining rife. The call for "equality", more-

over, is a thinry disguised lust for power. The "wir} for
equarity" is the "tyrannomania of impotence", discharging
the srave's "aggreived conceitt' and "repressed envy". 7,ara-

thustra notices that there are others who preach his doc-

tr ine of li f e, but he lrarns hi s audience not to conf use him

with these others. These r'Èaranturas" turn their backs on

life and preach of happiness and equarity, which means that
they want justice and punishment. These tarantulas desire
onry to avenge t.heir weakness on those who have povrer, and

in other times they were always the foremost sranderers and

burners of heretics. since their wilrs cannot wilI beyond

their petty grievances, their first reaction is to bite and

harm. In other words, they lack the power to direct their
self-interest, and merery react to the actions of the
strong (z rI.7).
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In Nietzsche's view most individuars are guided by their
drives and fears rather than serf-interest. The capacity to
make rational, serf-interested decisions has been elevated

to a primary position by most riberal and marxist sociolo-
gists, But Nietzsche grants rittre significance to this fac-
ulty: "man is an indifferent egoist; even the creverest
thinks his habits more important than his advantage" (wp

363). Nietzsche, according to Miller, beIieves that "most

individuals, left to their ovrn devices, crave security, or-
der, certainty, the famiriar, tried-and-true routine that
seems to provide a steady foundation for rife.'3 consequent-

ly, in Nietzsche's perspectivism, the goal of reconciling
the multiplicity of diverging thoughts and paths by somehow

clarifying the enlightened common interesL remains a pipe-
dream.

rn this century criticar theory has attempted to recon-

cile critical Marxism with psychoanalysis. In his Knowledge

and Human I nterest s Jurgen Habermas has defended critical
theory as a positive step towards human emancipation. He de-

votes a few pages at the end of the book to Nietzsche's
theory of knowredge which, he says, does not contribute to a

critical understanding of the world. Habermas uncovers a

primordial urge to self-refrection that discroses the funda-

mentar interests of mankind itself; thus its criticar study

can read to liberation from injustice, error, and domina-

83 MiIIer, p. 32.
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tion. As MiIler points out, Nietzsche's perspectivism, if
valid, undermines Habermas's posítíon. Nietzsche disavows

the connection between interest and critical thinking, and

his notion of the perpetual stuggle between basically incom-

mensurable perspectives deflates the possibifity of one sin-
gle mode of critical reflection.s4 What is more, Habermas

claims that "Nietzsche would never have arrived at perspec-

tivism if from the very beginning he had not rejected epis-
temology as possible. "' t Yet, as we have seen, Nietzsche's
perspectivism is grounded in the actual experience of a plu-
rality of competing word-views rather than a mere philosoph-

ical prejudice.

Habermas is also concerned that Nietzsche's theory of

knowledge does not admit that the discovery of irl-usions
necessarily increases our understanding of the world. In-
deed, Nietzsche writes: "The destruction of irlusion does

not produce truth, but only one more piece of ignorance, an

extension of our 'empty space', an increase of our 'desert"'
(wp 603). But this desert ítself need not be infertile, as

Nietzsche's own project seems to suggest" He does mean to
deny that t.he universal claims of enlightenment are them-

selves erroneous, that the destruction of custom and objec-

tive varues need not produce an improvement in our human

condition. But Nietzsche also sees a new opurtunity in the

MilIer, p. 40.

Jurgen Habermas,
Shapiro (Boston:

Knowledqe and Human Interests

a4

Beacon Preõ'Ç Ie-?TI, p. 298.
trans. J
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"open sea" of varueressness for the healthy and vigorous

lover of knowledge.

we may now turn to an examination of Nietzsche's evarua-

tion of modern politics in order to see what role the polit-
ical scíentist can have in extending our "open sea". As po-

riticar critic Nietzsche performs the task of account,ing for
the various forms of political organization, patterns of ob-

ligation, and ideorogical movements. By undermining our

concept of truth, Nietzsche has devarued the highest val-ues

of al1 politicar doctrines--theír craim to absorute "truth".
The poritical critic, then, must see the poriticat doctrines
from many perspectives, in an attempt to see from within the
perspective of the particurar doctrines themselves. rn this
wây, we might bring to light something that is common to alr
political phenomena. urtimately, Nietzsche hopes that this
task will indeed lead to the overcoming of these doctrines
and the creation of new and better myths for the future.



Chapter V

NTETZSCHE'S CRITIOUE OF MODERN POTTTTCS

5.1 NTETZSCHE'S CONCEPTTON OF IDEOLOGY

Although Nietzsche himself does not use the term "ideolo-
9y", and nowhere embarks upon an explicit analysis of the

subject, his treatment of rerigion and morality is applica-
ble, he maintains, in the poritical rearm" Nietzsehe argues

that political doctrines, especially those of a social-demo-

cratic nature, are merely secuLarized versions of the chris-
tian morar-hypothesis, and that poriticar obrigation is
grounded in patterns of berief identical to the faith re-
quired by religion. Nietzsche advances a psychological diag-
nosis of the beriever and the need to believe, as werl as a
theory of leadership grounded in the will to power. r will
attempt to show that Nietzsche offers an analysis of the

modern poriticar problematic which is consistent with his
perspectivism. He demonstrates the dangers of reposing in
any one view of the worrd, and draws out the political con-

sequences of ufaith" and "conviction".
Genera}ly speaking, the study of ideology has been of two

kinds. That is, analysis of ideology as a generic concept
(i.e. its nature and function) has been distínguished from

the anarysis of specifíc political beliefs (eg. sociarism,

100
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liberalism, and conservatism)." Nietzsche's examination of
politics invorves both of these tasksi we wirl begin with a

discussion of the first. From the Greek idea and roqos the

term "ideorogy" means "knowredge of ideas". one of the ear-
riest to use the term is Antoine Ðestutt de Tracy who re-
garded ideology as a science based upon the notion that alr
ideas can be traced back to the sensory data from which they
arose. The poriticar imprications of the doctrine vrere

drawn out along basicarry democratic línes by Helvetius and

others. Their ideas posed a direct challenge to the imperi-
alism of Naporeon who reciprocated by rabelring his oppo-

nents t'ideoloeuesn denoting "visionaries". Thus the term

"ideorogy" became a form of derísion , denoting vísionary or

useless political theorizing. "
Perhaps the most infruential theory of ideorogy now cur-

rent is that promoted by Marx and Engers. Marx had become

acquainted with the history of the term during his paris ex-
ile, and used the term in the same derogatory fashion as did
Naporeon."'In Marx and Engels, ideorogy is viewed as a sys-
tem of farse ideas that are promoted as objective but con-

stitute, in reality, fixed prejudices of the rur.ing class.
rdeology, in Marxian terminology, is secondary or "super-

86

87

Mostafa Rejai, "IdeoIogies", in
of Ideas, VoI. 2 (ttew York ¡ Scri

Dictionary of the HisÈor v
bner & Sons ,noda te).

see Hans Barth, Truth and IdeoLoqy, trans. Frederic Lirqe
_(Berkerey: univãrffiy-õE õãïiEõíñia press, 1976), pó.
1-16.

Barth, p. 48.88



terial economic conditions in
Parekh, Marx uses this term

Iogia". Hence, Marx could explain the fact that such

ented philosopher as Hegel became an apologist due

idealistic assumptions. s e

Like Marx, Nietzsche regards modern ideologies as prima-

rily false, idealistic, and determined by the play of power

relations. But a knowledge of ideas, in Nietzsche's view,
wourd have to take into consideration Lhe free pray of
chance and accident rather than limit itserf to the search

for the rationare, or hidden rogic, behind the history of a

poriticar doctrine. There is no coherent pattern through
which we can understand history in terms of "deveropment" or

"purpose". For Nietzsche,

structural-" and reflects the more fundamental "base"

society" According to
to mean both idealism and

r02

or ma-

Bhi khu

t'apo-

a tal-
to his

purposes qnd utilities are only signs that a wiIl
to_power-has become master of something less pow-
erf ul and imposed upon it the character -of a f 

-unc-
tion; and the entiie history of a uthin9", an or-
9?n, or a custom, can in this way be a õontinuous
sign-chain of ever new interpretations and adapta-tions whose causes do not eüen have to be relätedto one another, but on the contrary, in some cases
succeed and alternate with one another in a purely
chance fashion. (Cu rr.]-Z)

Therefore, the uncovering of ideologies as false, oF as in-
terpretations from the perspective of the ruling class, does

not lead, âs Marx had anticipated, to the objective founda-

tion of a nev¡ goal for mankind on lhe basis of scientific

89 Bhiku Parekh, Marx's Theory of Ideology (galtimore: Johns
Hopkins UniverEîEpreãilÎgEZ) . 

--
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historicar laws" Nietzsche regards any view of history which

posits a necessarily teleologícar theory of progress as an

attenpt to satisfy the fears of the weak types, and, âs

such, is itself ideological"
The starting point for Nietzsche's theory of ideorogy is

the beriever himserf. Nietzsche's analysis of the devalua-

tion of varues implicit in his age concrudes that the "death
of God" is still not experienced as an accomplished fact by

mankind. Individuars, freeing from their individuarity, are

willing to embrace securar faiths for the same reason they

needed christianity. Nietzsche therefore embarks on a psy-

chological examination of the believer.
At an early age Nietzsche perceives the effect of the

peace of mind generated by faith. rn a letter to his sister
in 1865, Nietzsche asks: "Is it rearly so difficurt to ac-
cept everything in which one has been brought up? Is
that more difficurt than to take new paths, struggring
against habituation, uncertain of one's independent course?"

He suggests t,hat had they believed that salvation came not

from Jesus but another--say Mohammed--that they wouLd have

enjoyed the same feeling of blessedness, He concrudes that,
"Faith arone makes blessed Every true faith is indeed

infarlible, it performs what the believing person hopes to
fínd in it, but it does not offer the least support for es-

tablishing an objective truth."en

Nietzsche to Elisabeth
Letters, no. 2, p. 7.

90 Nietzsche, Bonn, 11 June 186S,
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I repeat these youthfur assumptions because he held them,

more-or-less consistently, throughout his Iife.rr In l-974,

Nietzsche analyzes the base assumptions of faith. ,'AL bot-
tomr', he suggests, "every man knows well enough that he is a

unique being, onry once on the earth; and by no extra-ordi-
nary chance will such a marvellously picturesque piece of
diversity in unity as he is, ever be put together a second

time." Man knows this, yêt hides it like an evil conscience

behind external conventions. Faced with the existential fact
of his being, in other words, man hides behind false ideolo-
gies, dogmas, 1ies, and errors. why is this? perhaps, Nietz-
sche says, it is due to fear or shyness. But Do, in the ma-

jority of cases it is "inertia" that keeps man from coming

to grips with this fact. "Men are more srothfur than timid",
Nietzsche avers, "and their greatest fear is of the burdens

that an uncompromising honesty and nakedness of speech and

action would lay on them" (U rrI.l).
conseguently, faith is a reaction of the wil] to power of

weak individuals. In Nietzsche's words:

How much one needs a faith in order to flourish,
how rnuch that is "firm" and that one does not wishto be shaken because one clings to it, that is a
measure of the degree of one's strength (or, toput the point more clearly, of one's weakness) ...for that is how man is: An article of faith can be

91 Twenty-three years rater, only months before his cor.-lapse, Nietzsche writes: "That-faith makes bressed undercertain circumstances, that bressedness does not make a
f ix.ed idea a true one, that faith moves no mountains butputs mountains where there are ngne: a quick walk througha madhouse enrightens one sufficiently about this" (A
5L).
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re f uted
it, he(cs 347 )

before him a thousand times--if he
would consider it f'true" again and

needed
again.

Nietzsche continues that creeds such as positivism, nation-
alism, and nihilism always manifest above arr the need for
faith, a support, backbone, something to fall back on. This

is a sign of decadence and exhaustion. The instinctive
drive to form matter, appropriate and subjugate chaos , and

to thrust forward is thwarted in dependent social beings and

must take the path of least resistance. Faith, Nietzsche ex-
plains,

is always_ coveted most and needed most urgently
where will is lacking; f or wiII, âs the ef f õct o-f
command, is the decisive sign of sovereignty andstrength. In other words, the less one knows howto command, the more urgently one covets someonewhg commands, wh9 commands severely-- a 9od,prince, class, physician, fat,her confessor, doõma,or party conscience .oo For fanaticism is the õnly
"strength of wilI" that even the weak and insecurä
can be brought to attain. (CS 347)

The need for an ideology, for a firm reason to think this or

that way, provides the weak with a means of discharging en-

ergy.

The power of ideologies is further complicated by the ex-

istence of martyrs. It, is an ,,inference of idiots,,that
there musL be something to a cause for which someone goes to
death" Yet this is a powerful force behind the doctrine and

immeasurabry thwarts the spirit of examinaLion. The exis-
tence of martyrs may prove nothing about the truth of the

matter, but it tends to generate a faith in its "truth" for
its believers (a 53). zarathustra irrustrates the dangers of
this situation:
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They wrote signs of blood on the vray they walked,
and their fol|t taught that with blóod oñe proved
truth. But blood is the worst witness of lruth;
blood poisons even the purest doctrines and turns
them into deLusions and hatred of the heart. Andif man goes through fire for his doctrine--what
does that prove? Verily, it is better if your doc-trine comes out of your own fire. (z II.4J

crearry, Nietzsche recognizes the danger of absorute belief
, and implies that it necessarily ]eads to viorence and hos-

tility.
Nietzsche consistently criticizes those who hol-d on to

their convictions unconditionally. "convictions", he says,

"are more dangerous enemies of truth than lies" (HA 2s3).
Nevertheress, he does not mean that we could l-ive without
forming opinions, nor that certain opinions are not to be

considered nobl-e. In an early aphorism he writes:
Dvinq f or "Truth"._We should not let ourselves
EurnE Eor offipiñions--we are not so certain
them as all that. But we might let ourselves
burnt for the right of possessing and changing
opinions. (ws 335)

be
of
be

our

In another aphorism, entitled "opinions and Fish", Nietzsche
distinguishes between "opinions" of which we must actively
catch hold , a

passed on from

words: "I spea

possess a cabin

t ions "' (ws 317

Nietzsche re

tion 50 of The

nd "convictio
one generati

k of live opi

eL of fossil
).

turns to the

Änt ichr i st .

ns" which are dead , stiff, and

on to the nexL, In Nietzsche's

nions ... Others are content to
s--and in their head, 'convic-

problem of "convictions" in sec-

He argues that men of convic-
tions are not worthy of the least consideration in the fun-
damentar guestions of varue and disvalue. "convictions are
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prisons", Nietzsche avers; "to be permitted to join in the
discussion of varue and disvarue one must see five hundred

convictions beneath oneserf-- behind oneself." Freedom from

convictions, in Nietzsche's view, is part of strength.
Great passion uses and uses up convictions, it does not suc-

cumb to them--it knows itself sovereign. He writes:
The man of.faith, the "believer" of every kind isa necessarily deoendent man--one who canñot posit
himself ?. an end, one who cannot posit any eñd atpll by_himself. The "believer" doés not béIong tohimself, he can only be a means, he must be úsedupl he requires somebody to use him up. His in-stinct. gives.the highest honor to the morality ofself-abnegaLion .. . Everlz faith is itseLf an ex-pression of self-abnegatioñ, self-alienation.

The submission to a political creed wirr noÈ and cannot read

to the overcoming of alienation. yet things cannot be dif-
ferent for most peopre today. whire the most powerful objec-
tive norms have been devalued the vast majority stilr needs

something reguratory, something to "bind them from without
and tie them dov¡n." rn Nietzsche's estimation, we must come

and

can

to understand that compulsion and slavery
ultimate conditions under which weak willed
prosper. He writes:

science about what is true untruei to

Not to see many things, Lo be impartial at nopoint, to be party through and throuõh, to have astrict and necessary perspective in-all questionsof value--this alone makes it possible -for thiskind of human being to exist at áff.
The believer, therefore, is not permitted to have a

are the sol-e

human beings

con-

or

the

have integrity on

existence, "Thethis matter would destroy ground of his
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pathological condition of this perspective", Nietzsche
warns, "turns the convinced into fanatics". This is the case

with Luther, Rousseau, Robespiere, ans saint-simon--they are

themserves sick spirits who know werl enough that the "grand
pose" makes a powerfur impression on the masses. In Nietz-
sche's words! "the fanatics are picturesque; mankind prefers
to see gestures than hear reasons" (A 50). In this fashion,
the sick priests unite the masses by preaching doctrines of
resentment and revenge.

This brings to mind an observaLion made by George Grant

in his Massey lectures on "Tirne as History,,. e 2 Grant com-

ments:

Indeed, âs I have watched Leni Riefentahl's famous
documentaries of the Nazi era, particularly hershots of Hit1er speaking, I have become awa-re ofjust that spirit which- Nietzsche believes to bethe curse of mankind-- the spirit of revenge(that which, in Nietzsche's lañquaqe, above aÍfholds back man from becoming 'súpeímen,-- úber-mensch). As one watches Hitler sþeaking oneEãsffiñis effectiveness came from the únili";-;f
his. own hysterícal se. !-pity with the same teeÍingin his audience. Life-has been a field of paiñ
and defeat fol him both privately and publiclyl asit had been for the Geimans, ãnd he summons uptheir resçlliment. _fn a potitical context, Hittei.
made spgcÍfic demands; but behind anything specif-ic one feels a demand more universall-a aõmaña forunlimited revenge. As he writes in Zarathustra:
"That man may be detivered fr
for me the bridge to the highe

om revenge:
st hope. tt

( Toronto:
p. 37.

that is

Nationar socialísm, perhaps the greatest tríumph of the

"last men", necessarily transcends the particurar and em-

braces universaL truths. Hitler avenges himserf on a worrd

George Grant, Time as
Broadcast ing Corþffitiõn,

92 Hi storv
1969) ,

The Canadian
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that he blames for his misery, and the misery of the German

people. Any specific demands for himself and his fatherrand

necessarily take on world-wide significance. In Nietzsche's

thinking, these two realms should not be distinguished: to
demand that something be the case for your group, in a world

of wiII to power, implies that things be different for oth-
ers as well. Every politicar demand involves a universar im-

perative that the worrd be such and such, Yet any att.empt to
impose a new reality along the lines of a pre-conceived

ideal, in Nietzsche's víew, is a symptom of decadence, a

turning avray from this world. Àt bottom, Nietzsche feels,
this is nihilism pel _e_I_qell-eqce3 "A nihilist is a man who

judges of the world as it ís that it ought not to be, and of

the world as it ought to be that it does not exist" (Wp

585). In Hitler, resentment of the world as it is represents

the greatest dangers of the age of nihilism. r'
Fascism, certainly, exemplifies the greatest danger in

the psychology of conviction, but Nietzsche considers this
danger to be implicit in aII forms of "faith*. He asks the

question: frls there any difference between a lie and a con-

viction?". WhiIe all the world seems to think so, Nietzsche

sees himserf as an exception. Every conviction has its his-
tory, Nietzsche explains, and the lie is merely an embryonic

form of the conviction. A change of ruling class, or a nevr

AIbert Camus makes a similar
Nietzsche and nihifism, in The
(Hew York: Vintage, 1956).

point in his
Rebel trans.

discussion of
Anthony Bower

93
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generation, sometimes a change of person suffices to confirm
a lie as a conviction. rn Níetzsche's words! "in the son

that which became conviction in the father stilr was a rie"
(a 55). we can take anti-semitism as an example. In 1g7g

Nietzsche notices Èhe growing povrer of this rie.rn Nietzsche

explains that,
tþ" whole problem of the Jews exists only in na-tion states , for here ... their accumulated capi-tal of spirit and will o.. become so predominãnt
as to arouse mass envy and hatred. In almost al1
contempor?ry _nations, therefore--in direct propor-
tion to the degree to which they act up natioãal-istically--the literary obscenity of leading the
Jgys to slaughte! as scapegoats of every conõeiv-
gble public and internal misfortune is spreading.(ue 475)

This "l-ie"--that Jews are responsible for the disasters of
the nation- state--may easily become a conviction, a fanatí-
cism, in the sons of those who f irst admit, out of their ovrn

weakness and resentment, its possibirity. But Nietzsche does

not mean to say that peopre cannotrtherefore,be held respon-

sible for their actions. By "l-ieu Nietzsche means¡

wishing not see something one does seei wishing
not to see something as one sees it. I,rhether thelie takes place before wiLnesses or without wit-
nesses does not matter. The most common lie ísthat which one lies to oneself; lyinq to othersis, relatively, âtì exception. (a 5b)

94 The pubrication of HA in this year marks Nietzsche's
break with Richard wagner. For a discussion of theirearly relationship, see: Fredrick R. Love, The youn'q
Niet?sche -and tþe Vtaqnerian Experience (ChapeI HITI :liñFversity of North carorina Press, 1963). For an account of

break itself, see: Kaufmann,
Nietzsche¡ A Critical Life . 

pp. 30-41; RonaJ.d Hay-
(Hammondsworth: Penguiñ,

the
man,
1982)
(Hew

,pp
Yor k

. 184-2O6jæT.r. Peters, Zarathustra' s Sister
Crown Publications, 1977) , pp. 33-51.
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Hypothetically speaking, and here I am going beyond a

textual matter, Nietzsche suggests that an individual like
HitIer constitutes this exception. In fact, Nietzsche seems

to hold certain notions later popularized by "eIite theo-

rists" such as Mosca and Pareto.'s The fundamental fact in

all human societies, in this view, is the division between

the ruLers and the mass. Like Mosca, Nietzsche believes that
the rulers maintain their position in all cases through

coercion, violence, and skil]fuI manipulation of "political
formulas"; and like Pareto, he assumes that the most signif-
icant portion of human behavior is motivated, not by delib-
erate and rational choice, but by unconscious habit. À suc-

cessful politician, like Hítler, would be welI versed in
playing upon the fears of the people and promoting a politi-
cal doctríne that will mollify these fears.

The mass of humaníty, however, is instinctively in-
clined--by virtue of their prudence, experience, and vani-
ty--to accept these Iies and to continue lying Lo themsel-ves

when it proves convenient. "This wishing- not-to-see",
Nietzsche explains, "is the first condition for at1 who are

party in any sense: of necessity, the party man is a liar"
(e 55). All parties, moreover, employ "big words" of moral-

ity to justify their lies. Even the anti-Semites in his day

Cf. Gaetano Mosca, The Rulinq Class, ed. A
ston, trans. Hanna D. Kahn (New York: McGraw
and Wilfredo PareLo, The Mínd and
Arthur Livingston, trans. antlrew
íngston (1935; rpt. New York: Dove

Soc i ety

rthur Living-
-HiI1, 1g3g);
4 vols., ed.
and A. Liv-

ions, 1963 ) .

,
Bong i orno

r Publ- icat

95
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have the audacity to say: "This is our conviction: we

confess it before all the world, wê live and die for it--Re-
spect for all convictions!" On the contrary, NieLzsche ex-

claimsr "An anti-semite is certainry not any more decent be-

cause he lies as a matter of principle" (À 55).

Nietzsche's analysis of "convictions" generates a dis-
turbing insight into the psychology of poIiLicaI belief.
Nietzsche demonstrates that people are wirling to submit to
the most irrational political dogmas, and that their subser-

vience to these ideals is based, not even on self-interest,
but on a physiological need. llhat is more, since the true
believer is committed to this faith, he is capable of per-

forming almost any horrendous act while considering it to be

a vírtuous act. PoIiÈical convictions of this sort, Iike op-

ticar perspectives, are immune to reasons and refutations.
one of the most chilling aspect.s of Nietzsche's perspectivar
poritica] analysis is the rearization that individuals who

are "evil", in fact, consider themselves to be "good".t.
"The priests", on the other hand, "are much more delicate

in such matters and they understand very well the objection
which lies in the concept of conviction, namely, a menda-

ciousness which is a matter of principle because it serves

an end" (e 55). The particular slogans used by various

creeds are, for Nietzsche, mere words for the condition un-

Nietzsche's thought on this matter
Arendt's controversial thesis of
see her Eichmann in Jeruselum (new

brings to mind Hannah
the "banality of evil";
York: HarcourL, Brace
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der which the priest attains power, and are fundamentar to
all potiticar organizai-íons. The "holy ]íe" common to confu-

cius, the Brahmin, and christians is certainly not absent in
Plato--it is at the bottom of the rationalization of the

"idear polis."Before v¡e can Look at specific "lies" predomi-

nant in Nietzsche's sociêty, it may be useful to discuss his
psychology of the religious and political founders.

5.2 THE ROLE OF ÏDEOLOGUES

The distinctive invention of the founder of peopres and

religions is, first, to posit a particurar kind of rife that
provides disciprine of the wilr and at the same time abo-

lishes uncertainty, secondly, he must interpret, this rifes-
tyle such that it appears to be irruminated by the highest
varues so that it becomes something for which one fights
and, under certain circumstances, gives up one's Iife, The

latter task is ultimately the most important since the first
condition is often present in some form or another before-
hand. Thus the originality of the founder consists in his
seeing, selecting, and interpeting this way of rife for the

first time as divine. To be a founder, then, one must be

"psychologícarry infarrible in one's knowredge of a certain
type of sours who have not yet recognized that they berong

together" (GS 353),

According to Nietzsche, the apostle paul is in this re-
spect the consumate poriticar founder. He vras inspired by
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his own rust for power and achieved this end through shrewd

manipulation of an embryonic political formula. Jesus him-

self Iived a life of passive resistance similar in most

aspects to other naive Buddhistic peace movements. Even his
death had been, "only one more sign of how one ought to be-

have in relation to the authorities and Jaws of this world:

not to defend oneself, that had been the lesson" (Wp I70).
Provided with the fact of Christ's death, however, paul saw

an oppurtunity to interpret it according to his ovrn politi-
ca1 advantage. That this interpretation was true or false
never entered his head, Nietzsche assumes, only its effect
was important. In fact, every sort of 1ie, slander, or for-
gery is permitted as long as it raises the temperature of

the believersi untiI, in other words, people believe Lr.ncon-

ditionally in its "truth" (wp 172).

Paul's movement opposed the tactics of ruling Judaism and

undermined its power by expoíting the need for "mystery"
felt by the broad masses. Paul understood that the people's

greatest need was for an interpretation of their suffering.
From example of ChrisL's Iife and death, he therefore quite
arbitrarily sel"ected this, rê-interpreted that, and fína1ly
came up with a loose mixture of "God on the cross", sin,
blood-drinking, resurrection, and so on. These ideas proved

to unite the masses and subvert the oppressive rule of the

Roman Empire. In Nietzsche's words: "paul wanted the end,

consequently, he created the means .. n his need was for pow-
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er ... lbut] tre could use only concepts, doctrines, symbols,

with which one tyrannizes masses and forms herds" (A 42).

rronically, Paul's church produced a new ruling order that
was completery antitheticar to christ's teaching. The "tra-
gic humour" of the situation, to use Nietzsche's words, is
that,

Paul resurrected on a grand scale precisely that
which Christ had annu1lèd through his way o-f Iiv-ing. . At last , when the church was comp-Iete, i È
sanctioned even the existence of the state. (Wp
167 )

Paul's role as religious and poritical founder serves Nietz-
sche as the epitome of a "holy lie" becoming "truth" , and

the justification for the poritical rule of a weak and crev-
er herd.

The essential characteristics of the rerigious founder

are also discussed in the context of the ascetic priest. Ac-

cording to Nietzsche, "The ascetic priest appears in almost

every agei he bel0ngs to no one 'race'; he prospers every-
where; he emerges from every class of society" (Gl¿ rII.11).
The priest propagates an idear which springs from the "pro-
tective instinct of a degenerating life which tries by al]
means to sustain ítself and to fight for its existenceo' (oM

rlr.13). The priest is host to a perpetual battre between

his deepest life instinct, which has remained intact, and

his physiological disease and exhaustion. He seeks, there-
fore, to create the circumstances for his sickry wilr to
power to satisfy itserf and rule a sick society. It is nec-
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essary, for this to be the case, that the consciousness of

the fortunate be poisoned to the extent that one is ashamed

of health. The gospel of the sick undermines the rule of the

strong and provides a meaning for the suffering of t,he herd

by offering an agent or cause for the resentment of the dis-
eased.

The actual form of this ideal, according to Nietzsche, is
of littIe consequence:

Whether one charge's one's misfortune to others orto oneself--the sociaList does Lhe former; the
Christian the Iatter--reaIly makes no difference.
The common end, let us add, the unworthy, thing isthat it is supposed to be somebody's fault Èhat
one is suffering t in short, that the suffererprescribes the honey of revenge for himself
against his suffering. (r Ix.34)

Àlr modern poritical doctrines, in Nietzsche's estimation,
are founded in this spirit of revenge, The founding of

ideologies, peoples, nations,and parties is grounded in a

1ie concerning the utirity or necessity of this or that com-

muniLy binding together as a herd. Strictly speaking, how-

ever, there is no basis in reality to assume that a people

belong together . The concept of 'race', in Nietzsche's on-

tology, is a conceptual fiction, a popular myth, intended to
unite people for a basically ul-terior political motive.

This is not to say that there cannot be "noble" lies that
bind superior types in hearthy aristocracies. Nietzsche's
point, however, is that there is something common about aII
political organization, something commonly dirty. That is,
they are fictitious unities intended only for the domination
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of a certain group in order for another to increase its pow-

er, Aristocracies, for instance, allow a certain type of man

to increase his power, but this is done at Lhe expense, and

the pain, of weaker types of individuals. yet zarathustra

recognizes in his speech, "oD Redemption", thaÈ art recent

moraL and poriticar techings have been motivated by the

spirit of revenge--they all construe mankind as farren (z
r r " 20 ) ,

rn contrast, one courd imagine a rerigious founder who

bases his teachings on a "noble rie". one courd imagine a

leader who preaches affirmation, life, and strength rather
than revenge, razinessn and hatred. Lawrenee Lampert has re-
cently suggested that Zarathustra should be read as an ac-

count of zarathusta's transformation from herard to super-
man.e' In the first part of the book zarathustra is the

herald who anticipates a coming superman. He teaches that
peoples are founded by "commanders and legislators", each

carring into existence a new creation. The superman is com-

ing, zarathustra says, who will overthrow arl existing
structures and found a new globaI people--,,mankind,,, Accord-

ing to Lampert, the politics of t,his teaching does noÈ

change during the forrowing parts of the book, but zarathus-

tra himserf is forced to become the superman who teaches the

eternal return. Unlike previous founders, however, he no

Lawrence Lampert, "'Ravening, Rag
Nietzsche's Zarathustra as PõIitica1
a paper presented at the meeting o
ties, Vancouver (June 1983).

ing, and Uprooting':
Thinker and Actor",

f the Learned Socie-

97
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longer wants disciples who need to be told what to believe.
Through an indíviduat, singurar act--which he urges on no

one but himself--zarathustra provides the basis for a new

political order" when he wilrs the eterna] return, Lampert

writes, "the worrd sings its gratitude" and comes under a
new rule--"Lhe thousand year Reích of Zarathustra."tt The

teaching of the eternal return, Lampert argues, is a politi-
cal- teaching in the foundational sense: "it provides the ho-

rizons within which the nevl peopre 'mankind' is expected to
Iive out a lif e 'true to the worldr . rr e e

Lampert's thesis emphasizes that the founder of peoples

need not preach resentment and revenge. societies have ex-

isted that exemprify noble and aristocratíc Èraits, and

there arways remains a hope,in Nietzsche's work for a nevr

dawn and brighter tomorrow. But poritics remains a dirty
business, and Zarathustra's teaching is not meant, it seems

to me, ês a prescription for a new political movement. Zar-

athustra expricitry states that he does not want any fotlow-
ers, yet his message of self overcoming is a radical calr to
defy authority and create one's own categoricar imperative.
Zarathustra's ethics of radical individualism informs Nietz-
sche's own evaluation of various forms of poritical organi-
zat ion.

98 pp

p.

Lampert,

Lampert,

23-24.
99 1
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5"3 NIETZSCHEIS CONCEPTION OF THE STATE

Any analysis of Nietzsche's conception of the state
shoul-d first take into consideration his assertion that,
"the cause of the origin of a thing and its eventual utili-
ty, its actual employment in a system of purposes, Iie
worlds apart. " Whatever exists, Nietzsche continues, " is
again and again re-interpreted to new ends, taken over,

transformed, and redirected by some power superior to it."
This process invorves a perpetuar becoming master through

fresh interpretations by which any earlier "meaning" or

"purpose" are obscured (Cu iI.12) " It stands to reason,

then, that an explanation of the origin of the st.ate, for
ínstance, or an analysis of some existing state, tells us

nothing about the state "in- itself". Crucial to perspectiv-

ism is the notion that institutions and concepts heve no

single meaning, but a variety of meanings according to the

perspectives they are.

we should remember this
ception of the state. We

Nietzsche refers to before

when analyzing Nietzsche's con-

must determine what form of state
making a statement to the effect

that, "the state becomes the devil in Nietzsche's eth-
ics.rrr0o Nietzsche does not, in fact, Dâintain a single view

of aII states, but analyzes the various organízations of
power in each ínstance.

loo Kaufmann, p. 158.
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A state is a large power constellation with a certain
Iimited quanta of energy at its disposal. It can be viewed

from the perspective of its increase or decrease of organi-
zational power. In this respect, Nietzsche considers the or-
igin of the state as an increase in power, a powerful ímpo-

sition of form, that is nonetheless horrible. The origin of

the state is the objectification of the instinct towards vi-
olence and usurpatíon. Nietzsche explains that,

the
popu
bya
¡l rrc
olde
are
wor k
semi
knea

welding of a hitherto unchecked and shapeless
lace into a firm form was not only instituted
n act of vioLence but also carried to its con-
ion by nothing but acts of violence--that the
st"sLaLe" thus appeared a fearful tyranny, âs
pressive and remorseful machine, and went on
ing unti] this raw material of people and
-animals was at last not only thoroughly
ded and pliant but also f ormed. (Cl¿ II.17)

Thus could Nietzsche sây, in his early essay On the Greek

State, that "a man who looks into the origin of the state
will henceforth seek his salvation at an aweful distance

from it" (s p. 11).

Nietzsche attacks the "sentimentalism" which would have

the state begin with a "contract". The state was begun by

commanders, and true masters whose vioLence and brutality
remaíns unmatched, What do these violent natures need with a

"contract"? "One does not reckon with such natures", Nietz-
sche observes, "their work is an instinctive creation and

imposition of forms: they are the most involuntary and un-

conscious artists there are" (Cu fI.17). As Nietzsche rec-

ognizes in his early essay, states origínate in the violent,
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bloody, and inexpricable usurpation by a conqueríng caste .

Yet the weaker forces attach themselves to them with myste-

rious speed (s p.10). People are immediately wirring to be-

come subservient to a state, Lo invest it with special pow-

ers and deep significance, and even contemprate it with
fervour as a goar and urtimate aim of the sacrifice of the

individuar. Nietzsche recognizes the paradox of the situ-
at.ions "The state, of ignominious low birth, for the majori-
ty of men a continuarry flowing source of hardship ... and

yet a word at which we forget ourselves, a battle cry; which

has filled men with enthusiasm for innummerable rearly hero-
ic deeds " (S p.10). r 0 1

For an example of a healthy state we need onry rook at
Nietzsche.'s discussion of pre-socratic Greek politics. In
his earry essay on this topic, and in another short piece

from this period, Homer's contesl, Nietzsche fashions an un-

derstanding of an affirmative styre of politicar organiza-
tion. Nietzsche considers the Greeks as "politicat men in-
themselv€s", since ]if e in the pq.l:Lq exemprif ies Lhe spirit
of agon, (Of course, the individuals Nietzsche refers to
are arl free citizens, they are not subjected to the strug-

l0l rt shouLd perhaps be noted that Nietzsche wrote these
words ín 1870, the same year that France decLared war on
Germany. Althouglt-Þe was by then a Swiss citizen--a pre-reguisite {çf holding a cháir at a Swiss University-:and
therefore did not have to serve in the war, Nielzsche
acquired a leave of absence from Basel university to
work as a mêdical orderly. Àfter a few days at thefront, he contracted dysentery and diptheriã and was
sent home. See Hayman, pp. I27-I29.
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gles of life). At the heart of Greek poritics is the spirit
of the contest. Nietzsche exprains that the whore of Greek

antiquity thinks of spite and envy otherwise than vre do.

They agree with Hesiod that there are two Eris-godesses: the

first is evil and ]eads man against one another in hostire
v¡ars of extermination; the second, the good godess, as jeal-
ousy, spite, and envy, incites men to activity but not to
the action of war; she inspires the action of the contest
(Hc p.ss).

rn its best times, the Greek state provided an arena for
culture and politics, games and contests, in which the dark-
er side of the instinct towards domination and tyranny is
allowed to discharge in a healthy, and unharmful manner. The

ocçasionar war also allows for the purification and consec-

ration of the state in nobre confrícts with states of more-

or-Iess equal power. Eguality is essentia] for the continu-
ation of the agon. No one can be permitted to be the best,
for the contest wourd fair and the eternal Iife-basis of. the

state would be endangered. Ostracism, therefore, was origi-
nally a nobre practice" It was not seen as a safety*valve
against tyranny but as a stimulant to re-awaken the competi-

tive forces. The Greeks, Nietzsche exprains, were hostire to
the modern notion of the "exclusiveness" of genius, they

assumed that in the natural order of things there are always

several geniuses inciting one another to action. The Hellen-
ic conception of the contest, therefore, "abominates autoc-
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racy and fears its dangers; it desires as a preventative
against the genius--a second genius" (Hc p. 5g). To this
end, the ancient educational- system is arso founded in the

spirit of the agon. It berieved that serfishness, Ers the

individuar element of the aqon, was neither good nor evil in
itserf; it obtains this character in the aim towards which

it strives. consequently, the Ancients construed the highest
aim of agonistic action to be the welfare of the whole, of
civic society.

The rerationship between citizen and state !{as not, as it
ís now, antagonistic. The Greeks had a deep sense of wha+.

Nietzsche carrs the "state instinct". That is, they could
not conceive of their existence outside of the state and

therefore did not perceive the state as a mere means to in-
dividual self -interest. This l-atter notion arises outside
of the state instinct: "only those outside of this instinct
know what they want from the state and what the state is to
grant them" (S p.13).

since those who are outside of the state can see its
utility, it is unavoidable that such men gain great inftu-
ence in affairs of the state while those stil] under the

s!{ay of the unconscious purposes of the state are themselves

onry means to the furfiLment of these purposes. Individuars
like Themistocres and Arcibiades eventuarry gain power and

betray Herlenism by giving up its fundamental thought--the
contest. rn the city-states factionarism, politicar parties,
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and the threat of tyranny reads to the ruin of the Greek po-

litical genius. "If we remove the contest from Greek rife,"
Nietzsche writes,"then Ì{e look at once into the pre-Homeric

abyss of horribre savagery, hatred, and preasure in destruc-
tion" (Hc p.60). Nietzsche realizes that this violence was

always there, underneath the exterior of the contest, and he

knows that arr political life is necessariry ugly and mean.

Yet Nietzsche demonstrates t.hat the contest enobles this in-
stinct, keepíng it from becoming destructive. But without
the contest, the desire for revenge and domination rears its
ugly head. without the contest, the genius is nothing more

than a tyrant.
The golden age ends, according to Nietzsche, with the

Athenian victories in the persian wars. Athens becomes con-
vinced that the only way to maintain its security is through

military and economic superiority. The state becomes a

means to security rather than an arena for the cultural and

poritical procreation of the olympian man. In the end, the

Greeks are unable to bear their fame and fortune. Àthens

and sparta, by destroying the independence of their allies
and avenging with severity the rebelrions of their subjects,
bring about their own ruin out of crimes of the Hybris.
Their overflow of power transforms envy, jealousy, and con-

testing ambition into revenge, resentment, and hatred. The

Hellenic state and the Hellenic man likewise degenerates (nC

p.61) .
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The development of European politics since the age of the

contesting Greeks has noL been a direct and continuar line
of decLine--the Roman and Renaissance societies were arso

strong ages. Yet we cannot hope to simply recapture the

spirit of the agonistic Greek poriticar system in our own

time. Nietzsche abhors the I'wretched embellishment of the

Greeks into an ideal" and prescribes, âs a curative, a read-

ing of Thucydides or Machiaverli (T x.2). we cannot prace

ourselves into the condiÈions of strong ages, not even by an

act of thought: "our nerves would not endure that rearity,
not to speak of our muscles" (f Ix.37)" Therefore, Tracy

strong is correct, r think, to emphasize that Nietzsche does

not hord up the Greeks as an example to modern times in the

fashion of Hannah Arendt, Leo Strauss, oE Eric Voegelin.ro2

Neither is he lamenting the passing of an idear age when the

philosopher courd live an "authentic" and meaningful exis-
tence as does Martin Heidegger.ro3 But he does set up a con-

ceptuar contrast through which we can realize that our own

conception of the state, grounded in our experience with de-

cadence alone, should not be considered as complete, urti-
mate, or a necessary "progress" in relation to the past"

ro2 Tracy B. Strong,
Transf igurat ion
Press, 1975), p.

( Berkely:
191.

Friedrich Nietzsche and the PoIitícs ofiEy oE CaI i forn IAUn ivers

Political Thinker",
ed. Micheal Murray
Press, !978), pp.

103 See Karsten Harries, "Heidegger as
in Heideqqer and Modern Philosoohv.
(New Haven/London: Yale Univérsîty
304-328.
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The modern form of politics represents, above a1r,
sickness, decrine, and degeneracy. "Ðemocracy has always

been a form of decline in organizing power," Nietzsche says.

Modern democracies, arong with "hybrids" such as the German

Reich, are "the form of decline of the state." The institu-
tions of the state do not hord up in the face of nihirism;
for in order for them to be institutions at aIr they must

express an íron will--"a wirl to tradition, to authority, to
responsibility for centuries to come, to the solidarity of
chains of generations, forward and backward ad infinitum" (r
rx.39). This kind of authority and stabirity is impossible
in the modern â9e, and ideologues preaching the message of
this kínd of subordination are liars and cretins attempting
to advance their own rure by molifying the masses. ours is
an age of disintegration and instability: one rives for the

day, one lives a fast life, one no longer understands the
meaning of noble subordination. Nietzsche writes:

It must disappear, .for its foundation is disap-pparing, the belief in unconditional authority, inultimate truth ... in "freer" circumstances pãðple
subordinate themseÌves only on conditions, iñ cõm-pJiance with a mutual contiact, consequently withaIl the provisos of self-interest. (HA-441) -

This "free" society, âs we have seen, is an illusion, and

the concepts and formulas of modern thinkers are equarly il-
rusory. lrle imagine that our subordination is rat ional or

self-interested, yet onry the surface of our actions come to
consciousness" r,lhat is lacking in the modern form of subor-
dination, however, is the will to comrnand one's drives and

impulses.
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in society

others. He

the claim for independence
for laiser a1ler is presse
peopFñr-ïøãom no- re i ns

, for free development,
d most hotly by the very

would be too strict.
That is true ín politics ... as a symptom of de-
cadence: our modern conception of "freedom" is one
more proof of the degradation of the instincts. (r
rx. 41 )

The modern idea of "freedom", Nietzsche avers, is a desire

for irresponsibility. Moreover, it is desire to Iegislate
slave morals and tyrannize Lhe true masters.

In strong ages, "freedomt' is "something one has or does

not have, something one wants, something one conquers." How

doe Nietzsche measure freedom? "According to the resistance

that must be overcome, according to the exertion required to
stay on top"" Freedom is found "five steps from tyranny,

close to the danger of servitude." Freedom is not the ab-

sence of restraint or responsibility, but the overcoming of

the most dangerous resistances, which Nietzsche berieves to
be the tyranny of the drives. Freedom is the "will to assume

responsibirity for oneserf". It requires a "creavage between

man and man, status and status, the plurality of types; the

will to be oneself, to stand out." But Nietzsche is clear
about "the kind of freedom I do not meanrf: it, is not freedom

to give in Èo any desire, to be brutal or cruel, to abdicate

the control over one's unruly drives (t IX.38-41).
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The sort of freedom Nietzsche refers to cannot be possi-

ble under liberar institutions. t{hat he carrs the "pathos of

distance", the cleavage between men, is destroyed in modern

forms of the state. Indivíduals are squeezed together, the

space between them is filled up. people cannot posit their
ov¡n varues in riberal states, for they have no measure of

their differences or their status. But things were differ-
ent when these institutions vrere being fought for. Liberal
institutions vrere created by very iltiberar instincts and

actions that "realIy promoted freedom in a powerfuI way."

These institutions, however, cease to be "1ibera1"--that is,
f reedom promoting--once they are attained. 'rLater on", ex-

plains Nietzsche, "there are no worse and no more thorough

injurers of freedom than the liberal- instítution"(T rx.3B).
It is the Iiberal state that Zarathustra attacks in his

speech, "On the New IdoI" (Z I.2). rf statefr, he says, "this
is the name of the coldest of at1 cold monsters." It is a

lie that the st.ate is the people, Nietzsche says, the state
destroys peoples. Every people has its own "tongue of good

and evil", its orrn ríghts and customs that its neighbors do

not understand. Yet the state speaks in a "confusion of
tongues of good and evil", for the purpose of serving the

"a11-too-many" and the "superfluous". The state, Zarathustra

warns, "wou1d use you as bait for the alL-too-many"" It does

so in a number of v¡ays: it has stolen education from the

people and used it solely as a means for turning out identi-
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car citizenst it contrors the media, and hence promotes the

readíng of papers in which the superfLuous vomit their gall
and devour each other; it encourages the superfruous to
gather riches, and wanting power arone , seeks iL in money;

finally it forces people to act like monkeys and cramber

over each other and drag each other down to their depths in
a mad struggle to survive. poritics in this state is any-

thing but the healthy contest of the ancient polis, zara-

thustra speaks thus:

They all want to get to the throne: that is their
madness--as if happiness sat on the throne. Often
mud sits on the throne--and often the throne on
mud.

If this is any evidence of Nietzsche's attitude towards mod-

ern politics, then Kaufmann is certainly correct to say that
Nietzsche is "anti-potitical". But it is clear tirat Nietz-
sche attacks only the weak forms of the state. He is onry

"anti-politicar" if one understands "poritics" as it was un-

derstood in the German Reich. Nietzsche clearly states that
he may be the last "anti-poritical German" (EH I.3), and

that he is opposed to poritics as it is presentry construed
in Germany as "race hatred" and the "national scabies of the

heart and brood poisoning" of "Bismarckophobia" (Gs 977).,on

For a discussion
marck, see Theodor
trans. A. Hendee,
pp. 584-604.

of Nietzsche's re
Schieder, "Nietzin The Historian

lationship to Bis-
sche and Bismarck",
, 29 (August 1967),

lo4
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Nietzsche's attack, then, is focussed upon the most re-
cenL manifestation of decrining potitical organization--the
nation-state. As earry as 1870 he realizes that the modern

state contributes to the individuation and arienation of

rnankind, and hence to the advent of meaninglessness and

worthlessness, which it, in turn, thrives upon. In contrast
to the polis, the nation-state is an abstract principle
which justifies its existence in teleologicar terms. Its
grory resides in the illusion of permanence and security in
an age of decay. Yet, "the individuals in antiquity were

freer, because their aims were nearer and tangible," Nietz-
sche explains; "Modern man, on the contrary, is everywhere

hampered by infinity" (Hc p.59). Therefore, âs Nietzsche

says elsewhere,

what will not be built an
cannot be built any more,
sense of that wordi to bu
Iacking, above all the mat
material f.or a society; t

more henceforth, and
s--a society in the oId
Id that, everything is
rial. We are no longer
is is a truth for which

vI
i
e
h

the time has come. (cs 356)

The sÈate as a meaningful and effective principle has degen-

erated, arong with the individuail s meaningful relationship
Èo the state.

In the face of its decay, the state has attempted to re-
sist this process by means of farse doctrines, particularly
nationarism. À11 forms of nationarism are, to Nietzsche, re-
actionary political movements. They are successful, at
times, buL always at the expense of culture. Gíven that a

nation, as a power constellation, is a limited quanta of
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is of crucial importance. Nietzsche articulates
consequences of his doctrine most dramatically
of the ldols:
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The great age of crassical Greek culture, for instance, for-
lows the decline of agonistic poritics. Goethe is possible
only at a low ebb of German poriticar strength. Likewise, in
Nietzsche's own a9e, he perceives an appalling presumption

on the part of the masses that the Reich possesses a tran-
scendendental value and mission. while at the same time its
artistic and curturar production is almosÈ nonexistent,
concerning the triumphs of the Reich, Nietzsche says¡ "one
pays heavily for coming to power: power makes stupid" (t
xrII.l). The virulent nationalism and "Bismarkophobia" cur-
rent in Nietzsche's time leads him to denounce Germany's

"bord poritics" and "cheerfur fatherrandishness" that views

everything according to that rfnot very phirosophicar prínci-
p l-e-- Deutschland I Deutschland über alLes ! " (cs 3s7 )
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rn his notebooks Nietzsche considers the psychorogical

consequences of modern states:
None of us has the courage to kill a man, or even
whip him, or even to--but the tremendous machineof the state overpolrers the individual so he repu-diates responsibility for what he does o.. tLisis enhanced through division of Labour--so that no
9ne any. longer possesses the fult responsibility.(wp 718 )

Modern democracies, contrary to what their aporogists seem

to think, advance this process beyond any previous form. rn

modern democracratic states, srave morarity has successfurry
established an institutionar justification for the abdica-
tion of responsibility. Even the readers of such states are
not, in a strict sense, responsibre for the actions of the

state. The dangers of this situation, Níetzsche warns, are

onry nov¡ becoming apparent: "Formerly one had the theory of
the state as a calculating utility; now one has the practice
as weIl" (wP 725).

The world is, Nietzsche prophesizes, embarking upon a

period in its history that wilr wiLness grobal ideological
wars waged for the control of the planet. Each nation is
set off against each other and each, hording on to the last
remnants of belief in God, believe themselves to be the sore

warriors of truth. Accordingly, "arr power structures of the
ord society will be exploded--they are arr based on ries:
there will be wars the like of which have never yet been

seen on earth" (nH rv.1). Early in his writings, Nietzsche
expresses the danger and inevitable foolishness of the pres-
ent political system:
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No government adnits today that it keeps an armyto satisfy occasionally the desire fol conquest.
Rather the army is supposed to serve for defence,and one invokes the morality that approves ofself-defence. But this implies one's own morali-
ty¡ for the neighbor must be thought of as eagerto attack and conguer if our state must think of
means of self-defence. Moreover, the reasons given
for requiring an army imply that our neighbor, who
denies the desire for conquest just aã much as
does our own state ... is a hypocrite and cunningcriminal who would like nothiñg better than tõ
overpower a helpless and awkward victim without
any f ight. Thus all states are noÌ{ ranged against
each other: they presuppose their neighboris bad
disposition and their ówn good one. nút this is
inhumane, âs bad as war and worse. At bottom, in-deed. it is itself a challenge and cause of wars
... We must abjure the doctrine of the army as a
means to self-defence just as complet,ely ãs the
desire for conquests.

this time he stilr extends the hope that it is possibre

find a means to real peace. He continues:
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erhaps lhe great day will come when a people,
i"!inguished by wars and victories and by - the
ighest development of military order and intelli-
ence ... wiII exclaim, of its own free wiIl, "Wereak the sword, " and will smash its entire mili-tary establishment down to its lowest foundations.

Rendering oneself unarmed when one had been the
best armed, out of a heíght of feelíng--that is
the means to real peace, wñich must always rest, ona peace of mind; whereas the so-called armedpeace, âs it notv exists in all countries, is the
absence of peace of mind. One trusts neither one-self nor one's neighbors and, half from fear, half
from hatred, does not lay down arms. Rather perish
than hate and fear, and twice rather perish than
be hated and feared--this must someday become the
highest maxim for every commonwealth tõo. (u¡ 473)

passage is aIl the more outstanding coming

a man who has been blamed for the last two

wars. ' o ' This passage gives us an idea, I t,hink, of

As early as
figure than

1914 Nietzsche
Thomas Hardy,
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Lhe sort of nobility Nietzsche has in mind for his master

morality. The wars and battres masters must fight are, for
the most part, battles for knowledge and understanding.

Nietzsche has been misunderstood if he is regarded solery as

an advocate of brutality and violence.

Nietzsche explains that the fearful struggre between the

two opposing values "good and bad, good and evil" has been

raging for thousands of years, but its highest symbol is
"Rome against Judea, Judea against Rome". The Romans were

strong and nobl-e, indeed nobody yet has been stonger nor

more noble. Yet Rome collapsed from the disease of Judeo-

Christian ressentiment and reven9ê. There was, in the Ren-

aissance, a "glittering reawakening of the classical idea1",

but Judea triumphed again through that "thoroughty plebeian
(German and Eng lish) ressentiment movement called the Refor-

mation.rr with the French Revolution, Judea triumphed once

again over the "rast political nobresse in Europe, that of
the French seventeenth and eighteenth centuries" (GM r.l6).
The "classical ideal", then, plays an important role in
Nietzsche's conception of what is nobre, and an examination

of it will shed a good dear of right on his poritical idear.

ness of German militarism. " Cited by Georg
"Nietzsche in the ThirLies", in Malahat-Review
t obe r t97 2l , pp " 67 -7 8. On thï s sõ Tãñffi
Nietzsche in England: 1890-19I4 (Toronto¡ Uni
foronEærGsl-T9t0T; ãnEffiãrt L. Srewarr,
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Flle) .
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The imperium Romanum, "the most magnificent

ganization", is valuable mostly for its being a

ning". Rome exhibited the political will to
present and lay a grand foundation for a future
in years but millenia. As Nietzsche explains,

its construction was designed to prove itsel t
through thousands of yearsi unt.iI today nobody has
built again like this, nobody has even dreaméd of
building in such proportions sub specie aeterni.
This organization was f írm enoufr to wTffisEnãTãA
emporers: the accident of persons may not have
anything to do with such matters--firsL principle
of architecture. (A 58)

this century, Hannah Arendt has defined the Roman politi-
experience in a similar fashion:

In
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At the heart of Roman politics stands the con-viction of the sacredness of foundation, ín the
sense that once something has been founded it re-
mains binding for all future generations. To be
engaged in politics meant first and foremost to
preserve the founding of the city of Rome.

Roman politics was deepry rooted in the soil, Arendt contin-
ues, and the founding of a new body politic became the be-

ginning of the whole history of Rome.'o.

Nietzsche contrasts this Roman faith in foundational pol-
itics with the opposing point of view that first became evi-
dent in Periclean Athens--the faith in "acting". In democ-

racies, as opposed to aristocracies, the individual must

"play a role" in order to succeed because there are no firm
distictions in status. I{hen this happens, the opposing hu-

Hannah Arendt,
(tqew York 1954,
r20-tzJ..

to6 Between Past and Future, Efìlargedrffimffiãswortñ.ffi'óuin, ]g7á),
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man type, "the great architect", is disadvantaged and

finally becomes impossible, The strength to build becomes

paralyzed; the courage to make plans for the future is dis-
couraged; and those with a genius for organization become

scarce. For the fundamental faith that would enable man to
calculate, and hence to make promises for the future dies

when man becomes an "actor". What dies is "the faith that
man has a value. and meaning only insofar as he is a stone in
a great edífice" (eS 356).

Aristocratic societies enable strong individuals to posit
a meaning and value for all people and to develop the foun-

dation for the "continual self-overcoming of man". Nietzsche

clearly states that, "every enhancement of the type man has

so far been the work of an aristocratic society" (gCe ZS7).

Aristocracies breed the "sovereign individual", who is Iib-
erated from morality and custom, who has above atl "the
right to make promi sesrt (gU f I .2). Nietzsche' s genealogical

analysis of this type shows that the concept of liberty is
an "invention of the ruling cÌasses" (wS 9), because only

they have t.he strengt,h to ímpose their will in the f uture"

Democracies symbolize a "Ioose soiL" and shifting ground

that cannot provide the roots for a future.
Rome was founded on the solid foundation of antiquity. It

could construct for the future because the "methods" had al-
ready been created by the Greeks. The "art of reading

weII", the "sense for facts", and the t'integrity of knowl-
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These noble vaLues serve Nietzsche as an ideal for political
organization throughout his career. The greatest tragedy, he

feels, vras that all of this was undone over night by the

vengefulness of Christianity. The Roman Empire was not van-

quished, he laments, but drained of its vitality by the vam-

pire ChrÍstianity.
The Renaissance appeared as a brief attempt at a "revalu-

ation of Christian values", an attempt to once again intro-
duce the possibilities for construction of something noble.

For a brief period it became possible that the church could

be destroyed. "Cesare Borgia as Pope", Nietzsche jokes,

"that would have been the goal of the Renaissance, its real
symbolnrfr0z But the German monk, Luther, ruined all chances

of the desÈruction of the church. By attacking it, and al-
lowing it to reorganize its popular support, he restored it"
The pov¡er of the Judeo-Christian vaLues was entrenched in a

popular sectarian movement, and its hold vras extended

r07 Nietzsche to Brandes, Turin, 20 November 1888,
no. I87, p. 327.

Let ter s
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through the widespread increase of democratic forms of gov-

ernment "

Nietzsche believes that slave moralities cannot construct
for the future because they are grounded in a fundamental

resentment towards Iife, Even Lhe socialist programs for
the future are simply reworkings of the Christian concept of

the "beyond". Nietzsche's classical ideal-, in contrast, is
affirmative and foundational because noble types cân make

promises that they have the power to fulfiI. The classical
ideal is free from the concept of the "chosen peo-

ple"--parallelled in the "dictatorship of the proletari-
at"--that assumes that the future is predetermined. Nietz-
sche's concept depends upon the firm foundation and method

of constructing a future for the enhancement of the human

condition.

We are nov¡ in a better position to discuss Nietzsche's

position regarding the various political doctrines that were

competing for po!{er in his time. It is crucial to note that
all of these ideologies desire the control of the state as a

means to their own polítical ends. Furthermore, since they

are all born of a decliníng line in the world, they all ex-

hibit the characteristics of slave morality.
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5.4 SOCTALISM LI BERALI SM I ÀND CONSERVATISM

Nietzsche's attacks on socialism are well known, and he

devoted more attention to a critique of socialism than to

any other single political doctrine. One reason for this, I

feel, is that Nietzsche believed socialism to be the logical
conclusion to the Christian world-view. The virtues of

Christianity--compassion, altruism, pity, resentment of

riches, and an ascetic Iife--have become part and parcel of

the socialist creed. Socialism shares the "Christian moral-

hypothesis" that Nietzsche articulates in the following way:

(1) it grants man an absolute val-ue as opposed to his acci-

dental existence in the flux of becoming and passíng away;

(2) ít concedes to the world, in spite of suffering, the

character of perfection--including individual freedom; (3)

it posits absolute values that man can have knowledge ofi
and (4) it prevents man from taking sides against Iife--it
is a means of preservation (wp 4). In other words, the

Christian moral-hypothesis supplies a rationale for a miser-

able existence, and offers a paradigm of the good life to

comg.

Socialism ís necessarily a teleological doctrine, and as

such contradicts Nietzsche's ontological assumptions. Nietz-

sche believes that if the worLd had an end, it would have

been reached by now (wp t066). Any idea that rests on an ul-
timate purpose or end in the world is thereby refuted, Marx-

ian historiography, for instance, searches for a univocal
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historical coherence in which to ground social theory.
Nietzsche's perspectivism would claim that this project is
itself born of a slavish desire for an other- worldly povrer

in which alI doubts are resolved. This historical optimism

is itself ideological, and it is an imperative to herd ti-
midity " ' o ' For Nietzsche ¡ "Mankind does not advance, it
does not even exist." The overall experiment of man consti-
tutes a few ages of success and others of failure, in which

"alL logic, order, union, and obligingness are lacking"(Wp

90, cf. A 42) .

Like Christianity, socialism preaches the equality of

souls, and the virtues of compassion and altruism. It
preaches resentment against those who have possessions and

serves as a rallying cry for the underprivileged and dis-
possessed, For Nietzsche, the political slogans of the so-

cialists reveal that Lhey are merely means for the individu-
al ends of their proponents.

Socialism :.n grasps that, to attain anything, one
must organize oneself to a collective action, to a
"power"" But what it desires is not a social order
as the goal of an individual but a social order as
a means for making possíb1e individuals ... the
preaching of altruistic morality in the service of
egoism: one of the most common }ies of the níne-
teenth century. (wp 784)

Furthermore, the preaching of morality aside, the means to
power that socialist "improvers of mankind" must believe in

are, of course, by their own standards immoral: "a11 the

For
the
Êfr

a further discussion of Marx's theory
Iimits Nietzsche's thinkíng imposes opp. 26'33; and Strong, pp.-2!0--2!7.

of history an
it, see Mill

lo8

n
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means by which one has so far tried to make mankind moral

were through and through immoralu (t xII.5).
Finally, Nietzsche criticizes sociarists for what may be

called their "economic optimism". That is, the faith that
the mere deveropment of productive forces wilr result in the

type of well-rounded individual eager to "hunt in the morn-

anding, fish in the afternoon,

criticize after dinner." On

cattle in the evening,rear

the

Once we possess that common economic management of
the earth that wi}l soon be inevitable,- mankind
will be able to find its best meaning as a machine
in the serviee of the eeonomy--as a tremendous
clockwork, composed of ever smaller, ever more
ggblly "adapted" gears; as an ever growing super-
fluity of aLl dominating and commanding elements;
as the whole of tremendous force, whose individual
forces have minimal va1ue. (wp 866)

In fact, if the workers have their way, Nietzsche suggests,

they will by no means be willing to become cogs in the so-

ciarist future. Arr the worker desires is to raise himsetf
high enough to live a mediocre existence. Nietzsche insists
that we should conceive of a,

contrary, Nietzsche avers:

g is
M-
life
re-

right as a privilege. À man's state of beinhis privilege. Let us not underestimate the pr
leges of the mediocre. As man climbs higher,
becomes ever harder; the coldness increases,
sponsibility increases. (a 57)

Nietzsche continues to say that when the higher type treats
the mediocre nore tenderry than themselves or their peers,

that "this is not merery politeness of the heart--but duty."
The socialists should be decent enough, for their part, to
rearize that the worker shourd not be urged to sacrifice
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himself for the sake of abstract principles of free produc-

tion. But the socialists, in Nietzsche's opinion, have no

feelings of duty or responsibility to the workers, they only

desire to undermine the workers' sense of pride and teach

them to be envious.

Nietzsche nevertheless regards socialism as the inevita-
ble continuation of the democratization of society. But we

must keep its significance in perspective, he claims, and

not grant it more or less importance than other democratic

developments. In the end, he sees it as a natural outgrowth

of pent up povrer and f orce in an exploited group. Thus,he

says, "as regards socialism ... íf ít is really a rising
against oppression by those who for centuries have been op-

pressed and downtrodden, there is no problem of 'right' in-
volved . o . but only a problem of power, the same , for in-
sLance, âs in the case of a natural force--steam for
instance (He 446). Nietzsche's major attack on the sociaList
camp is their moralistic tendency to disregard the fact that
theír ideology is a mere tool for a reorganization of povrer;

they continually talk of their "right", of an "ought" while

simply strugglíng for power.

As regards liberalism, Nietzsche speaks of its reverence

f or t'f reedom", t'eguality", and " justice" as the most suc-

cessful manifestation of herd morality. The liberal is not

much different from the socialist, except that his group has

attaíned a certain amount of power. Liberarism has embedded
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itself, institutionally, in the European political con-

sciousness. All parties, Nietzsche realizes, speak in terms

of Iiberal themes. The thrust of Iiberalism, in Nietzsche's

estimation, is the decline of the separating, making dis-
tant, ilâking above and below that characterizes aristocratic
commonvrealths. Liberalism is, however, escapist: it prof-
fers to pacify, smooth over, and compromise rather than con-

front the reality of crisis. It is, once again, a sickly
and weak reaction against the turbulent chaos of reality. It
imposes an illusory feeling of calm, and preaches the basic

goodness of mankind. fhis love of humanity is, to Nietzsche,

obscene. He suggests that one needs an overly refined sense

of the erotic to confer one's lust on the whole of humanity

(cs 377).

The age of liberalism, and hence modernity, emphasizes

"anxious self-solicitude, and neighbor love." Its virtues of

work, modesLy, legaIity, and scientism ("accumutating, eco-

nomic, machine-1ike") are regarded by Nietzsche as symptoms

of a weak age. Equa1ity, as construed by liberals, is mere*

ly a "response to a certain factual increase in simílarity,
which finds its expression in the theory of 'equal rights'.f'
Having observed the fact of increased simíIarity, liberal
theorists--the fathers of empiricism and rationalism, not to
mention naturalism--set it up as an ideal, âs t,he "truth" to
which political life must conform. In all potitical theo-

ries and constitutions of the modern age, therefore, w€ find
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that the mendacious effect of decadence has assumed mastery

and reverence. Even the social sciences have been inflict,ed
with the liberal-democratic ideal. Modern sociologists--Her-
bert Spencer for instance--know from experience only the

forms of social decay, their prescriptions are similarly
decadent (t Ix.37,38). As Thomas pangle points out, Nietz-
sche perceives an "implicit harmony between the interpreta-
tion of the natural scientific method imposes on Iife, and

the levelly homogeneity fostered by democracy.rr¡oe The "ra-
tional" society proposed by the liberals is a utilitarian
and plebeian nightmare to Nietzsche's eyes. It mitigates
radically against the creativity essential to unique, âb-

stract, and "individual" individuaLs.

Despite the ineffectiveness of socialist and liberal a1-

ternatives, Nietzsche does not view conservatism as a viable

"counter-movement to nihilism. " The conservative viewpoint

is equally bana], impotent, and sLavish. In a section of

Twiliqht of the Idols entitled, "Whispered to the Conserva-

tives", Nietzsche says that what was not known formerly, and

is now possible to know, is the fact that today, "a rever-
sion , a return in any sense or degree is simply not possi-

ble"" Conservatism wants to take man back, oF even screw

him back ("morality is always Procrustes' bed"), to a former

measure of virtue. Conservative politicians, Nietzsche

finds, tend to "ape preachers of virtue" on this point.

to 9 Pangle, p" 69.
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Nietzsche exclaims that,
today t,oo there are still parties whose dream it
is that alI things might walk backwards like
crabs. But one no longer is free to be a crab.
Nothing avails: .one must go forward--step by step
into decadence (ttrat is my definition of moderñ
"progress" ) . One can check this development and
dam it up, gather it and make it more vehement and
sudden: one can do no more. (T Ix.43)

The conservative position, moreover, extoLs a reverence for
tradition, authority, law and order, and privilege in a

worrd where there is no foundation for these institutions.
Nietzsche sees these slogans for what they are! that is, as

means to the preservation of a status quo in which the acci-
dentally high-born and economicarry advantaged justify their
desire to ruIe. he carrs their attitude "ludicrous" because

"it does not admit the element of violence in the law, the

severity and egoism in every kind of authority.,, According

to Nietzsche, the moral message is that, "I and my kind want

to rule and survive that is the basic feeling behind

every ancient legisÌation" (wp 755) "

ts

its
of

to

Fina1ly, Nietzsche argues that the conservative position
t,he ultimate in politicaL reaction, that it is outdated,

adherents blind, and its philosophy helpless in the face

any challenge. Conservatives always rely upon dishonesty
justify their faith:

the reasons and purposes for habits are alwaysIies thaL are added after some people begin to at-
tack these habits and ask for reasons and purpos-
es. At this point the conservatives of att ages
are thoroughly dishonest: they add lies. (CS 29)



Needless to sây, modern conservatism is particularly
tionable to Nietzsche since the society it wishes

serve is the result of a long line of declining life.
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obj ec -
to con-

Clearly, Nietzsche wishes to set himself apart from aII
modern poritical movements. He and his readers are termed

"children of the future" and necessarily disvalue "aII
ideals that, lead one to be at home in this fragile, broken

time of transition." Nietzsche sums up n1. own political
outlook in a simple and concise fashion in this passage!

We "conserve" nothing; neither do vJe want to re-
tuqn to any past periodsi we are not by any means
"liberal* we do not work for t'progress"] we-do not
.:. "sing of the future": this song about "equalrights", "a free society", and "no more masters
and no servants" has no allure for us ... No, we
do not love humanity; but on the other hand vre
do not advocate nationalism and race hatred and to
be able t.o participate in t.he national scabies of
the heart and blood poisoning that now leads all
nations in Europe to delimit and barricade them-
selves against each other as if it were a matter
of guarantine cco We are, in one word--and let
this be our word of honor--good Europeans. (CS
377 )

Nietzsche's ideal seems to be a free Europe, possibly a

united continental organization that would not, in any case,

be one big nation-state,
A united Europe ?¡as a tantalizing notion for Nietzsche.

Along with the general skepticism and "paralysis of the

will" evident in Europe at his time, was a "strength of

will, to will something for a long time", apparent in cer-
tain areas of Europe. But this witl is by far the strongest

in the enormous Russian Empire. The strength to will in

Russia has been accumulated and stored up for a long period,
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and is waiting to be discharged. At the present, Nietzsche

says, wê cannot know whether it will manifest itself as the

will to negate or the will to affirm life. ïf it takes the

former route, possibly by adopting parliamentary democracy,

Europe would not have to worry about its enormous neighbor.

But if it takes the latter route, which Nietzsche hopes will
be the case, there wouLd be such an increase in Lhe menace

of Russia that Europe wourd have to resorve to become menâc-

ing herself. She would have to,
acquire one will by means of a new caste that
wouLd rule Europe, a long, terrible will of its
own that would be able to cast its goals millenia
hence--so the long drawn out comedy of its splin-
ter states as well as its dynastic and democratic
splinter wills will come to an end. The time forpetty politics is over: the very next century wilI
bring the fight for the dominion of the earth--the
compulsion to large scale politics (gCn 208).

This dream serves Nietzsche as an ideal for the future of

Europe. He hopes for a new foundation that will construct a

poritical unit in which Europe would be united both cultur-
ally and politically.

There are arso times at which Nietzsche seems to call for
a nev¡ aristocracy of enlightened individuals" In his essay,

"On Àristocratic Radicalism", George Brandes--the first ma-

jor thinker to take Nietzsche seriously, and the first to
Iecture on Nietzsche's philosophy in a university--depicts
Nietzsche as the heir to thinkers such as Taine and Renan

who fight against pettiness and Culture- philistinism. " o

110 Geor
( 188

9e
9

Brandes, Freidrich Nietzsche trans. A.G. Chater
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Brandes says that Nietzsche, like all great revolutionaries
and liberators, calls not for the "united small" but the

"few great". Nietzsche himself wrote to Brandes that the rr

expression 'aristocratic radicalism', which you employ, is
very good. It is, permit me to sây, the cleverest remark I

have yet read about myself. rr r r r Nietzsche seldom refers to
his ideal state, but in a playful aphorism he offers his
version of the slogan, "from each according to his ability,
to each according to his needs". Entitled "My Utopia", the

passage reads as follows:
In a better arrangement of society hard labour and
the troubles of life will be meted out to those
who suf fer least f rom t.hem; hence to those who are
the most obtuse, and then, step by step, up to
those who are most sensitive to the highest and
most sublimated kinds of suffering and who thuswill still suffer when Iife is made easier. (He
462)

It is clear, however, that Nietzsche does not promote the

virtues of any existing political movement, and that this
caII for a "new arrangement of society" is as good an exam-

ple of his political vision as any.

StiII there are those who feel that Nietzsche seems to
preach a new aristocracy of the free individual. John Car-

roll has gone so far as to sây, despite Nietzsche's cl-aims

to the contrary, that, "in political terms, his position is
individualist anarchist . o. a driving hostility to any un-

rpt. London: !{illiam Heinemann, 1914),

Nietzsche to Brandes, Nizza, 2 December
no. 160, p. 279.

p. 37.

1887, Letters,tlt
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questioned authority determines his social attitudeso rr I I 2

This in fact may be the case. His methodology tends to push

the process of devaluation, which he feels is Lhe major

characteristic of the modern â9ê, beyond its natural move-

ment. Since he sees in the democratization and atomization

of society a view of the state as an abstract force control-
ling and shaping man's life, all theories which promote the

use of this state for one purpose or the other are reactions

to this abstract force, and are themselves decadent move-

ments. Modern Europeans are dominated by these doctrines

and cannot attain the creativity and tangibility of aims

that are truly human. Nietzsche's imperative to affirm your

orrn existence is construed as a process that does not re-

quire the state, that denies the authority of the state over

the free individual. But if Nietzsche is a revolutionary,

as Brandes suggests, it is clear that this revolution must

first be indívidual, and only later social.r'3
Tn conclusíon, we may now ask if the extensive critique

which is evident in Nietzsche's political scholarship may be

the ground for a new political order or simply an extension

of our ignorance" If al} our ideologies are false dogmas

promoted by one perspective of power or another, does the

realization of this "truth" bring us any closer to the over-

II2 John Carroll, Break-Out of thg Crystal Palace (f,ondon/
Boston: Routiedg,e anãT'ãgan Þãñr ,W ÞE

rr3 Strong makes a similar point but, for some reason,
it in his mind that Mao's Cu1tural Revolution is an
quate paradigm for Nietzsche's ideal; p. 216-217.

has
ade-
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coming of our age? The vast amount of data concerning our

political affairs is useful, I think, for an individual re-
al-ization of one's relationship to society, The po!{er of

knowledge to allow us to live in a world which we have cre-
ated for ourselves is indeed liberating" This, I feel, is
the message of Nietzsche's "true philosopher"" This higher

man can actively interpret the data of the scholarly politi-
cal scientÍst in order to determine who he is and whaL he

wants out of life.



Chapter VI

CONCLUSTON

For Nietzsche, perspectivism in moral and political in-
quiry is necessary in order to adequately express the condi-

tion of the worrd as will to power. In a discussion of the

role of the thinker in sociêty, Nietzsche distinguishes be-

tween "scholars" (Gelehrten or, sometimes, wissenschaftli-
chen Menschen) and phitosophers. The former is merely a tool-

of the latter and, as such, is a primarily dependent being.

The scholar, Nietzsche tells us, "is a type of man that is
not noble that does not dominate and is neither authori-
tative nor self-sufficient" (BGE 206). In other words, the

scholar is a slave who expresses the virtues and perspec-

tives of slave morality. As an instrument of the philoso-
pher, the scholar is justified solely by the ends he

serves--he cannot be an end in himself. He is, according Èo

Nietzsche, a "mirror" that,
is aecust.omed to submit before whatever wants to
be known, tùithout any other pleasure than that
f ound in knowing or t'mirroríng" ... His mirror
soul, eternally smoothing itself out, Do longer
knows how to affirm or negatei he does not com-
mand, Dêither does he destroy. (gCe 2ll)

The scholar cannot function unress it is possibre to clearry
distinguish what is meaningful, and he does this on the ba-

sis of what is most valuable--truth.

151
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The social consequences of scholarship, in this
presentation of it, is discussed by Nietzsche in the third
of his Untimely Meditations, which deals with Schopenhauer's

influence as an educator. Here Nietzsche insists that the

scholar's passion for truth is often a thinly disguised de-

sire for power. This often takes form in the schoLar's at-
tempt to advance himself, often unconsciously, by promoting

the views of the particular ruling class (U rrI.6). Since

the state has a special fear and suspicion of philosophy and

a1l critical thinking, it will attempt to attract and acco-

modate scholars to create the impression that it has philos-
ophy, and consequently "truth", on its side. But those who

succumb to the seductions of the state are usually dissa-
pointed. Nietzsche explains that, to " scholars who become

politicians the comic role is usually assigned; they have to
be the good conscience of a state policy" (HA 469). These

"state philosophers", as Nietzsche labels them, have only

the title of "philosopher" vrithout the povrer. For they must

necessarily recognize only the "truth" of the perspective of

the state or ruling party (U III.8).
By questioning truth in a radical fashion, as Íre have

seen, and defining it as problematic, NieLzsche undermines

the role of the scholar.rra Nietzsche insists that we must

stop confounding the scholar and Lhe philosopheri tíme has

The importance of Èhis process for our purpose
gested by my reading of Mark BIitz, "Nietzsclitical Science¡ The Problem of Politics", in
pp. 7 4-85.

s was sug-
he and Po-
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come, he urges, to "give each his duet'. One reason for this
confusion, he suggests, is the fact that it might be neces-

sary for a philosopher to have been a scholar at one point.
Nietzsche himself, "had Lo be a scholar, too, ât one time"
(eH U.¡). As a scholar, the philosopher learns "to pass

through the whole range of human values and value feelings
and to be able to see r,rith many eyes and consciences, from a

height and into every distance, from the depths and into
every height." While these labours are merely u precondition

for the philosopher's task, they are, nonetheless, crucial
and valuable. The scholar, Nietzsche says rather condes-

cendingly, should be proud to serve as a tool for the genu-

ine philosopher. After the noble model of Kant and Hegel,

the new scholar shall press into formulas all the former po-

siting of values that have become dominant over a long peri-
od of Èime. Their task is to make all that has happened and

been esteemed easy to look over, easy to understand. They

shourd make the data intelligibre and manageabre. Nietzsche

clearly sees Lhis as the role of the modern political "sci-
entist" or syst.ematizer. These people, in themselves, are

not independent types and cannot posit values.

The labour of the sytematízer, the scholar, and scientist
provides the foundation for the philosophical genius. In

their catal-ogues of value, their analyses of institutions an

doctrines, and demythologízing of the past these scholars

have, in fact, overcome the past. The stage is set, so to
speak, for the future. In Nietzsche's words:
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Genuine philosophers, hovrever, are commanders and
Iegislatõrs .., They first determine the Whither
and Lhe üfha! for rnan ... Wíth a creative hand they
reach for the future, and aII that is and has been
becomes a means for them, ân instrument, a hammer.
Their "knowing" is creating, their creation is a
legislation, their will to truth is--wiIl to pow-er. (sce 2rr)

In this passage I think we have Nietzsche's most powerful

affirmative political statement. Insofar as one is a philos-
opher, in Nietzsche's sense of the word, one is free to leg-

islate for oneself and command for oneself" By taking these

actions one becomes, âs Nietzsche had called himself, "dyna-

mite" and "destiny". Nietzsehe's eritieal attack upon the

Christian moral tradition had been that it restricted free

thought, its commandment was "thou shalt not think". Nietz-

sche's commandment, on the contrary, is to think and feel
for yourselves, thus becoming who you are.

If "knowing" is "Iegislating", it must involve the con-

sciousness and solution of political problems. BIitz, there-
fore, suggests that we examine Nietzsche's conception of

"prob1ems". We find that problems are perspectival. ThaL is

"a problem is a problem only in connection with a certain
perspective, and the same term does not indicate the same

problem.rls Indeed, âs we have seen, something perspectival

cannot be fixed, eternal, the same everywhere and for every-

one. Moreover: "From the moment faith in the God of the as-

cetic ideal is denied, a ne?r problem arises¡ that of the

value of truth" (Cl¿ III.24') . This is the decisive study in

It5 BIitz, p. 76.
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the age of nihilism" Nietzsche's analysis of the drive for
truth, of the desire for fixity and permanence, leads him to

the realization that v¡e ourselves posit the problems of

truth. Each problem, each holding something true, is an ul-
timately personal, ín fact physiological, matter. It can be

traced to our drives and theír For and Against. There is no

ultimate standard of truth, because we posit truth our-

selves. There is no end outside of man that makes problems

problemaLic. Rather, forshadowing existentialism, Nietzsche

avers that we are our own problems: "really 'deep down',

there is, of course, something unteachable, some granite of

spiritual fatum , of predetermined decision and answer to
predetermined questions" (BGE 231).

The implication of this insight is that the philosopher

justifíes aIl existence by being his problem. The philoso-
pher is his own question because being is synonymous with

Iiving. And, âs we have seen, J.ife is itself will to power,

growth, overcoming resistance, and the whole of existence.

We do not simply have a variety of drives, one of which is
questioning" Questioning, like growing or willing, expresses

what t,he drive is--they are one in the same" The philosopher

in this scheme is merely the most "complete" man in a world

in which most men are "fragmentary".

This philosopher of the future is the decisive actor in a

counter-movement to nihilism. If all life is interpreta-
tion, and interpretation is the introduction of meaning,
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then the creation of meaning in a meaningress world becomes

the philosopher's task. Nietzsche's challenge consists of

the demand that future philosophers overcome theoretical
posturing and actively legislate nevt mankind. Marx

"phi losophers

have only interpreted the world, in various vrays; but the

task is to change íLo wr t 6 Nietzsche's perspectivism presses

this same demand" Interpretation is the active real-ignment

of reality, and thus constitutes the most radical change in

the world. Nietzsche himself explains that it,
is a measure of degree of strength of will to what
extent one can do without meaning in things, to
what extent one can endure to live in a meaning-
less world because one organizes a smal1 portion
of it oneseLf. The philosophical objective out-
look can therefore be a sign that wiIl and
strength are sma1l. For strength organizes what is

wrote in his last Theses on Feuerbach

goals for

that the

"men of knowledge", who desire
what is, are those who cannot
ought to be. Artists, âs in-

they at least fix an image of
be; they are productive, to

continually alter and trans-
knowledge, who leave every-

585)

to the notion that

close and closest.
only to ascertain
fix anything as it
termediary species:
that which ought to
the extent that the
form; unlike men o
thíng as it is. (wp

In the final analysis,
grant theoretical assent

v
f

thenr w€ must do more than simply

all knowing is
interpreting" Nietzsche clearly intends that tve use this
principle to create nelv, more powerful interpretations,

Karl Marx, cited in The
ed. Robert C. fuckF(
1978), p. 145. It should
ing a general statement h
cally to the Young Hegeli
a prominant sentiment thr

Marx-Enge1s Reader , 2nd. ed.,
New York: Norton and Norton,
be noted that Marx was not mak-
ere. He was refering specifí-
ans. Neverthel-ess, it expresses
oughout Marx's work.

tl6
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Nietzsche himself proposes specific interpretations of
the world, and he has no hesitation in advancing a political
theory grounded in these perspectival fictions. And arthough

there is no truth, in a strict sense, Nietzsche has no

qualms about passing judgement on other interpreLations.
Nietzsche clearly berieved that his phitosophy had more than

a theoreticar importance. He once said that, with him "great
politics" begins (gH rv.I).

There is a strong connection between Nietzsche's admira-

tion for the foundational poritics of the Roman Empire and

his vision of a new beginning for European politics. The

"open sea" that has been created by the devaluation of val-
ues and norms provides, once again in history, the possibir-
ity for a politics that is measured by milrenia. But hefore
there can be a new beginning, there must be a complete de-

struction of arr remaining residue from the oppressive mono-

theistic ages.The old ways of speech and action must be van-
quished, and we must begin to Iay a broad foundation for the
fuLure. Perspectivism is an essentiar method in the revarua-
tion of varues. rt not onry destroys the most sacred irlu-
sions of all previous morarities, but it provides the strong
and healthy philosopher with the ability to see the worrd as

a whole. If new phirosophers are to be "architects" of a new

future, they must be able to calcurate and legislate the in-
dividuals as solid "stones" in a great edifice.
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There is no doubt that Nietzsche conceives of his new

foundation as a re-establishment of aristocratic varues. He

says of his philosophy that it,
brings the triumphant idea of which all other mod-
es of thought will ultimately perish. It is thegreat cultivating idea¡ the races that cannot bearit stand condemned; those who find it the sreatesLbenefit are chosen to rule. (wp 10b3) -

since every enhancement of the type man has been the work of

aristocracies it is not surprising that his perspectívism,

as a foundationar doctrine, will be accepted onry by the few

strong. Those who "stand condemned" in Nietzsche's eyes are

those who cannot affirm the worrd as wilr to power. Just as

the Jew and the chrístian had "stood convicted of hatred for
the whole human race" in Rome (Cu r.16), so the bad examples

of men will be condemned for resisting Èhe attempt to en-

hance man by building something beyond him. Nietzsche's po-

sition is only valid provided that he has the right to rink
the sarvation and future of the human race with the uncondi-
tional dominance of aristocratic, Roman values.

Nietzsche's evaruations arise out of his ov¡n perspective

of ascending l-ífe as a necessary condition for his enhance-

ment of povrer and for others like him. These other,,homeless

ones" are not happy to seek their salvation in petty pori-
tics, and in temporal struggles. with them "great politics"
means an alriance of all aristocratic types in Europe as the

true leaders. But this aristocracy must have the methods of
phirosophers who are commanders and legisl-ators, just as the
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Romans had the methods of the architect who could construct
a sorid strucLure. Nietzsche considers his method as a tool
for this construction, the subtitre of Twiliqht of the ldors
is "Philosophy with a Hammer". The hammer is a tool for de-

struction and for construction, and Nietzsche's perspectiv-
ísm is a subtre mixture of the tv¡o. For the f'greatest

struggles a nev¡ weapon is needed", Nietzsche exprains, "the
hammer." It is needed to provoke a fearful decision, and

"to confront Europe with the consequences¡ wheLher its wirl
'wilrs' destruction" (wp 1054). But there are two sorts of
destruction, and we need a keen eye to see this distinction.
There are those who want to destroy simpry out of revenge,

resentment, and a distaste for anything solid. But there is
arso destruction out of an overabundance of power, a de-

struction that is a necessary precondition for a new founda-

tion to be built.
At this point v¡e may have to confront the issue of Nietz-

sche's paradoxical position. He states emphatically that all
knowing is interpreting, and that we should attempt to see

with as many eyes as possible. yet he advances a poritícar
formura that is locked into a narrow perspective of his own

desire for a certain type of ruring order. rf reality is
merely chaos, if there is no stable worrd order, and our

world is nothing more than a multiplicity of competing per-
spectives, is not everything which NieLzsche says itself
nothing more than interpretation from his own perspective?
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Does this not mean that after having denied the possibiriLy
of any one adequate formulation of the worrd, and hence any

concrete project for its change, that Nietzsche nevertheless
turns around and offers such a formuration and presciption?

There is littre doubt that he is indeed offering another

world interpretation. Even the statement "there are no facts
onry interpretations" must be an interpretation and not a

fact' The worrd is not a "text" that admíts to a single
reading. somebody courd come arong one day and "read" out of
the same phenomena a totarry different "picture" of the
world" And in fact this is arr that Nietzsche says he has

done. confronted with the "bad phitorogy" of the prevairing
moral and politícal dogmas, Nietzsche reads everywhere the

"tyrannicarly inconsiderate and relentless enforcement of
desires for power." Every word, every theory, and every

value concerning the worrd is a cLaim to power. And Nietz-
sche is not an exception. He states: "supposing that this
also is only interpretation, and you wirr be eager enough to
make this objection?--weIl, so much the betteru (gCg 22).

Níetzsche's interpretation, however, constitutes a "radi-
car new cognitive paradigm" which is free from the inconsis-
tencíes and inflexibility of the tradition.rr? This radical
theory of knowledge, moreover, is intended to ground a radi-
carly new poritics for the future. Nietzsche is decisively
aware that his political f ormula i,s an interpretation, but

It7 Grimm, p. 191"
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therein lies its power and chief advantage. Nietzsche

emphasizes that we can become free from the presupposition

that there is a single binding rearity for everyone, which

determines and conditions our perceptions. cognition, rath-
êr, is a physiological matter. That Nietzsche sees things
differently than most is, to him, a sign of distinction. In

his moder there is no limit to the expanse of human possi-
bilities, the "new infinity" which Nietzsche encourages by

destroying arl that makes rife in this world bearabre is
justified by Èhe possibirity that a neh' beginning is once

again ímaginable.

Nietzsche's reformulation of the cognitive process is
justified by its âpprication in the politicar realm. we can

employ it in poritícar and social analysis and thus increase

our vital powers in relation to the world and the human con-

dition. But sre do so not by defining its conformity to ex-
ternar laws but in activery interpreting the wortd according
to our needs. The actual character of the world is of lit-
tle significance apart from the questions, "what is it for
me?" and rrwhat is it f or the future of an enhanced mankind?"

rnsofar as all previous poritical theories may be measured

according to the degree to which they enhance and increase

the power of the type man, Nietzsche argues that his inter-
pretatíon is the best so far. He feels that he has predec-

cesors in Thucydides and in I'lachiaverri ' s prince. Here po-

litical theory seeks its justification in the "reality" of
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individuar rife, not in "reason", and stirr less in "moraL-
ity" (r x.11).

To the modern reader, the notion that the índividual
knower riteralry constitutes his own reality should no rong-

er seem extravagent. Robert ornstein, for instance, has de-

veloped a psychology that demonstrates how the individual
serects, edits, and appropriates sensory stimuri such that
the individual's conscious reality is riterarly that indi-
vidual' s creat íon. ' ' ' Gestart psychology has further ex-
prained the phenomena of creative cognition. The rorschack

ink blots operate in much the same fashion as Nietzsche's
perspectivism would imply. The greater part of the "meaning"
of an object is the result of our unconscious forming of a

"picture" that is ín many ways unique to us. Moreover, the
optical shifts from one image to another invorves the con-
struction of an entirery different and new world of rearity.

Atwerl has suggested that Nietzsche's perspectival sociar
science methodology ís generarly accepted today by a wide

range of "ontological plurarists" and others who berieve
that "facts are theory Iaden". Nietzsche recognized long

before mosL the interconnection of "facts", "theories", and

"vaIues". He further rearized the superficiality of the hu-

man, arl-too-human desire to bifurcate ontorogicar concepts

in order to flee from a world that does not admit to a sin-

I r B Cited in Grimm,
chology of Consc
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gre "sole-saving interpretationo" This tendency has also
insisted upon separating "social" from "personar" knowredge,

an effort that is doomed to failure within the paradigm of
Nietzsche' s perspectivism" .',

Thomas Kuhn, in his influentiaL theory concerning the

structure of scientific revolutions, has i]lustrated how a

change in paradigm or reinterpretation of the word consti-
tutes a change in the realíty which we experience.'ro As

both Magnus and Grimm have hinted, there are certain parar-
lels with Nietzsche in Kuhn's notion of paradigm shift-
ing.'"' Kuhn maintains that the paradígm shifts brought

about by such seminal thinkers as Copernicus, Galileo, Kant,

Einstein, and Heisenberg literarly change the world which we

experience. A1Èhough Kuhn does not take the epistemorogicar
and moral implications of this insight to the extents that
vre have seen that Nietzsche does, there are striking simi-
larities in their presentations of this thought. Kuhn shows

that paradigms are based upon presuppositions of "truth",
without which science courd not exis!. But these "truths"
( in Nietzsche's ranguage " ilLusions" ) inevitabry contror

119
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scientific inquiry itself. within what Kuhn carls "normal

science" there is an attempt to force nature into pre-con-

structed theoretical "Procrustefs beds", which the paradigm

supplies. Normar science does not attempt to create new

"truths" or new theories, and phenomena that do not fit the
paradigm are simpry "not seen at a11". Normal scientists in
Kuhn's picture of them are basicarry an egoistic and sravish
lot that ís indeed intorerant and resentful of theories in-
vented by others. Normal- science is directed towards the ar-
ticulation of "truths" that have already been "discovered"
and resists any notion that nevr ones can be created. r 2 2

Kuhn's examination of the nature of normar science brings
into sharp focus the reluctance of most individuals towards

al-ter ing ,accepted perspect ives, and hence the tremendous

revorutions brought about by a paradigm shift constituting
the creation of completety new worlds.

The most extreme case of Nietzsche's perspectivism in ac-
tion has been suggested by Dennis Rohatyn. He believes that
there are significant parallers between Nietzsche's tj¡"r-
mensch and carlos casteneda's Yaqui sorceror.rr. The sorce-
ror, Don Juan, teaches the powers of serf-overcoming through

a transcendence of traditionar concepts and thought patterns
(he is further aided by the powers of halrucination brought

L22 Kuhn, p. 24"

Dennis Rohatyn, I'l,lho is Nietzsche's OvermâD",
Dgqma? of Philosophy and Other Essavs (London:
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about by various drugs), Rohatyn concentrates on the

attitude one would have if one took perspectivism seriousry.
The result is a type of man who assumes that there must be

creativity in valuation, pertinacity in one's personal ac-

tions, kindness towards inferiors, and respect for
equals. r 2 4 The resurtant man must incessantly overcome him-

self, moving from one perspective to another more powerful

one in a constant struggle to increase his vital powers.

Fina1ly, perspectivism has been adopted by an important
poritical theorist and sociar critic as the best possible
method for analyzing the atomic age. In a tittle known book,

ortega Y Gasset has argued that perspectivism, often carred

"the doctrine of point of view", is a superior arternative
to .the rerativist and rationalist conceptions of man and the

worrd. l's Here ortega argues that perspective is a component

part of reality, and that a reality that remained the same

wourd be a ridicurous conception. He berieves that rearity
possesses an infinite number of perspectives, and that the

sore farse perspectíve is that which craims to be the only
one."' This "provinciarism", âs he calls it, has been deci-
sively refuted by Èhe invention of Einstein's theory of rel-
ativity. But this is not meant to be another step towards

"subjectivism", for perspective acquires objectivity because

L24
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it determínes an excrusive optic. If the sociar imprications
of perspectivism u¡ere to be comprehended, ortega suggests,

we would come to experience life and history in a different
way. The individuar wourd no ronger be coerced into replac-
ing his spontaneous viewpoint with a more standardized ver-
sion, thus he could be "royal to the unipersonar imperative
which represents his individuarity." It is the same with na-

tions. Instead of regarding each other with hatred and sus-

picion, they could come to respect each other's point of
view and derive from each new methods and perspectives to-
wards their respective problems. I 2 ?

The insight that alr knowing is perspectivar interpreta-
tion, iÈ seems, can generate new and valuable insights
through its ov¡n inner dynamism. It is methodologically un-

sound, however, to suggest that these examples prove Nietz-
sche's perspectivism in any ultimate way. But powerful and

imaginaLive insights that are parellel to Nietzsche's own do

illuminate the efficacy of Nietzsche's perspectivar optics
and the vast range of possibilities opened up for social,
scientific, and politíeal thought, hte do not have to accept

Nietzsche's own perspectivat formurations to grant that a

theory that all knowing invorves active interpretation is of
great promise and utility in a world of incommensurabre

forms of 1ife. rn fact, Nietzsche does not want discipres,
he does not desire forrowers. He wourd prefer that each in-

L27 Ortega, p. I44.
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dividual who has the strength and imagination to create

one's own world of meaning will become a master, ên aristo-
crat, and a commander. Naturally this leaves the door open

to aLl kinds of "ungodly" interpretations as well as "noble"
ones. But the entire history of man has been a struggle be-

tween noble and slave perspectives, and no amount of wishful
thinking and phirosophizíng on the part of the moralists has

been able to change that. In the end, Nietzsche leaves him-

self vulnerable to exproitation by various interpretations,
but he seems to be willing to take this risk in the hope

that something nev¡ and constructive will folrow his destruc-
tion of "truth" and "value".
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